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NaNo experimeNt kit for physics

NaNo schoolbox 2.0

NaNotechNology – iroNmagNetics 
(ferro-fluid)

How do you get from simple quartz sand to a high-performance wafer 
and how does the memory effect in shape memory alloys work? Why can 
lycopodium be super hydrophobic and cause huge explosions at the 
same time? Or how do smart surface coatings work, e.g. in the automotive 
industry (flip-floop effect) or in the electronics industry (ITO coatings)?

 Items in the kit:

1.   Fire Protection sprey
2.  Wood surface
3.  textile
4.  Protective glasses
5.  Memory wire

sku:  360201

sku:  360200

sku:  360003

16.   Abrassive sponge
17.   Aligator cables
18.  crystal rock
19.   pipettes
20.  magnet 

11. Lycopodium spores
12. snap cap glass container
13. perti dish
14. wax
15. LED

6.  Paint brush
7.   ITO glass slide
8.  Glass slide 
9.   Plastic pincers
10. Pregnacy test
 

21.  wood floor
22.  Battery
23.  Auric chloride
24.  Ferrofluid
25.  citrate solution
26.  tenside solution
27.   invisible ink
28.  silicon waffer
29.  protective gloves
30.  Silica sand 

What are ferromagnetic fluids ? Understand the modern definition of 
nanotechnology. Learn about a nano-material ( Ferro fluid ) and it ’s 
applications in modern nanotechnology. Create magnetic nanoparticles 
and see their behavior in a magnetic field. There are several materials 
for 15 groups. Includes teacher guide and student worksheets (in English).

1. nanotechnology
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2. electricity

17 basic electroNics experimeNts 
With breadboard

electric circuit

electroNics tutorial seNsor 
techNology With breadboard

17 attempts can be set up and dismantled in seconds. The plastic bread-
board (also called breadboard) offers quick and solder-free assembly 
and dismantling of electrical and electronic circuits. This results in a 
stable and functionally reliable structure that can be changed quickly 
and easily. The experiments, described in great detail, are ideally suited 
for an introduction to electronics. The approx. 30-part set of components 
includes the breadboard and all the necessary electronic components. 
The kit is rounded off with an accompanying booklet (21 pages). Delivery 
incl. Practical storage box. The 4.5 V battery is not included in the scope 
of delivery. 1 piece.

An assembly of a D type cell holder, a low voltage small motor with fan 
and a  bulb  with  holder mounted on plastic  moulded box ( 240x13x40 )  
mm  approx. A flexible lead with crocodile clip can be connected to either 
motor or bulb and another point of lead already connected to the positive 
point of battery. The negative point of battery internally connected to the 
bulb and motor with fan. The block diagram with appropriate name of 
components printed on the top of the box.

Electronics Tutorial Sensor Technology With Breadboard. The absolute 
advantage – all without soldering! With this learning program, the most 
important sensor-related  processes  are  learned  theoretically  and 
practically. At the same time, the use of the circuits in technology is shown 
using examples. The plastic breadboard (also called breadboard) offers 
quick and solder-free assembly and disassembly. The set of components 
includes the breadboard, LEDs, flat receptacles, thermistors and more. 
Delivery incl. Practical storage box.

sku:  518381

sku:  591330

sku:  518406
exercise content:
  The humidity sensor
  The touch sensor
  The time sensor
  The light sensor
  The heat sensor
  Material pack with learning program. The 4.5 V battery is not included in       
the scope of delivery.
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electroNics tutorial With 
breadboard

loW Voltage motor & bulb holder 
oN base

led large (dia. 10 mm), blue

poteNtiometer double

led socket 5mm

Water circuit board

sku:  518392
sku:  500030

sku:  408659

sku:  501368

sku:  409965

sku:  491240

Light-emitting diode – resistor – diode – transistor-capacitor. The absolute 
advantage – all without soldering! A complete  set of components with 
easily understandable accompanying material and without soldering. The 
plastic breadboard (also called breadboard) offers quick and solder-free 
assembly and disassembly. The component set includes the breadboard 
and all the necessary electronic components. Delivery  incl. Practical 
storage box.

A low voltage DC motor and a bulb with holder fitted on a plastic moulded 
case (90x90x43) mm approx. A small pulley fitted on the shaft of the motor 
to drive any mechanism. Maximum operating voltage for motor and bulb is 
4.5V and applied via 4mm sockets fitted on the base.

exercise content:
Notes on the structure of the experiments. Explanation of the electronic 
components. Experiments and circuits for practical use: polarity tester, 
continuity tester, alarm system, moisture detector, sensor button, mini 
light organ, random generator, flip-flop, timer, alternating flasher. The 4.5 
V battery is not included in the scope of delivery. 1 piece.

Voltage 3.1- 3.6 V, 20 mA
1 piece blue, 1120 mcd

The Potentiometer Double is a convenient box with 2 mounted potentiometers 
for various electrical experiments 4mm safety sockets are provided.

Casing and ring
Price per item.

Unique kit for Understanding the Movement of Electric charges. The device 
is used to understand the basic principles of circulating electricity in a 
circuit. 
With this provision can be interpreted concepts such as:
   electric current
   potential difference
   electrical circuit nodes
   parallel connection
   grounding

range :
0-10K ohms, 1W + 5% continuously variable
0-470K ohms, 1W + 5% continuously variable
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resistaNce iNVestigatioN board

sku:  501161

The Resistance Investigation Board allows you to study the dependence 
of the resistance on the length and diameter of the wire. The device has 
three different wire samples with a diameter ratio of 1: 2: 4. They are placed 
between 4mm terminal sockets. The whole layout is on a wooden base with 
a length of 45cm.
other type of wires can be easily connected.
The wire with the largest diameter is divided into 3 sections: 20cm, 8cm, 
10cm. Between the sections there are the 4mm terminal sockets. The wire 
with the intermediate diameter, has a length of 40cm. The wire with the 
smallest diameter is placed in a section of 40cm. In that section, you can 
measure intermediate distances from 0 to 400mm. The device can also be 
used as a wheatstone bridge or potentiometer. In each wire (conductor) 
section there is an indication for maximum current (and power) that you 
can provide.

   1.3A 4.5W MAX (for the wire with the largest diameter)
   1A 4W MAX (for the wire with the intermediate diameter)
   600mA 3W MAX (for the wire with the smallest diameter)
   Dimensions of wooden base: 45x17cm
If a wire starts getting hot, stop applying current for a short time.

led large (dia. 10 mm), yelloW

sku:  436124

Large LED 10 mm  voltage 2,1 – 2,6 V, 20 mA
1 piece yellow, 4200 mcd

large led, red, (10 mm)

led large (dia. 10 mm), greeN

led 5 mm, pack of 5, yelloW

sku:  436102

sku:  436113

sku:  436032

Large LED 10 mm operating voltage 2,1 – 2,6 V, 20 mA
1 piece red, 4200 mcd

Large LED 10 mm voltage 3,1 – 3,6 V, 20 mA
1 piece green, 5800 mcd

Light Emitting Diodes (LED & apos s). Please use 150 Ohm resistors in series 
with LEDs for protection!
    Yellow Pack of 5, 
     5 mm Light Emitting Diodes (LED) Voltage 1,8 – 2,4 V  Light intensity 20 mcd
always use a resistor in conjunction with a led! Voltage resistor

4,5V 130R
6V 180R
9V 390R
12V 510R
24V 1,2K
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led 5 mm, pack of 5, red sparkle leds flexi strip of 30

led 5 mm, pack of 5, greeN ammeter, ac aNalog baNaNa lead

micro slide sWitch
ammeter, d/c aNalog baNaNa lead

sku:  436010 sku:  400214

sku:  436021
sku:  527048

sku:  409921
sku:  527047

A flexible strip of 30 connected WS2812B LEDs with self-adhesive back. 
These strips use the same LEDs that the Sparkles are based on, and so can 
be individually addressed by the Crumble. Length: 50 cm

Micro Slide Switch 2 UM, 6 connections, may be used as reversing switch, 
Size: 23,5 x 7 mm, 1 piece

Ammeter, D/C Analog banana lead. Designed specifically for educational 
use with large, easy to read scales. This model features a dual range and 
covers -0.2A to 0.6A, and -1A to 3A. The connection is via captive 4mm 
terminals and accuracy is typically ±2.5%. Size: 133x97x100mm

Light Emitting Diodes (LED&apos s). Please use 150 Ohm resistors in series 
with LEDs for protection!    
    Red Pack of 5 , 
    5 mm Light Emitting Diodes (LED) Voltage 1,8 – 2,4 V Light intensity 20 mcd
always use a resistor in conjunction with a led! Voltage resistor

Light Emitting Diodes (LED&apos s). Please use 150 Ohm resistors in series 
with LEDs for protection!    
    Green Pack of 5 ,
    5 mm Light Emitting Diodes (LED) Voltage 1,8 – 2,4 V Light intensity 20 mcd
always use a resistor in conjunction with a led! Voltage resistor

4,5V 130R
6V 180R
9V 390R
12V 510R
24V 1,2K

4,5V 130R
6V 180R
9V 390R
12V 510R
24V 1,2K
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Voltameter, d/c aNalog baNaNa lead galVaNometer aNalog -35-0-35mV

Galvanometer, analoG -300-0-300μa

aNalog ammeter Voltometer

Galvanometer, analoG -500-0-500μΑ

demoNtratioN multi-meter, aNalog

sku:  527049 sku:  520504

sku:  520502

sku:  520501

sku:  520503

sku:  520500

galvanometer analog -35-0-35mV
    Measuring Range: -35mV ~ 0 ~ 35mV
    Accuracy: ±2.5%
    Moving Coil Meters DC Type EDM-80. Square Clear acrylic front cover, 
    fully enclosed.
    Scale length 2.5″ (60 mm).
    Overall size 5″ long, 3.5″ wide and 3.25″ tall.
    Zero adjustment and connection terminals.35 – 0 – 35 mV
    Sensitivity 1mV/Div.

Includes galvanometer, ammeter in two scales, voltmeter in two scales.

Designed specifically for educational use with large, easy to read scales.
This model features a dual range and covers -1V to 3V and -5 to 15V. The 
connection is via captive 4mm terminals and accuracy is typically ±2.5%. 
Size: 133x97x100mm

Galvanometer, Analog
Measuring range: -500μA ~ 0 ~ 500μAMeasuring range: -300μA ~ 0 ~ 300μA & -50μA ~ 0 ~ 50μA

Accuracy: ±5%
Meter Voltage-drop: -1μA ~ 0 ~ 1μA
G0: 30mV ±3mV, G1: 750mV ±75mV
Dimensions: 133x97x100mm
Storage Conditions: 0 ~ 40°C, ?85% RH

galvanometer, analong

range              mode        accuracy           sensitivity

dca
0~200uA

0~2.5A
0~0.5A

0~2.5V

0~10V

/-2.5% f.s

/-2.5% f.s 
5k ohm/V

 5k ohm/V

dcV

detector         -100uA~0~ 100uA
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aNalog amperemeter motioN detector

aNalog Voltmeter

resistors

multimeter, aNalog

basic circuits

sku:  520303

sku:  510187

sku:  520304

sku:  556223

sku:  550401

sku:  403199

Basic circuits. Model of a basic circuit for a flashing light. Contains all 
necessary parts and instructions. Joining is by using screws and binding. 
Only tools needed are side cutters and a screwdriver and glue. With battery 
4,5 V Includes battery

Analog Amperemeter AC/DC multi-range pointer.
technical characteristics:

Analog Voltmeter AC/DC multi-range pointer.
technical characteristics:

DC ratings: 1mA – 10mA – 100mA – 1A – 5A
AC ratings: 50mA – 100mA – 1A – 5A
class of precision: DC: 1.5% / AC: 2.5%
Parallax mirror
Zero Regulate
Large dial graduated
Black Terminal security for the common entrance
Red safety terminals for different ratings
Electrical protection
Connection via 4mm safety sockets
Dimensions: 210 x 150 x 60mm

DC ratings: 0.1V – 1V – 10V – 100V – 1000V
AC ratings: 3V – 10V – 100V – 1000V
class of precision: DC: 2% / AC: 2.5%
Parallax mirror
Zero Regulate
Large dial graduated
Black Terminal security for the common entrance
Red safety terminals for different ratings
Electrical protection
Connection via 4mm safety sockets
Dimensions: 210 x 150 x 60mm

Αvaliable in : 
   10Ω – 5W
   12Ω – 5W
   22Ω – 5W
   33Ω – 5W
   47Ω – 5W
   56Ω – 5W
   100Ω – 5W
   120Ω – 5W
   220Ω – 5W
   330Ω – 5W
   470Ω – 5W
   560Ω – 5W
   1000Ω – 5W
The price refers to a piece number
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dual battery holder (set of 5) lamp holder for type d batteries

siNgle aa battery holder – pk5 WheatstoNe bridge

led socket 5mm morse key code

sku:  523542 sku:  523054

sku:  523165 sku:  502306

sku:  400145 sku:  501254

This is a telegraph / Morse code key. This encompasses all the key compo-
nents to a telegraph key. Parts include. Two 4mm Terminals, Black knob, 2 
contact key adjustment screws mounted on Aluminum bar which is spring 
loaded. Fitted on 6″ x 4″ wooden rectangular base with 4 rubber padded 
feet. Terminals allow for 4mm banana plug or can be loosed to allow for 
bare wires to be clamped down. Can also be used for simple spring loaded 
on / off switch to demonstrate a switch with in a circuit.

LED Socket 5 mm. Casing and ring. Price per item

For battery D type With Clips to connect one by one serial on parallel.

Pack of 5 single-AA battery holders with pre-attached wires. Useful for 
setting up a test circuit when investigating switches. Each holds 1 ‘AA’ 
battery to give 1.5 volts. Specification Pk5
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slide sWitch dpdt tWiN core Wire

sWitch coNtact key laboratory psu 0-30V dc 0-10a

clappiNg haNds sWitch electricity – electromagNetism – 
classroom for 4 groups

sku:  423348
sku:  521016

sku:  505079
sku:  530058

sku:  510176 sku:  900602s

Twin core bell or speaker cable.
100m reel.

This set is designed for use in the 2 last classes of hellenic primary schools.
Includes all the necessary materials in order to utilize all experiments in 
their school books with the above tittle.

The Laboratory Power Supply is suitable for laboratory use.
technical specifications:
 Input Voltage: 115-230V AC ±10% 

selectable, 50/60Hz
Output Voltage: 0-30V DC
Output Current: 0-10A
Readings: Digital (LED) voltage 
and current (output)
Suitable for laboratory use
Dimensions: 125X160X260 mm
Weight: 2 kg
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laboratory psu 2x outputs 0-30V dc 
0-5a

cathode ray tube, for electrostatic 
deflectioN

cathode ray tube, for heat effect

thermal geNerator

cathode ray tube, With maltese 
cross

sku:  530042

sku:  625194

sku:  625195

sku:  620311

sku:  625192

To demonstrate that cathode ray deflects in magnetic field.

To demonstrate that cathode ray moves along a straight line &amp can 
be stopped by metal baffle.

The Laboratory Power Supply is suitable for laboratory use.
this laboratory psu features:

technical specifications:

Two independent adjustable outputs 0-30V DC/0-
5A  and one fixed ouput 5V/3A.
Constant voltage and constant current operations
Low ripple and noise, low temperature drift
Auto Series and Parallel tracking operations
Output ON/OFF control
High efficiency, high power density
Overload and reverse polarity protections
Dual-color four digital panel meters

Input Voltage: 110-220V AC ±10%, 50/60Hz
Output Voltage: 0-30V DC
Output Current: 0-5A
Readings: Digital (LED) voltage and current (output)
Suitable for laboratory use
Dimensions: 260X160X330 mm
Weight: 9 kg
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cathode ray tube, With slit baNaNa plugs, 50cm

cathode ray tube, With paddle 
Wheel

cable (reel 100m)

coNNectiNg cables fiVe colors 
10pcs/set – 30cm leNgth coNNectiNg cable aligator to baNaNa 

socket 4mm

sku:  625191 sku:  520509

sku:  625193 sku:  523336

sku:  523016 sku:  520903

Banana plugs Connecting cables black or red color, 50cm. Safe and easy 
for students to use. 1 piece.

To demonstrate the deflection phenomenon of cathode ray in electric 
field.

Connecting Cable Aligator to Banana socket 4mm. 50cm Alligator edge 
to banana socket 4mm. Black or red (please use the order notes upon 
completing your order, to choose color). 1 piece

Connecting cables five colors
10pcs/set, 30cm length

To demonstrate the cathode ray has kinetic energy that makes the paddle 
wheel rotate.
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coNNectiNg cable aligator to baNaNa 
4mm, 50cm

staNdard croc clip pk10

cable assortmeNt faraday’s cage

aligator clip oNe side, back baNaNa 
4mm red loW-Voltage led, 5 mm – 1pc

sku:  520510
sku:  523213

sku:  503626
sku:  507505

sku:  520511
sku:  409002

Standard Croc Clip pk10. For electricity experiments 10 pcs
Connecting cable 50cm. Alligator edge to banana 4mm plug Black 1 piece.

Low-voltage LED, 5 mm, ultra-bright. Transparent housing, with connection 
wire. Operating voltage: 0.8 – 1.6 V / 75 mA Red, 20000 mcd. 1 piece

Aligator Clip Can be connected to a banana cable
Colour: Black

Cable assortment It comes in many different colors 10 meters in length.
1 piece

Faraday’s Cage Dimensions: 120mm (dia.) * 265mm (height)
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studs With cables (5pcs) lamps 2.5V , 0.3a (10pcs)

circuit With coNductor & iNsulator

miNiature lamps 3.8V 10pcs

miNiature lamp 6.2V

miNiature lamps 6.2V 10pcs

sku:  523149
sku:  523030

sku:  652780

sku:  523025

sku:  523026

sku:  523027

Lamps 2.5V , 0.3A (10pcs)

Miniature Lamps 6.2V 10pcs. Miniature Lamps (bulbs) 6.2V. Set of 10 Lamps

Miniature Lamp 6.2V

Circuit with Conductor & Insulator

Miniature Lamps (bulbs) 3.8V. Set of 10 Lamps
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miNiature bulb holder, traNspareNt 
base

kNife sWitch

lamp holder (set of 10pcs)

kNife sWitch, double kNife & siNgle 
throW

bare coNductiVe electric paiNt peN

sockets e 10

sku:  900501

sku:  505072

sku:  523031

sku:  505073

sku:  711521

sku:  400075

Lamps 2.5V , 0.3A (10pcs)

With 2 solder connections, to fit bulbs with E 10 thread.

The Bare Conductive Electric Paint Pen is just like any other water-based 
paint… except that it’s electrically conductive! This means that you can 
actually paint wires onto things like models, clothes, furniture, walls, almost 
anything you can think of. Standard acrylic or water-based paints can even 
be used alongside Electric Paint to act as insulation or to create multi-layer 
circuitry! The Bare Conductive Electric Paint Pen are a great electronics 
prototyping tool for makers of all ages. Nontoxic and water-soluble, they 
can be used without gloves or mask. Once applied the paint dries quickly at 
room temperature, and can be removed with soap and water.
Note: Electric Paint is not meant for use on skin!
Note: Electric Paint is not waterproof, but depending on what your 
application is you can paint over it with a waterproof paint or varnish. On 
the bright side this does make for easy cleanup.

Lamp Holder (Set of 10pcs). MES Batten bulb holder – can be held in place with 
long split pins through the attachment points. You will need a screwdriver to 
connect the wires. Set of 10 pcs.
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eNergy & poWer meter battery model With 8 electrodes

coulomb meter – digital electroscope model – house electrical iNstallatioN

WiNd poWer geNeratioN model

moter 1.5 to 3V

sku:  518291 sku:  320526

sku:  609138

sku:  503395

sku:  818502
sku:  523010

Battery Model with 8 electrodes. The transparent box of the model has ver-
tical guides so that the electrodes can easily be placed. The SET includes 8 
different electrodes like copper, lead, aluminium, etc.

After painting on the wooden base the floor plan of the house you want, 
you can make a typical home electrical installation using cables, lamps, 
switches, etc. This construction is not ready. The package contains all the 
materials to design and create it following the instructions. The battery is 
not included. Wooden base dimensions: 400 x 300 mm.

1.5 to 3V budget-priced DC motor with 2mm output shaft.
Voltage: 1.5 to 3.0V
Current: 0.32 to 1.1A
Speed RPM: 6500 to 8700
Size: 4 x 2 x 1.5cmWind Power Generation mode.

The Coulomb Meter provides a means of exploring and understanding 
static electricity and charge. It is a useful tool for electrostatic experiments 
and behaves similar to that of a digital electroscope. The display will show 
the number of coulombs deposited into the instrument either by current 
through a resistance, from a capacitor, or from a source of static electricity. 
The Coulomb meter has a capacitor connecting the positive and negative 
banana clip sockets. In parallel with the capacitor is a digital voltmeter. 
When a material is rubbed against the electrode, the capacitor is charged 
and the voltmeter measures the voltage across the capacitor. An internal 
circuit calculates the charge based on the measured voltage. An electroscope 
will deflect its vane, however, this instrument shows the charge digitally 
in Coulombs up to 1999 nC. Accuracy +/- 10 nC. Has a maximum voltage of 
100V.
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moter 1.5-4.5V solar motor 1.5 to 6V

high torque dc geared motor 200rpm baNaNa plugs, 4mm f-f

motor re 300 or rc 23 (6-12V) battery 4.5V

sku:  523171
sku:  848060

sku:  700100 sku:  520591

sku:  424213

sku:  530024

1.5-4.5V medium torque DC motor with 2mm output shaft.
Current 0.083-0.41 amps. 
Speed: 3000 to 4900rpm

Banana plugs, 4mm socket female-female. Safe and easy for students to 
use. 1 piece

Battery 4.5V
Motor RE 300 or RC 23 (6-12V)
Weight approx. 44g 6-12 V, 24mm, 30 mm long. Shaft 2mm.
Output (less load) :12 V-45mA-8000 rpm
Motor RE 300 or RC 23 (6-12V) Weight approx. 44g 6-12 V, 24mm, 30 mm long. 
Shaft 2mm. Output (less load) :12 V-45mA-8000 rpm
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battery 9V battery type d

batteries 1.5V aa (4pcs) lamp holder

batteries 1.5V aaa (4pcs) school poWer statioN

sku:  530026 sku:  530027

sku:  530025 sku:  530800

sku:  530020 sku:  530069

Battery 9V Battery Type D

Batteries 1.5V AA (4pcs)

School Power Supply 1.5 Amp. Safe, reliable and versatile mains power 
supplies, easy to use, compact for storage.
   Selectable output 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9 and 12 volt
   Short circuit protection
   Automatic overload cut off
   Rugged double insulated casing
   1.5 amp DC power supply
   Dimensions: 100 x 140 x 73mm
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Rheostat. To change the resistance in electrical circuit experiments, where 
we want to measure voltage and intensity.
available in 4 types:
   Rheostat ( 5Ω , 3Α)
   Rheostat (10Ω , 2Α)
   Rheostat (20Ω , 2Α)
   Rheostat (50Ω , 2Α)

sWitch kNife rheostat

electricity – electromagNetism – 
teacher set

siriNe

oscilloscope, dc-20mhZ

variety of resistance (5Ω – 100kΩ)

sku:  530810

  525121

  525122

  525123

  525124

sku:  900801

sku:  510062

sku:  630104

sku:  552922

Switch Knife. It can be used for teaching electrism in class.

These 10 resistors ranging form 5 to 100k ohm are mounted on a base.
Connecting nuts attached to the ends of each resistor make connections 
easy.The resistor’s value is written on the resistors base.
5Ω, 10Ω, 15Ω, 200Ω, 470Ω, 1kΩ , 2kΩ, 10kΩ, 50kΩ, 100kΩ

sku
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electroNic circuit demoNstratioN kit 
(magNetic)

circuit board for tWo Wire sWitch

electricity set

parallel aNd series curcuit

propulsioN for motor boats
fixiNg clip for motors

sku:  520517

sku:  552919

sku:  999620

sku:  552929

sku:  403059 sku:  564113

For demonstrator of Circuit board for two wire switch. With 4mm sockets.
Includes 2 mini bulbs Ε10. Operates with 6V DC.

Electricity SET. Electricity set for performing basic electricity experiments.

Parallel and Series Curcuit.

Propulsion for Motor Boats. Motor boat drive including propellor and 
electric motor. Suitable for 3V and 4,5V.
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fixiNg clips for motors super’ solderiNg assistaNt 
(With magNifier)

alarm
coNstaNtaN Wire 28 sWg

hoWliNg fire alarm copper Wire

sku:  564112
sku:  442165

sku:  405445
sku:  501065

sku:  510121

Super’ soldering assistant. Universal holder for printed circuit boards, 
cables and electronic parts, with freely pivoting magnifier (detachable)

Constantan Wire 28 SWG 
dia. 0.38mm 
28 SWG
Mass: 125g
Per reel

A trip wire sets off a clearly defined alarm tone. The transparent trip wire 
pulls a dowel peg out of the alarm box completing the simple circuit. The 
alarm can be turned off again by replacing the dowel in the correct hole, 
which takes some time for the intruder to find! 
Housing: 110 x 110 x 40mm (L x W x H). 
Complete pack less 1.5 V battery. 1 Piece

Howling Fire Alarm. This is a very effective circuit which imitates the 
typical howling of a siren with its characteristic howl. He sound is auto-
matically repeated until the circuit is disconnected. 4.5 V battery, drawing 
pins, and circuit board are not included. 1 piece

Copper Wire
available in:
   Diameter 0.18mm 100m/roll (33 AWG , 37 SWG)
   Diameter 0.30mm 100m/roll (28 AWG , 30 SWG)
   Diameter 0.60mm 30m/roll (22 AWG , 23 SWG)

  666018

  666011

  666060

sku
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copper Wire chromoNickel Wire

bare copper Wire 1mm x 15m roll
electric field apparatus

copper Wire reel 250g

electrical field meter

sku:  666010

sku:  511004

sku:  500008

sku:  888892

Chromonickel wire. NiCr. Suitable for cutting styrofoam, foam, polystyrene.
available in 3 types:
   Diameter: 0.14mm, Length: 100m / reel, Ohm resistance: 62.7 Ohm / meter

    Diameter: 0.35mm, Length: 20m / reel, Ohmic resistance: 10.9 Ohm / meter

   Diameter: 0.70mm, Length: 20m / reel, Ohm resistance: 3.72 Ohm / meter 

Bare Copper Wire
diameter 1mm
15m Roll

available in:
   20 SWG / 250g
   22 SWG / 250g
   30 SWG / 250g
   32 SWG / 250g
Suitable for electric and electromagnetic experiments. Price per reel

  511207

  511020

  501064

  501062

  501063

  511030

  511032

sku

sku :

sku :

sku :
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ohm’s laW apparatus school poWer statioN 3a

poteNtiometer With 4 striNgs, WoodeN

poWer supply, 0-25V, 3a dc

school poWer statioN 1.5a

poWer supply ac dc

sku:  590470
sku:  530030

sku:  591141

sku:  530075

sku:  530015

sku:  529001

School Power Station 1.5A
   Satz Power Supply fully compliant with CE: EN61010 – 2010
   Selectable voltage options 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC.
   An output current of 1.5 Amps 
   Smoothed and regulated output current
   With an internal short circuit and overload protection with auto reset        
   

  

School Power Station 1.5A
   Satz Power Supply fully compliant with CE: EN61010 – 2010
   Selectable voltage options 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V. 9V, 12V DC.
   An output current of 3 Amps
   Smoothed and regulated output current
   With an internal short circuit and overload protection with auto reset  
     

Power Supply
0-25V
3A DC

External fuse for AC input surge protection and also ease of changing
Slim design for easy storage
Blue
Overall dimensions of 138x115x60mm
  

function.

External fuse for AC input surge protection and also ease of changing
Slim design for easy storage
Red
Overall dimensions of 138x115x60mm
   

function.
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ammeter, digital

poWer supply 3-12V dc 1.5amp Voltmeter, digital

electricity – electromagNetism – 
classroom set

traffic led

sku:  527065

sku:  510250 sku:  527063

sku:  510202 sku:  900602

sWitch

sku:  564166
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studyiNg electricity kit

multimeter digital, With temperature 
probe

sku:  527061 sku:  941208

sku:  505041

multimeter, digital

technical specifications:
   DC Voltage: 200mV/2000mV/20V/200V/1000V (1.5% 2)
   AC Current: 200V/750V (2.5% 15)
   DC Current: 200μA/2000μA/20mA/200mA/10A (2.5% 10)
   Resistance: 200 Ω/2000 Ω/20 kΩ/200 kΩ/2000 kΩ (2.5% 5)
special functions: 
   Frequency range: 45Hz-450Hz
   Diode
   Square Wave Output
   Buzzer
   Low Battery Display
   Input Impedance for DC
   Voltage Measurement Around 1MW
   Max.Display: 1999
general specs:
   Power :9V Battery (included)
   LCD : 4 digits
   Product Colour: Yellow
   Product Net Weight: 150gr
   Product Size: 126 x 70 x 2 8mm
   Standard Accessories: Test Lead, Battery, English Manual
   Standard Individual Packing Blister
     

Multimeter Digital with the unit symbol display, you can test the 
temperature.
technology features:
   DCV: 200m-2-20-200-1000V                                  ±0.5%
   ACV: 2-20-200-750V                                               
   DCA: 2m-20m-200m-20A                                       
   ACA: 200m-20A                                                       
   OHM: 200-2K-20K-200K-2M-20M-200MΩ            
   Cap: 2000p-20n-200n-2u-20uF                            
   Temperature:  -20?~1000?                                     
description
   Diode Test:  yes
   Continuity Buzzer:  yes
   Transistor Test:  yes
   Auto power off:yes
   Power: 9V Battery
   Size: 170 x 87 x 35mm
   Weight: Around 213g

±1.0 %
±1.8%
±2.0%
±1.0%

 ±4.0%
±1.0%
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ampere rule apparatus

demoNstratioN dyNamo, simple

elecromagNetic field experimeNt

sku:  500839

sku:  590620

sku:  570350

This Ampere Rule Apparatus allows student to study the magnetic field 
around a wire. Heavy brass wire with terminals is arranged on a clear 
plastic base. Also included: 1x large 45mm compass and 6x small 16mm 
compasses. Dimensions 17.5 x 7.5 x 10 cm approximately.

Demonstrates the field patterns associated with different shapes/config-
urations of current carrying conductor – rectangular, circular loop and 
solenoid, mounted on moulded plastic case. Each configurations consists 
of 6 turns of 0.6mm copper wire with 4mm safety sockets. Operates on 6V 
DC, 8A max. Also included are iron filling and a set of 8 magnetic compass 
of 18mm.
instructions:
Connect the black sockets of the instrument with 4 mm flexible banana 
plug lead. Move the N pole of the cylindrical magnet into the 20 turns coil. 
Thre is a deflection in one direction and when it is removed, there is a 
reflection in the opposite direction. Now move the S pole of cylindrical 
magnet, the deflections are in the opposite direction.
The magnitude of the deflections increase as the speed of the moving 
magnet increases. There is no deflection when the magnet is stationary 
inside the coil. Repeat the above experiment with 40 and 80 turns coil
 

Model mounted on a base, which also carries a hand-driven pulley 
coupled to the smaller dynamo pulley through rubber belt to give a 
step-up ratio. Electrical output is via a pair of 4mm sockets and a light 
emitting diode is provided as simple output indicator. The model can also 
be used as a motor operating on a 6-8V DC supply.3. electromagnetism
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faraday’s electomagNetic iNductioN 
demoNstrator

square coil (leVitatiNg coil)

solar motor

taNgeNt galVaNometer

sku:  570830
sku:  520623

sku:  413727

sku:  570820

instructions:
Connect the black sockets of the instrument with 4 mm flexible banana 
plug lead. Move the N pole of the cylindrical magnet into the 20 turns 
coil. Thre is a deflection in one direction and when it is removed, there is 
a reflection in the opposite direction. Now move the S pole of cylindrical 
magnet, the deflections are in the opposite direction.
The magnitude of the deflections increase as the speed of the moving 
magnet increases. There is no deflection when the magnet is stationary 
inside the coil. Repeat the above experiment with 40 and 80 turns coil

A new and easy to make solar motor project with high running speeds. 
The coils and solar cells are prefabricated and thus easy to assemble. The 
base plate and mounting are made of acrylic glass.
skills required: sawing, drilling, glueing, soldering and assembling.
Size: 60 x 60 x 110 mm

magNetiZiNg aNd demagNetiZiNg coil

sku:  570770

A 270-turn coil of insulated copper wire is wound on a square-ended plastic 
spool.Binding posts are conveniently mounted on each square end of the 
plastic spool with shrouded sockets. The operating voltage 6-12VAC/DC, 5A 
max.
the operating voltage 6-12Vac/dc, 5a max.
Direct current is used for magnetization, whereas demagnetization is 
carried out in alternating current. magNetiZatioN. A direct-current 
power supply is connected with the solenoid via leads of 4 mm; make sure 
that this power supply is able to output a current of at least 6 A. Output is 
set at 6-12 V measured across the jacks of 4 mm. An iron bar is positioned 
inside the solenoid and it will be magnetized rapidly. The resulting 
polarities will depend on the direction of the current flow inside the 
solenoid. Reversing cables inside the solenoid will lead to magnetize the 
iron bar with opposite polarities. demagNetiZatioN. 
An alternating-current power supply is connected with 6-12 V via the leads 
of 4 mm. A magnetized bar is positioned inside the solenoid for a short 
time; then magnet is removed slowly from solenoid, or AC voltage is 
reduced gradually to zero. Now bar will be demagnetized.
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dds fuNctioN sigNal geNerator 220V

sku:  510509

DDS Function Signal Generator 220V.  This series uses the latest Direct 
Digital Synthesis (DDS) technology to generate stable, high resolution out-
put frequency. The DDS technology solves several problems encountered 
in traditional function generators.
main features:
performance:
   High Resolution using DDS technology
   High Frequency Accuracy: ±20ppm
   Low Distortion: <0.6%
   High Resolution: 100mHz
features:
   Digital user interface with 6-digit LED display
   Various output waveform: Sine, Square and Triangle
   TTL/CMOS output
   Amplitude Control
   -40dB attenuation
   Duty control
   Variable DC level Control
   Output On/Off Control
   Voltage Display
   Output Power
   Counter
interface:
   Main Signal output
   TTL/CMOS output

specifications:
Main                                                           Output Waveforms                                   Sine, Square and Triangle

Amplitude                                             20Vp-p (no Load)
Impedance                                             50Ω±10%

Attenuation                                             0dB/40dB
DC offset                                             ±10V (no Load)
Duty Circle range                               20%-80% (Square Wave)
Display                                                           6 digit LED
Sine wave                                             0.1Hz-3MHz/5MHz/8MHz
Square wave                                             0.1Hz-2MHz (Valid Range) Triangle 
wave                                                           0.1Hz-1MHz (Valid Range)
Resolution                                             100mHz
Frequency stability                                ±1×10-6
Frequency error                                ±5×10-6

Frequency

Square Wave                                             Distortion                                                  <0.6% (Foundation Frequency: 1kHz)
TTL/CMOS                                             Amplitude                                                 >3 Vp-p
                                                                      Fan Out                                             20TTL Load

CMOS Level                                             3.5-13.5 Vp-p

laplace apparatus

sku:  500845

With the Laplace Apparatus, we supply current to the rectilinear 
conductor which is inside the magnetic field of the magnet and observe 
the phenomenon. For demonstrating the action of the magnetic field on a 
current carrying conductor. Base is fitted with metal rod which has fixing 
point for the conductor linked to a flexible wire attached to the socket of 
the platform. Magnet is placed on support. Fitted with 4mm connecting 
sockets. In physics (specifically in electromagnetism) the Lorentz force (or 
electromagnetic force) is the combination of electric and magnetic force 
on a point charge due to electromagnetic fields.

Options                                             Power output                                                 Output Power >10W (4ΩLoad)

Output Wave                                             Sine Wave

                                                                        Frequency Range: 20Hz-40kHz
Counter                                             Measure 
                                                                          Frequency range: 10Hz-60MHz

                                                                       Measure voltage range: 0.2V-20V

                                                                       Error Range: ±1×10-4

Others                                                             Power supply                                                  220-240VAC±10%, 50Hz±5%

Size                                                             265(W) x 110(H) x 300(D) mm

Weight                                                             1.5kg
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siNe WaVe geNerator laplace fbi, right aNd left haNd 
routiNg

haNd-operated ac/dc geNerator

haNd-operated ac geNerator

sku:  510500
SKU:  552911

SKU:  520629

SKU:  590601

The Sine Wave Generator is excellent for generating Sine waves with 
frequency (1-800 Hz) and amplitude of the sine wave to be varied (12Vp-p). 
Students can observe the quantum nature of standing wave patterns as 
the Sine Wave Generator jumps from one resonant frequency to the next. 
Both fine and coarse frequency controls are included, as well as a digital 
display featuring a 0.1 Hz resolution. Also, the generator, features built-
in memory that allows it to “learn” new fundamental frequencies for 
further exploration.
the generator can be used with: 
   Oscilloscope
   Frequency Wave Demonstrator
technical specifications:
   Waveform: Sine wave
   Frequency: 1Hz to 800Hz with 0.1Hz resolution.
   Amplitude: 12Vp-p (no load)
   4 digit display
   Adjust the frequency of the output using the Fine (0.1 Hz) or 
   Coarse  (1.0 Hz) knobs
   Smart Scan feature enables knobs to change frequency more 
   quickly when continuously turned
   The Generator can store a frequency increment and will cycle 
   through the frequency range using the established increment for 
   personalized convenience
   2x socket 4mm for  Banana Plugs (not included).
   Dimensions: 165mm x 120mm x 40mm
Operates with 12VDC (not included). Suggested power supply 1500ma 
3-12V dc.
how it Works:
   Connect a device, such as a speaker or electromechanical vibrator 
   or a  oscillator, to the output sockets of the Sine Wave Generator using 
   a pair of 4.0 mm banana plugs.
   Adjust the amplitude of the output signal with the Amplitude knob.
   Set the output frequency using the Coarse and Fine Frequency knobs.  
   The Fine knob changes the frequency by 0.1 Hz. The Up and Down
   Increment keys change the frequency by a default value of 100 Hz, 
   but this value can be changed.

Laplace FBI, Right and left hand routing
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demoNstrator magNetic field set 3 pcs

demoNstrator magNetic field, set of 4

haNd-operated ac/dc geNerator

sku:  520624

sku:  562404

sku:  590600

Demonstrator Magnetic Field Set 3 pcs. Set of three conductors (linear 
– circular – solitary) to visualize the magnetic fields created. The base of 
each conduit has built-in iron chips in special liquids to create the 
selected field. Place crocodiles at the ends of each base and supply 6V 
voltage. Recommended Power Supply laboratory psu 0-30V 10a

Set of 4 Conductors (Solenoid conductor, Rectangular conductor, Round 
conductor, Straight conductor) with plexiglass base and 4mm sockets 
for use with banana cables. Designed to be used with mini ‘plotting 
compasses’, but fine iron filings can show the patterns if the surface is 
tapped to vibrate the iron particles.

mutual iNductioN apparatus, 2x coils & 
iroN core

primary aNd secoNdary coils With 4mm 
socket

curreNt balaNce

sku:  522202

sku:  522201

sku:  512301

Banana plugs, 4mm socket female-female. Safe and easy for students to 
use. 1 piece

Primary and secondary coils are wound on robust molded formers fitted 
with shielded banana jacks. The plated iron core has a molded handle 
for accurate positioning in the coils. The primary coil has 175 turns of 18 
AWG insulated copper wire (diameter 34mm, length 100mm, resistance 0.43 
Ω, self-inductance ≈3.1mH). Secondary Coil has three available windings 
with 500, 1000, and 1500 turns of 26 AWG insulated copper wire.  (diameter 
52mm, length 102mm, resistances 11.5 Ω, 23.3 Ω, 35.7 Ω, self-inductances ≈ 
490mH, 1.97H, 4.43H). Plated iron core is 19mm in diameter and 165mm long 
(including handle)
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curreNt balaNce With Weights

electric bell 

curreNt balaNce

sku:  506242

sku:  520625

sku:  501851

The current balance with weights is an instrument to which Laplace’s law 
applies. According to this law, a current-carrying conductor perpendicular 
to a magnetic field receives force. The device includes a solenoid coil and 
a current balance. The balance consists of a rectangular piece of epoxy 
board on which a conductor is printed.

Electric Bell. On wooden base. With battery holder. Can operate with power 
supply 6V DC or with batteries.

motor geNerator

simple electric motor

sku:  590530

sku:  590580

Dissectible Motor Generator with interchangeable field coil and permanent 
magnets and split ring commutator and slip rings permits its use for both 
AC/DC input and output. Complete assembly mounted on moulded plas-
tic base. Operates with 8-10V DC and with at least a 5Amp power supply. 
4-5Amps during starting phase and 3-4Amps during rotating phase.

electricity – electromagNetism – 
classroom for 4 groups

sku:  900602s

This set is designed for use in the 2 last classes of hellenic primary schools.
Includes all the necessary materials in order to utilize all experiments in 
their school books with the above tittle.
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electromagNet 5V dc

electromagNet diy kit 

electromagNet

sku:  550108

sku:  999621

sku:  550106

Electromagnet 5V DC
Input voltage: 5V DC
Diameter: 25mm
Height: 20mm
Holding Force: 5kgr

Make your own electromagnet with thiw easy to use Electromagnet DIY Kit.

u type electro-magNet

electric eNgiNe coNstructioN

reed sWitch motor

sku:  550107

sku:  414457

sku:  405180

Project for a simple motor with automatic interrupter. As one of the 2 fixed 
magnets passes the reed switch, it is closed and the magnet coil is engaged.
The interaction of the electro magnet and permanent magnet produce an 
incredibly fast revolution of the rotor. Please order 1,5 V mignon-battery 
separately. 1 Piece
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQ4TlgBBcYU]
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leNZ laW kit

sku:  551270

The Lenz’s Law Kit provides the necessary tools to discover concepts 
involving Farady’s Law, magnetism, and eddy currents in addition to the 
Lenz’s Law. The pipes of differing materials excel at demonstration the 
magnet braking force in action as the two magnets are simultaneously 
dropped through each of the aluminum and clear plastic tubes. A dyna-
mometer attaches to suspend the Lenz’s Las apparatus so students can 
quantitatively measure the additional force as the magnet drops through 
the conductive tube.
Supplied with instructions.
Kit includes:
   Lenz’s law apparatus
   Dynamometer
   2 magnets

faraday’s cage

sku:  507505

Faraday’s Cage Dimensions: 120mm (dia.) * 265mm (height)

door bell kit

sku:  405129

Functional model with two coils for connection to 4.5v battery. Pack with all 
parts and instructions.

magNetic field rectaNgular coil

sku:  520671

magNetometer, WoodeN

demoNstrator for traNsformer 
priNciple

sku:  570640

sku:  552101

Banana plugs, 4mm socket female-female. Safe and easy for students to 
use. 1 piece

To demonstrate the relationship among the current, voltage & turns of 
coil. And also for experiments about the self-induction, the eddy current, 
the jumping of copper ring & the induction lamp etc.
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orbit magNetic iNductioN aNd leNZ’s 
laW kit

sku:  551271

Movement of the magnet through the coil induces a current and lights 
the LED. The magnet dropped through the copper tube falls more slowly 
than when outside the tube and when compared to the non-magnetic 
slug.

iNductioN kit

dissectible traNsformer

sku:  519731

sku:  540891

oscilloscope, dc-20mhZ

sku:  630104

helmholtZ coils

coil large air WouNd 50t

sku:  570835

sku:  519152

Helmholtz Coils, (4Amp approx.), is a device for producing a region of 
nearly uniform magnetic field. It consists of two solenoid electromagnets 
on the same axis. The solenoids are made by moulded bobbins (diameter 
approx. 5″ approx.) in circular shape and 4mm induction safety sockets 
are provided for high current rating. A metallic clamp is also provided 
to hold the magnetic probe (magnetic field sensor, used to calculate the 
magnetic field across the solenoids). Besides creating magnetic fields, 
Helmholtz coils are also used in scientific apparatus to cancel external 
magnetic fields, such as the Earth’s magnetic field. Magnetic Flux Density 
Meter can be used with this product to check the magnetic field.

COIL LARGE AIR WOUND 150mmD 50T x 2A WITH FOOT
This large general purpose air cored coil is similar to a Helmholtz coil but 
the number of turns is 50 and the wire is thicker to carry a larger current 
of about 2A. It can lie flat or can stand edgeways from the table. It is 
complete with 4mm spin free IEC terminals.
Average diameter of the coil is 150mm and coil resistance is about 0.7ohm. 
To keep the current at 2A, the maximum voltage permitted is about 1.4V AC 
or DC.. Higher currents can be used for short periods.
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helmholtZ coils, pair

sku:  519151

iNductioN coils

electric iNductioN coil (ruhm-
korff’s coil)

sku:  562303

sku:  534502

Combine the Induction Coils with the Magnet type “Π”. Apply 8-12V DC to 
the Induction Coils. The Induced Current in the Coil Ring generates a 
Magnetic Field opposing the fast-upward-increasing Magnetic Field, 
as stated in the Lenz’s Law. This opposition creates a repulsion (like two 
equal poles facing one another) and the Ring jumps upward.

In the Ruhmkorff’s coil the magnetic field does not change in a sinusoidal 
manner as in the common coils, but it changes extremely rapidly 
(essentially collapses very rapidly) so that the secondary generates a volt-
age near 50000 Volts resulting in spark production. This is why it is also 
known as a spark plug coil. The device operates with 220V AC power and 
the spark that can be produced is 25-100mm long.

iNductioN coils With magNet

sku:  562201

air cored soleNoid – 700 turNs

sku:  500901

A simple solenoid wound with enamelled copper wire on a heat resistant 
former. Designed to be mounted on its end to stand vertical from the bench. 
Fitted with coloured insulated 4mm socket head spin free terminals for 
the connection of wires or banana plugs.
specificatioNs:
Number of turns (as marked on the former): 700 turns 0.9mm diameter 
enamelled copper. Maximum steady current: 3 amps. Peak current (for up 
to 30 sec.max.): 5 amps.
cautioN: 
During any experiment, be careful that the coil does not overheat during 
use. If the winding is too hot to touch with the hand, it means the coil 
internally will be overheated and it must be turned off immediately before 
damage occurs. The Air Cored Solenoid can also be used for magnetising 
and demagnetising or other general purpose solenoid work.
Physical size: 167x68x77mm (LxWxH)
Weight: 0.75 kg
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coil (100-200-300-400-500)

sku:  562421

electroNics kit, basic electroNics

electricity kit (ac/dc theory) exteNsiVe 
kit

sku:  517641

sku:  517631

electromagNetic kit – compass

sku:  502010

copper Wire

sku:  666010

copper Wire

Copper Wire
available in:
   Diameter 0.18mm 100m/roll (33 AWG , 37 SWG)
   Diameter 0.30mm 100m/roll (28 AWG , 30 SWG)
   Diameter 0.60mm 30m/roll (22 AWG , 23 SWG)

  666018

  666011

  666060

  sku
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Eddy Current Demonstration consists of:
   ransverse fulcrum
   fulcrum bar
   baseplate with 4mm sockets for 8-12V DC and push button
   electromagnet
   aluminium damping pendulum
   aluminium non-damping pendulum
Requires power supply 8-12V DC, not included. Eddy currents (also called 
Foucault’s currents) are loops of electrical current induced within conductors 
by a changing magnetic field in the conductor according to Faraday’s 
law of induction. Eddy currents flow in closed loops within conductors, in 
planes perpendicular to the magnetic field.

eddy curreNt demoNstratioN

sku:  552209

laplace force apparatus

sku:  570920

Comprising a strong U-shaped magnet and a pair of brass rails with 4mm 
socket terminals. An axle with plastic discs is free to roll along the rails 
and completes the electrical contact between them. When the axle is 
placed on the rails between the poles of the magnet, and a power supply 
unit is connected, the axle is repelled and rolls along the rails away from 
the centre of the magnetic field.

leNZ’s laW kit

sku:  550149

bare copper Wire 1mm x 15m roll

sku:  511004

Bare Copper Wire
diameter 1mm
15m Roll

emf streNgth meter

sku:  880836

Ideal for EMF measurements of mobile/cell phones, base stations and mi-
crowave leakage.
Measurement optimized for 900MHz, 1800MHz and 2.7GHz
Manual store/recall up to 99 sets
Available on backorder

copper Wire reel 250g

available in:
   20 SWG / 250g
   22 SWG / 250g
   30 SWG / 250g
   32 SWG / 250g
Suitable for electric and electromagnetic experiments. Price per reel

  511207

  511020

  511030

  511032

sku
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magNetiZer & remagNitiZer apparatus

magNetiZer apparatus

sku:  510815

sku:  522516

geiger couNter rate meter

sku:  818841

electomagNetic field meter

sku:  888822

oersted’s laW apparatus

sku:  670800

It is a simple device in order to understand the experiment of OERSTED.
It consists of a frame which becomes conductive due to electric jacks 
available on the frame of the device. Providing electrical current, we 
witness the needle movement in the middle of the chassis and confirm the 
existence of magnetic field. You can also change the polarity the electri-
cal current.

simulatioN of spot WeldiNg machiNe 

sku:  552403

Coil, 5 turns
4 mm terminals
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photoelectric effect apparatus

World’s simplest motor

sku:  672220

sku:  550004

Flash frequency: 10Hz, 20Hz, 30Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz
Frequency error: Less than 1%
Duration of single pulse: 4ms

faraday torch (diy)

sku:  501657

Faraday Star the revolutionary new pocket torch, that does not need 
spare batteries or bulbs. This magical torch is based on Faradays law of 
induction. The Farady star torch changes movement into light. If you hold 
the torch lightly in a level plane and then shake it back and forth, a very 
strong magnet moves in and out of a coil and efficiently produces electrical 
energy. This is stored in a high quality capacitor and used to power a special 
bright LED. Ca. 30 seconds of movement produces 2 minutes of light. The 
ready made components can be assembled into the housing in no time at 
all. All you need is scissors and a fine mechanics screwdriver. The splash 
resistant housing is transparent and allows you to see the components 
inside. The Faraday Star is an ideal torch for every kind of outdoor activity. 
In a relatively short time, its price will be recovered by savings made on 
batteries and bulbs. Length: 130 mm. 1 piece

dyNamo torch

sku:  520038

haNd geNerator With light aNd baNaNa 
termiNals, up to 12V dc 

sku:  501229

Hand Generator with Light and Banana Terminals
Hand operated, housed in clear tough plastic case.
Mounted lamp on the end can be used as a flash light.
Can be utilized with almost any experiment requiring upto 12V DC current.
Use binding post to connect outside electrical circuit

electric motor premium

sku:  407388

Νew electric motor project which is simple to make, with high running 
speeds. The thicker windings hinder the necessity for creating a big coil 
and the need to solder at the collector. Craft pack complete with plan. 4,5 
volt battery not included. A few drops of turbo glue are needed for this 
electric motor project!
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5Fz7Ko9Jz8]
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78

4. fluid mechanics - 
pressure

laW of coNserVatioN of mass

sku:  317911

this kit includes:
   2x conical flask 250ml
   Rubber stopper with 1 hole
   Rrubber stopper with 2 holes   
   Glass funnel 60mm dia
   2x paster pipettes
   2x glass bulb tubes
   Glass tube with balloon
materials not included, but required:
   Vinegar
   sodium hydrogen carbonate (baking soda)
   electronic scale 2kg/1gr

experiment procedure: 
   Use the funnel to insert aprox. 1 spoon baking soda into the balloon.
   Pour 100ml vinegar in the conical flask.
   Place the rubber stopper with the 2 holes (with the balloon) at the
   top of the flask and seal it. Be extra careful not to pour the baking 
   soda from the balloon inside the flask.
   Use the electronic scale to weight the flask-balloon system. Please 
   note the weight.

Lift the balloon, dumping the baking soda inside the flask into the 
vinegar. A chemical reaction will take place that results in the release 
of carbon dioxide, which will inflate the balloon.Observe and note the 
weight of the flask !!

experiment 2: 
   Fill both conical flasks with a small amount of ~ 5ml water, using the  
   pasteur pipettes.
   In one conical apply the rubber stopper with the balloon and in the 
   second one the other rubber stopper.
   Weigh both 2 conical bottles with their caps and record their weight.
   Heat the conical flask with the balloon until the balloon starts to 
   inflate  (note the heating time) and place it on the scales and observe 
   the changes in weight.
   Heat the other conical flask for about the same time as the first one 
   and place it on the scales and observe the changes (?) in the weight.
   What is the difference in weight between the first flask and the second 
   one?

A simple chemistry experiment that seems to challenge the law of 
conservation of mass.
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ap (air-poWered) dragster (classroom 
set)

Water pump

balsa bridgepak (classroom set)

sku:  437748

sku:  411471

SKU:  451706

This is everything you need to start an introductory dragster activity in 
your classroom. Features the AP Dragster Designer, which enables students 
to explore design, aerodynamics, friction, and other concepts.
includes:
   AP Dragster Designer 30-Pack
   AP Dragster Launcher
   Hand Pump
Requires small shaping tools such as a coping saw, wood shaver, and sand-
ing stick or sandpaper, not included.

The water pump has large pump power in the voltage range between 3V – 6V.
Due to the prefabricated acrylic glass parts and the detail instructions, 
a quick and accurate production is guaranteed. The transparency of 
acrylic glass also facilitates the assembly process and makes the 
mechanics during pumping more accessible.
   Pumping height at 3V: 500 mm .
   Pumping height at 4.5V-6V: up to 1000mm!
   Delivery without battery.
   Skills required: scribing, drilling and assembling
   Size: 80 x 42 x 42 mm
   1 piece

Balsa wood or basswood strips, individual bottles of colored Pitsco 
Structures Glue, The Pitsco Bridge Book, student guide sheets – all the 
materials you need to complete an exciting bridge design and building 
activity.
   Packs are available for a class of 10 or a class of 25. Balsa wood strips 
   are 1/8″ x 1/8″ x 24″.
   Basswood strips are 3/32″ x 3/32″ x 24″.
   Construction requires hobby knife or Timber Cutter, small clips, foam 
   board, pins, and waxed paper, sold separately.

balsa bridges teacher’s guide

sku:  459460

Whether your sights are on design, strength, history, symmetry, or 
construction techniques, this guide helps focus your efforts on using 
this popular structures activity. In the process, students learn about the 
strength of materials, types of joints, design concepts, lamination, and 
efficiency. The Balsa Bridges Teacher’s Guide contains NGSS, CCSSM, 
NCTM, NSTA, and ITEEA standards addressed; teacher and student 
instructions for a variety of math, science, and technology activities; 
pretests and posttests; resource pages; and puzzles. Contains separate 
activities for middle . .
   Author: Dana Cochran
   Pages: 96
   Binding: Paperback/Spiral-bound
   ISBN 10: 1-58651-915-8
   ISBN 13: 978-1-58651-915-5
   Copyright: 2005
   Publisher: Pitsco, Inc.
   Number of Lessons: 6
   Number of Worksheets: 6

co2 cartridge 10-pack

sku:  944622

The best cartridges available for launching dragsters. Consistent quality 
ensures the fairest races. Also, each of these cartridges features a safety 
seal that guards against rupture when exposed to excessive heat. You 
might locate a cheaper cartridge, but when it comes to consistency, 
quality, and safety, our cartridges are the best choice. Material: steel with 
a zinc coating on the outside to retard rusting.
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eZ build dragsters (classroom set)

sku:  435776

The most affordable package we offer for starting a CO2 dragster activity, 
it features the EZ Build Dragster – ideal for schools that don’t have 
standard power or hand tools – and a manual start gate with a floor track 
system. (n) n Requires a screwdriver and white glue, not included. A 
unique reinterpretation of the CO2 dragster, these kits remove the need 
for power or cutting tools of any kind. Just assemble the dragsters from 
the laser-cut basswood parts and then glue, finish as desired, and launch!
EZ Build Dragsters are durable – they handle the same racing conditions 
as standard dragsters. And they provide a powerful activity for demon-
strating force, motion, speed, friction, and acceleration.
EZ Build Dragsters launch on any standard CO2 race system with 4- or 
8-gram cartridges and are available in four models – Zip, Zap, Zoom, and 
Zing – and the class pack includes 32 complete kits, eight of each model. 
Each kit includes one 8-gram CO2 cartridge.
includes:
   EZ Build Dragsters, pack of 32
   EZ Start Gate
   Deceleration Towel, 24″ x 44″, terrycloth
   EZ Build Dragster Video (DVD), 11 minutes
Screwdriver and white glue required for assembly, not included.

eZ start dragsters

sku:  433445

An inexpensive way to introduce dragsters into your curriculum, this 
package offers enough materials to build 50 dragsters and the equipment 
to race them.
(n) nRequires a drill, coping saw, wood rasp or file, ruler, scissors, and 
finish, not included. Hand each student a box with all the parts for a Land 
Speed Record Assault Vehicle (LSRAV) and get ready to race. The box can 
be used as a storage container during construction of the LSRAV.
Each kit contains a body blank (12″ x 2-3/4″ tapered to 3/4″ with a hole 
drilled for the CO2 cartridge), foam body blank, four wheels (two front and 
two back), CO2 cartridge, two screw eyes, four brass washers, two 1/8″ 
axles, one soda straw, and a piece of sandpaper (1/4 sheet). Requires a 
drill, coping saw, wood rasp or file, ruler, scissors, and finish, not included.

fold-N-roll racer kit

sku:  433517

A collection of cool and colorful hot rods that can be cut out and folded 
into three-dimensional vehicles! Sixteen sweet street machines are printed 
in color on card-stock pages. Enough wheels and axles are provided to 
make all 16 models into rolling vehicles.
Note: The wheels that come with the kit are different from those shown in 
the photo.
Custom and other wheels are available separately. A great elementary 
transportation activity!

k’Nex maker kit large

sku:  978497

K’NEX Education’s Maker Kit Basic comes with 800 K’NEX parts, including 
rods and connectors in both classic and micro scale that are made in the 
USA. 100 building ideas are included or have your budding makers use 
the parts to design and create their own DIY projects. The set comes in a 
reusable tub for easy clean and storage. For ages 6 and up.
additional features:
   Perfect Maker Space starter kit
   800 K’NEX rods & connectors
   100 Building Ideas
   Reusable Storage Bin with Dividers
   Ages 6 

hydrostatic kit – archimedes priNciple

sku:  941204
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k’Nex educatioN forces, eNergy & 
motioN

t-bot ii hydraulic arm

hydrostatic pressure measuremeNt 
set

sku:  978790

sku:  434245

sku:  602115

K’NEX® Education Forces, Energy & Motion set has been designed for 
students to investigate a variety of concepts related to forces, energy, and 
motion. These concepts are fashioned around rigorous STEM content 
and national standards in science, technology, engineering and math.
As students engage in the activities, they will be learning, practicing, and 
applying integrated process skills. Students will be expected to craft fair 
test procedures, create meaningful data displays, make reasonable and 
data supported reports, and analyze their collected data in light of the 
problem at hand. These are just some of the process skills that students 
must employ as they use the K’NEX® Education Forces, Energy, and 
Motion Set.
Set includes 442 K’NEX® parts, along with a Battery, Spring and Fly-wheel 
motor – enough to build 11 vehicles, up to four at a time. Supports 12- 16 
students working in teams. Grades 5 – 9. Building instructions and 
comprehensive teacher’s guide aligned to Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Math Standards included. Packaged in a strong storage tray with 
snap-on lid.
STEM Education focuses on science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics concepts taught through problem-solving, discovery, 
exploratory learning and critical thinking. STEM Education requires 
students to be active participants in the learning. K’NEX® models offer 
hands-on learning opportunities that encourage scientific inquiry, 
investigation and experimentation. Our inquiry-based lessons challenge 
students as they build, investigate, problem solve, discuss, and evaluate 
scientific and design principles in action. Aligned to Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math standards.

The T-Bot II is a great project for illustrating hydraulic power and mechanics. 
See how syringes, tubes, and water work together to power the parts of 
this robotic arm. Each control moves one of the T-Bot II’s axes. The four 
controls can be used one at a time or all at once by a team of students 
– they can try basic maneuvers or moving objects as a team-building 
exercise!
The T-Bot II can be used for a range of ages and educational concepts 
– from showing third graders how to work together to helping college 
students explore load and effort forces.
Construction requires screwdriver, scissors, cool-melt glue gun, and white 
and cool-melt glues, not included.

k’Nex makers kit Wheels

sku:  978498

Budding makers can create and customize their own vehicles with the 
K’NEX Education Maker’s Kit Wheels, the perfect K’NEX solution for your 
makerspace!
Build up to 11 different types of wheeled wonders with the 442 pieces 
included in this set. The iconic rods and connectors are made out of a 
high-quality plastic for long-lasting and durable play. Rubber wheels are 
also included in this set so that children can create all kinds of moving 
vehicle models.The K’NEX Maker’s Kit Wheels also includes three different 
types of motors to operate the creations – a spring motor, a fly-wheel 
motor, and a battery-powered motor. Wind-powered, hand-powered, and 
rubber band-powered vehicles can also be created with the set for six 
unique power sources and a fascinating play and study time! Watch your 
vehicles come to life and enjoy unlimited fun! Students can also learn 
more about the forces that allow vehicles to move and experiment in 
discovering different ways to power their creations. 
This engineering educational toy comes with an instruction manual to 
guide children through their building adventures. The sheet includes 
construction ideas and tips to help them create structures on their own. 
Parents and teachers can also guide children through the manual until 
they get acquainted with it.This building set comes in a strong plastic 
storage bin with a snap-on lid for easy classroom or playroom storage. 
It also comes with dividers to easily store and organize the parts. Teach 
your children to clean up everything as they go with the K’NEX Education 
Maker’s Kit Basic. 
Studies reveal that students have more success learning STEM subjects 
through activities that are related to the real world rather than through 
reading about abstract concepts in textbooks. K’NEX Education sets allow 
students to build replicas of real-world machines and gain a concrete 
understanding of the scientific principles that make them work.
Promote your kids’ knowledge of STEAM (science, technology, engineering, 
arts, and math) concepts by igniting their natural curiosity and creativity. 
Building with K’NEX puts children on the path to a fundamental under-
standing of STEAM subjects. 
Let them design, construct, and customize their own K’NEX Maker’s Kit 
Wheels structures and enjoy hours of educational fun.
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k’Nex educatioN amusemeNt park
experieNce

Vacuum pump 12V

sku:  978890

sku:  710398

Build your favorite rides with the the K’NEX® Education Amusement Park 
Experience Set!
The K’NEX® Education Amusement Park Experience Set provides an 
opportunity to combine real-world applications with STEM concepts in 
a middle school classroom environment. Using these materials, students 
will be engaged and energized as they experience the interrelationships 
and further their knowledge and understanding of the science, technology, 
engineering and math concepts associated with such rides and structures.
The Teacher’s Guide offers a teaching approach that challenges students 
to take an active role in constructing their own knowledge by engaging in 
hands-on, inquiry-based learning, and by interacting and collaborating 
with other students while discussing ideas and concepts, informs the 
activities associated with the K’NEX® Education Amusement Park set.
STEM Education focuses on science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics concepts taught through problem-solving, discovery, 
exploratory learning and critical thinking. STEM Education requires 
students to be active participants in the learning. K’NEX® models offer 
hands-on learning opportunities that encourage scientific inquiry, 
investigation and experimentation. 
Our inquiry-based lessons challenge students as they build, investigate, 
problem solve, discuss and evaluate scientific and design principles in 
action.

This pump operates at 12V and has enough suction for most small 
projects. We even used one to make our very own universal gripper using 
coffee grounds, balloon and some other parts. 
Supply voltage is 12 V DC (minimum working voltage 9VDC), consumes 
0.6-1.2A, depending on load. Creates a pressure of at least 30PSI (3 Bar).   
Allowed continuous compressor operation – 5 hours.
specifications:
   12V operation
   1/4″ barbs
   30PSI (3 Bar) pressure
   15PSI vacuum range
   Gross weight 245g
features:
   12V motor
   12W operation
   600mA (without load) – 1.20A (with load)
   1/4″ barbs
   0-16″ Hg vacuum range
   0-32 psi Pressure range
documents:
   Dimensional Drawing
   Spec Sheet

Water pump 12V

maNual pump, With maNometer

baroscope

sku:  710455

sku:  601192

sku:  616321

Do you have some liquids that you need to move? This fluid pump will 
move 350 gallons per hour!The SEAFLO mini water pump has a heavy duty 
12V, 1.5Amp motor and a tough thermoplastic body. It’s totally submersible 
and water-cooled (but it won’t burn out if run dry). Use this pump to make 
a fountain or waterfall, even water your plants!
The 3/4″ connection will accept a 19mm ID hose. It comes pre-terminated 
with heavy gauge unterminated 3ft long wire leads.
features:
   12V operation
   350 GPH
   1.5A motor
   3/4″ barbed outlet
   3ft long wire leads

This pump attains and holds a vacuum of 50mmHg with just a few 
squeezes of the handle.Comes equipped with a gauge to monitor vacuum 
in both mmHg and MPa. Has a pumping rate of 15 ml per stroke.
Weight: 138gr

Baroscope with Styrofoam sphere diameter 90mm and with scale. At a 
state of equilibrium the Baroscope is placed in a vacuum bell jar under 
atmospheric pressure. When the air in the bell jar is then evacuated the 
Styrofoam sphere falls because of the reduction in lift. Cleverly mounted 
on a balance beam base with a Styrofoam sphere attached at one end 
and an adjustable counterweight on the other end. Styrofoam sphere 
diameter 90mm.
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base mouNt – holder for Vacuum pump

gas laWs apparatus

pressure cyliNder

sku:  621123

sku:  600016

Base mount – Holder for Vacuum Pump.
Metal Base for Jar Bell.
Can be used with Jar bell and Vacuum Pump.

The Gas Laws Apparatus is used to study the statutory equation of gases.
With this experimental device we have the ability to measure in real time 
and at the same time, the pressure, temperature and volume change of 
a quantity of gas. We also have the ability to change the volume and 
temperature of the gas independently of each other while recording the 
changes of all three quantities. With this apparatus we can verify the 
laws of Boyle, Gay-Lussac and Charles. 
there are 2 available versions of gas laws apparatus:
Gas Laws Apparatus without sensors
Gas Laws Apparatus with sensors
For Sensors drivers and software, please use the following link:
USB Sensors

Vacuum chamber

oVerfloW cup plastic

magdeburg hemisperes, rubber

sku:  684731

sku:  620155

sku:  616002

Pump the air out of an airtight container using a hand pump and create 
a real vacuum.
a variety of experiments can be performed:
   Compare the size of a balloon.
   Study the impact on food by placing half an apple inside.
   Compare the sound of a ringing mobile phone.
   Demonstrate the principle of air resistance by using down feathers.
The dimension of the container: 12 cm, height 7 cm.

Overflow Cup.
Plastic.
Dimensions: 90mm diameter x 100mm height.

Diameter: 6cm
Color: Black

  941280

  941281
sku
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laboratory high Vacuum pump

magdeburg hemispheres

sku:  601156

sku:  621360

Electric Vacuum Pump. Very sturdy construction with great pumping 
capabilities for all high demand vacuum experiments.
specifications:
   Single Stage: RS-2
   Pumping step (CFM) *: 2
   Pumping rate: 4
   Pressure: 10 – 30 Pa
   Rotation speed (per minute): 1440 rpm
   Air-Bleeding Speed: 2.5m3 / h
   Power: 180Watt / 1 / 3Hp
   Oil introduction: 220ml
   Oil inlet valve diameter: Φ6
   Dimensions: 319/125/243 mm
   Weight: 11 kg
   Power supply: 220V / 50Hz
The package includes the appropriate oil for the pump and hose.
* CFM: Volumetric flow of the valve. The volume of air that moves per 
minute. It can be used for maintenance and repair of refrigerators, air 
conditioners, printers, car air conditioners, in medical instruments, in 
a chemical laboratory, in industries but also for photomechanical 
processes.

Machined from cast iron this is an excellent replica of the traditional 
Magdeburg Hemisphere. One of the hemispheres contains a mounted 
valve for withdrawing and sealing a vacuum. The hemispheres are joined 
and the air is evacuated with the use of an air pump. Once the air has 
been removed, your students will find it almost impossible to separate the 
hemispheres. When the air &quot re-enters&quot inside the hemispheres 
then they can be separated easily.

magdeburg hemispheres plastic

cartesiaN diVer

cycloNe raiNboW

sku:  620171

sku:  656042

sku:  400651

Magdeburg Hemispheres plastic. An excellent replica of the traditional 
Magdeburg Hemisphere. One of the hemispheres contains a mounted 
valve for withdrawing and sealing a vacuum. The hemispheres are joined 
and the air is evacuated with the use of an air pump. Once the air has 
been removed, your students will find it almost impossible to separate the 
hemispheres. When the air “re-enters” inside the hemispheres then they 
can be separated easily. Diameter: 4.25″ (10.80cm)

Cyclone TubeThe tornado in a plastic tube! Create your own tornado. 
Using the special connector you can create a tornado using two normal 
plastic bottles with 25 mm tops (not included). Instructions also describe 
how tornados are formed. Age: 8+. Price per piece.
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bucket & cyliNder – archimedes” 
cyliNder

bell Jar 180*250mm

sku:  620156

sku:  621200

This Bell Jar usually used in combination with an electric bell, a metal 
base and a pump to demonstrate that non- transmission of sound in a 
vacuum. Bell jar dimensions: 250mm height, 180mm diameter. It does not 
include any base or electric bell.

This apparatus usually used in combination with a pump to demonstrate 
that non- transmission of sound in a vacuum. The apparatus content the 
metal base, the bell jar, and the bell.
bell jar dimensions: 250mm height, 180mm diameter

Plastic basin, white in two sizes for laboratory or school use.
available in 2 sizes with dimensions:
   342 x 251 x 51mm (small)
   420 x 312 x 92mm (large)

bell Jar (Vacuum) With electric bell 
aNd plastic staNd

bell Jar With preasure gauge

plastic basiNbell (Vacuum) Jar With staNd base 
aNd With electric bell

sku:  620205

sku:  620106

sku:  620201

This apparatus usually used in combination with a pump to demonstrate 
that non- transmission of sound in a vacuum. The apparatus content the 
plastic base, the bell jar, and the bell. Bell jar dimensions: 290mm height, 
190mm diameter.

  634103

  634100

sku
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maNometric capsule

bourdoN gauge

maNometer

sku:  602113

sku:  609802

sku:  620159

head of Water uNit

cloud formiNg apparatus (NebuliZer)

liftiNg platform

sku:  410501

sku:  600301

sku:  418026

Use with a turbine pump unit for an open or closed system to demonstrate 
the conversion of electrical to kinetic energy in the pump and potential 
energy in the head of water. The unit is supplied complete with two 80mm 
diameter basins and shaped glass tubes. 
The upper platform has a 38mm dia hole for use as a simple recirculation 
system with a single reservoir. The Malvern Energy Transfer Kit consists 
of a number of separately available units which enable the user to show 
conversions of one form of energy to another in a variety of different ways. 
All units have a base measurement of 165 x 100mm and have 4mm socket 
terminals where appropriate.

With the pieces, students will build a lifting platform . Small syringes work 
as transport tubes. With the introduction of air pressure in a large syringe, 
the small one moves up and down along with the platform. Contained 
poster for the understanding of air pressure. Size: 135 x 140 x 195 mm.
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hydropNeumatics kit

archimedes measure set

sku:  407341

sku:  653957

174 pcs per set including a universal adaptor motor, an air-water power 
pack, LED bulb, hydro-pneumo parts, etc. and a 24-pag
featuring:
   This specialized kit has made it possible to investigate how natural 
resources suchas water, air can be used in GIGO mechanism with 
assemblies such as water mallet, oil well pump and grinder to produce 
energy, or transform it from one form to another.
   These can stimulate the discovery how the different types of energy 
are formed and where these energies can be applied in real life.
   Die-cut paper sheets (waterproof and tear-free) are applied to the 
models to make them more realistic.
    Hydro-Pneumo System.
   These specialized kits have made it possible to investigate how hy-
draulics and pneumatics can be used in conjunction with assemblies 
such as water mills and pistons to produce energy, or transform it from 
one form to another.
   These can stimulate the discovery how the different types of energy 
are formed and where these energies can be applied in real life.
    When pump rod is pulled up, water will flow into the pump.
  When pump rod is pushed down, water will be driven to Secured  
Air-Water Storage.
    Put the pump back onto the model.
    Turn on the switch to operate the model.
models:
    Car
    Hydroelectric Powerhouse
    Oil Well Pump
    Blower
    Grinder
    Water Mallet

dialysis tubiNg

Dialysis tubing, also known as Visking tubing, is an artificial semi-permeable 
membrane tubing used in separation techniques, that facilitates the flow 
of tiny molecules in solution based on differential diffusion. 
In the context of life science research, dialysis tubing is typically used 
in the sample clean-up and processing of proteins and DNA samples or 
complex biological samples such as blood or serums. 
Dialysis tubing is also frequently used as a teaching aid to demonstrate 
the principles of diffusion, osmosis, Brownian motion and the movement 
of molecules across a restrictive membrane.
available in:
   14mm
   19mm

Characteristic

Molecular Weight Cut-off

pH Stability Range

Protein Absorption

Contaminants

Temperature Resistance

Microbial Resistance

Description

10.000 to 14.000 Daltons

Stable in pH range 5 to 9

<1 ng/g of dry membrane

Sulfur Compounds – <0.3%

Heavy metals – <50ppm

Membrane can be sterilized by 
autoclave.

Membrane with aqueous solutions 
can be frozen.

Membranes are sensitive to 
cellulase activity when humidified. 
Using a preservative like benzoate 
will control bacterial growth.

  675395

 675396

sku

Price per meter
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eVaporatioN kit

liquid surface teNsioN apparatus

sku:  603151

sku:  620139

ferrofluid 10ml

commuNicatiNg Vessels (equilibrium)

harbottle

sku:  300014

sku:  616601

sku:  621245

Design and technology as well as science teachers are buying the 
amazing FerroFluid – a truly magnetic liquid. This consists of micron size 
magnetic particles (magnetite) in a mineral oil. Particles are coated in a 
surfactant which prevents them clumping together. When a magnet is in 
close proximity the magnetic particles in the FerroFluid take up the shape 
of the magnetic field – a 3-D version of the classic iron fillings on a piece of 
paper experiment that we used to do in schools. The apparent density of 
ferro fluid can be changed by applying a magnetic field. E.g., place a one 
pence piece in a shallow dish (5mm) of ferro fluid and it will sink. Bring a 
powerful magnet underneath and the coin will float! Supplied in a plastic 
jar containing 10ml of Ferro Fluid. A rare earth magnet is also supplied.

Harbottle helps students understand the meaning of fluid pressure and 
pressure reduction. A Harbottle is a spherical glass container with a balloon 
stretched over its opening and a hole in the flattened base that is fitted 
with a rubber stopper. Students are amazed when the balloon remains 
inflated inside the bottle even though it is not tied off or sealed.

pascal ball

sku:  616201

Pascal Ball apparatus is a hollow sphere connected to a hand pump 
which shows that water pressure transmits in all directions equally 
through ten equidistant nozzles. Sphere has 3″ diameter and 250 mL 
capacity.
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archimedes laW apparatus

expaNsioN apparatus for liquids aNd 
gases

sku:  620154

sku:  602137

With this simple apparatus it is possible to determine the thermal expan-
sion coefficient of liquids and of air.
the set includes:
   1x base for rods
   1x metallic rod
   1x extension clamp with boss head
   1x 100ml glass round bottom flask
   1x 400ml beaker
   1x thermometer
   2x stoppers with glass tube
   1x bottle of potassium permaganate
   1x 100ml graduated cylinder
   4x rubber rings

pascal’s laW demoNstratioN

WiNd-formiNg demoNstrator

kiNetic theory apparatus (electric)

sku:  620165

sku:  620305

sku:  619901

Pascal’s Law (also Pascal’s principle or the principle of transmission of 
fluid-pressure) is a principle in fluid mechanics that states that a pressure 
change occurring anywhere in a confined incompressible fluid is 
transmitted throughout the fluid such that the same change occurs 
everywhere.

 

boyle’s laW,loW pressure

sku:  603401

The IEC Boyle&apos s Law Apparatus is the classic arrangement consisting 
of an open and a closed glass tube joined by a rubber hose and filled with 
mercury (not supplied). The system is mounted on a 1m high calibrated rail 
and the heights of the components are adjustable. The volume inside the 
closed glass tube is measured on the scale and the pressure applied to 
the air is calculated from the difference in heights of the mercury surfaces 
in the tubes. At a constant temperature, the formula P x V = k (constant) is 
demonstrated and proven.
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boyle’s laW apparatus adVaNced

gay-lussac laW apparatus

sku:  620980

sku:  620309

Designed for Boyle’s Law demonstration in wide pressure ranges to a 
group of students with adequate safety features and results can be 
observed even from a distance.
A thick walled, wide bore glass tube with closed end at the top is 
mounted vertically in front of a scale 3 graduated 0-65cm3, with its lower 
open end mounted securely on a thick walled metal tube, with the later 
connected to an oil chamber.
The oil chamber has a bourdon gauge calibrated 0-3.4?105 Nm2 at the 
top and a valve on one side for air pump connection.
Zero at the top of the scale facilitates the volume of air enclosed directly 
from the oil level in tube. The transparent safety added safety to the 
instrument.

This apparatus can demonstrate a High school physics experiment of 
the Gay-Lussac – Charles law which concern the properties of gases. The 
pressure of a gas of fixed mass and fixed volume is directly proportional 
to the gas’s absolute temperature.
this apparatus includes:
   Large Class Tube (syringe)
   Small Class Tube (syringe)
   Thermometer
   Water Tank
   Rubber hose for connecting the 2 syringes
   Rubber Stopper for water tank

float & siNk apparatus

boyle’s laW apparatus deVice gas laWs

capillary tubes

sku:  620157

sku:  609801

sku:  620400

osmosis apparatus

sku:  600204

Osmosis Apparatus Designed for demonstration of osmotic pressure at an 
elementary level in biology. A semi-permeable is attached to the wide end 
of a funnel having an indicator tube. The funnel is fixed in the reservoir. 
Supplied with teat dropper pipette.
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deNsity sphere

hydraulic pump

sku:  620240

sku:  620780

Demonstrates the dependence of a fluid&apos s density with temperature. 
It is a hollow sphere that is floating in cold water while immerse in hot 
water.

   126 PC/SET
   AGE: 7&amp UP
The Hydro Pneumo Back-Hoe Science-Tool Kit is an highly educational kit 
aiding in helping children discover how water and air can be used to 
produce energy by physical strength. Various models such as Back-Hoe, 
Cabin Door, Bus Door, Mechanical Arm and more can be created using the 
colourful guide included. Useful in developing a child&apos s building and 
assembly skills as well as developing the working concepts of real life 
vehicles and structures.
   Item No. : #1156
   Specification : 126 PC/SET
   Sale units : SET
   Size : 375 x 235 x 150 (mm)
   Packing : 6
   N.W : 10.71(kgs)
   G.W : 11.71(kgs)
   Cube Feet : 3.44(CUFT)
   Outer carton : 718 x 382 x 355 (mm)
   Inner box : #1140

10pcs Syringes are made of polypropylene plastic with a calibrated cylinder. 
Used to suck and measure specific amounts of liquids accurately. 
It has a thin nozzle at the end, so that a rubber or silicone tube can be fitted. 
Set of 10 pieces.
available in:
   2ml
   5ml
   10ml
   20ml
Each set includes 10 identical syringes.

hydro-pNeumo back-hoe

syriNges 10 pieces

sku:  401156

deNsimeter

Densimeter is an instrument for measuring density, especially of liquids. 
A Densimeter is a floating glass body with a bulb filled with a metal weight 
and a cylindrical stem with a scale. The hydrometer is immersed in the 
sample and the density of the sample can be read directly from the scale: 
The deeper it sinks, the less dense is the sample. If a hydrometer is 
immersed in a glass of water, it would sink deeper than it would in a glass 
of syrup because syrup is denser than water. This method is based on the 
Archimedes principle
available in:
   800 – 900 kg/m3      –  (0.80-0.90 gr/cm3)
   900 – 1000 kg/m3     –  (0.90-1.00gr/cm3)
   1000 – 1100 kg/m3  –  (1.00-1.10 gr/cm3)
   1100 – 1200 kg/m3  –  (1.10-1.20 gr/cm3)
   1200 – 1300 kg/m3  –  (1.20-1.30 gr/cm3)
 

  364473

  300101

 364473

 300102

  364475

  300103

  364476

  300104

  300105
sku

sku
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106

5. heat

calorimeter simple coNtaiNer 400ml

proffesioNal digital thermometer 

hot air ballooN

sku:  607203

sku:  811020

sku:  419136
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radiometer, crookes

hero’s eNgiNe

tripod staNd

sku:  620312

sku:  650301

sku:  340113

One side of each vane is blackened, the reverse side is white. Infrared 
radiation heats the black faces of the vanes more than the white, causing 
a pressure difference on either side of the vanes which drives the vanes 
round, providing a pleasant visual demonstration of several physical 
effects.

A stable support for laboratory equipment! Cast iron support ring with 
black enamel, acid resistant finish, detachable nickel-plated steel legs 
angled outward for better stability. Height 24 cm.

thermo-faN

WorkiNg proJect “bimetal-faN”

compouNd bar (cu&fe), WoodeN haNdle

sku:  105434

sku:  407920

sku:  603011

A technical model to show the practical use of bimetal strip. Principle: when 
a 4.5 battery is connected to the model a current flows through the green 
bulb and Bi-metal strip to complete circuit 1. When the tea light, under the 
Bi-metal strip is lit, it heats it up and bends it in the opposite direction, 
breaking circuit 1 and connecting circuit 2 (parallel switching). The current 
then flows through the red light to the fan, causing it to switch it on and 
cool the Bi-metal strip down again.This switches it back to circuit 1 again.
Complete pack.

Simple construction-it can be made in a normal classroom with everyday 
tools !.Uses bimetal as a switch to close an electric circuit.When the circuit 
is made the fan cools the bi-metal and then it switches itself off. A candle 
re-warms the bi-metal and it starts again.Less battery, 1 each

AA dramatic demonstration of the thermostat principle! Consists of a 
bimetal strip mounted in a wooden handle. 
Because of the unequal expansion of the two different metals, the bar will 
bend when heated which illustrates the operation of a thermostat.
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bimetallic thermostat With staNd

set of 2 Jars black – White

Niti spriNg

sku:  602007

sku:  650650

sku:  690003

Aluminum containers Black White suitable for heat absorption experi-
ments.

This NiTi Spring is made from shape memory alloy (Nickel – Titanium). At 
room temperature this spring is soft enough to pull out to approximately 
50mm by applying a small force. When heated to 70°C by passing an 
electric current through it (or by other means such as hot water or a heat 
gun, etc), the spring contracts to its original length with a useful pulling 
force (equivalent to lifting a 0.5kg weight). Spring weight: 1.1g
dimensions:
   20mm (when closed).
   5.5mm external diameter.
   4mm internal diameter.

tWo-Way memory spriNg

eNergy – heat – classroom set for 4 
groups

electric hob (cooktop)

sku:  690007

sku:  900601s

sku:  316401

These remarkable springs, based on a brass alloy, ‘remember’ to open up 
when heated and close again when cool. If immersed in hot water at or 
around 90°C they will open in a split second and close as quickly if dropped 
in cold water. Such springs have many industrial applications – e.g., in 
sprinkler and fire damping systems where they replace expensive single-use 
only fusible links. Spring weight: 3g. 
   The spring is 10mm long, extending to 25mm in hot water.
   11.5mm external diameter
   9mm internal diameter
Sold individually.

This set is designed for use in the 2 last classes of hellenic primary schools.
Includes all the necessary materials in order to utilize all experiments in 
their school books with the above tittle.

Induction hobs are highly efficient. It has also been argued that induction 
hobs can heat up a pan of boiling water quicker than a kettle. So, if you 
want a hob that heats up quickly but also cools down fast, then an 
induction hob could be ideal for you.
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digital thermometer With probe

the solar airship (ballooN)

solar furNace 30cm

sku:  801015

sku:  426034

sku:  620467

This Solar Furnace effectively showcases the transfer of energy between 
solar radiation and thermal energy. Ideal for physics classroom 
demonstrations. Light from the Sun’s rays are reflected off of a 30cm (11.8″) 
diameter parabolic reflector, and are focused onto a black colored 
copper cup. 
Solar Furnace measure 18 inches tall and is 11.8 inches in diameter.
   Ideal for classroom demonstration on solar energy
   11.8″ Parabolic mirror to focus the light rays
   Sun’s rays effectively heat the copper cup at end of column

calorimeter With resistaNce

food calorimeter

sku:  608401

sku:  611780

A glass jar incorporated with a inverted glass jar used as a combustion 
chamber open at both ends (205×100)mm (height x diameter).
A copper spiral heat transfer tube vertically fitted with combustion 
chamber via. rubber stopper.
A removable metallic top cover which allow to pass the stirrer and copper 
spiral tube with centered hole to insert the thermometer.
A circular metallic disc of diameter 100 mm with a boss head for mounting 
on a 13 mm retort rod used as the floor of the combustion chamber.
A pair of pillars carrying the low voltage igniter coil.
A crucible that can be raised to the igniter coil with the help of the circular 
ring from the out side of the assembly apparatus.
The whole assembly is fitted on a (200 x 130) mm rectangular base with a rod 
of 13 mm diameter.

thermal geNerator

sku:  620311
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boiliNg poiNt thermometers (set of 10)

sku:  802415

Boiling Point Thermometers (set of 10)
Thermometers inside a plastic case set of 10 pcs
Alcohol
Suitable for laboratory use
Scale: -30 ° C to 120 ° C
Set of 10 pieces

multi-thermometer (-30.. 110°c) iN plastic 
case

thermometer (-10 – 110), alcohol

thermometer alcohol -10 to +50°c 
30cm)

sku:  183304

sku:  413960

sku:  413962

Thermometer (-10 – 110), alcohol.
Thermometer with hang -10 to 110C. 
Suitable for laboratory use.

This all-purpose thermometer has a temperature range of -30° C … 110° C. It 
comes in a case that magnifies the scale to make it easier to read. The case 
may be hung up or positioned to keep the thermometer at an angle. Six 
sliders allow the high and low temperatures to be recorded. The thermom-
eter may be easily removed from the case.Made of plastic.
dimensions:
   Stick thermometer: Dia 6 x 300 mm
   Main body: 37 x 325 x 20 mm

Made of glass with hang
10 to +50°C
30cm length
graduation per 1°C
-10 -5 0 5 10 5 20 5 30 5 40 5 50 numbering
Suitable for laboratory use

thermometer (-10 – 150), alcohol

thermometer (-10 – 110) greeN fill 
uNcalibrated

sku:  413965

sku:  413961

300mm lenght
Use in the lab (physics, chemistry experiments).

Thermometer with hang -10 to 150°C
Suitable for laboratory use
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thermometer -30 – +110, alumiNium

sku:  840112

Thermometer -30 – +110, aluminium
Height: 145mm

giaNt classroom thermometer (75cm)

iNfrared thermometer «miNi»

rubber gloVe

sku:  100399

sku:  841110

sku:  340150

Excellent and very easy-to-use Infrared Thermometer “Mini”.
Within a second you can safely measure surface temperatures without 
bringing tt in contact with the object being measured, which may be at a 
very high temperature or be dangerous or harmful to health, or simply 
difficult to approach.
specifications:
   Measuring scale: -33 ° C to 220 ° C (-27 ° F to 428 ° F) with an accuracy 
   of -2 ° C or 2% and a first decimal place.
   Conversion switch ° C / ° F, an indication of maximum (max) temperature.
  “LOCK” function for long-term recording.
   Response time 1sec.
   Battery display.
   Dimensions 68x37x18mm.
   Weight: 75gr

Largest working thermometer available for class display!
30” wall-mounted thermometer has 23&quot a tube on a wooden base.
Shows both Fahrenheit and Celsius scales from -40 to 50 C and -40  to 120 F.
Grades K and up

Rubber Glove
For any heated material up to 250ο C

peltier elemeNt type (thermocouple)

sku:  407136

technical data for the thermo-element:
   Used as a Peltier for cooling-heating
   Maximum cold performance: 17Watt
   Maximum temperature difference: 67 degrees
   Maximum output 8V
   Maximum current: 3.5 A
   Maximum working temperature (constant): 70°
   For short time experimental purpose: 110°
   Resistance: 1.8 Ohm
   Heat value: 140 mW-K
   Weight: 15gr
   For use as a Thermo-Element:
  Thermo power: 27 mV-K
  Dimensions: 30x30x4.75mm
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thermo elemeNt

sku:  407147

When used as Peltier elements for cooling / heating.
technical data:
   max. Cooling capacity: 33 Watt
   max. Temperature differential: 67 ° C
   max. Operating voltage: 15 V
   max. Operating current: 3.9 Amps
   max. Operating temperature (for continuous operation): 150 ° C
   Ohmic resistance: 3.5 Ohm
   thermal conductivity value: 250 mW / K
   size: approx. 40 x 40 x 4.7 mm
   weight: 22 g
   for use as thermo-element: thermal power: 49 mV / K

thermochromic smart cord

the thermal imagiNg card

sku:  523001

sku:  405828

The thermal imaging card 
simply fascinating: 
Where this simple black foil gets warmer than 28 ° C, it starts to color red, 
and then goes through orange, yellow, green and blue to purple to turn 
black again above 34 ° C. During the cooling process, the process proceeds 
in the reverse order. This thermochromic characteristic makes impressive 
experiments, almost adjacent to sorcery, possible: when placed on a hand, 
it appears after a short time as a colored ghostly appearance. For 
example, if you place the heated foil on a coin, the fast color tone shows the 
heat-absorbing property of metal. 
Let your experimenting fantasy run free! 
Dimensions 105 x 148 mm, with micro-LCD layer encapsulated. Note: the 
manual is in German. Per Unit.

This unique polythene extrusion has some remarkable characteristics 
and may be used as a single-lesson introduction to smart materials. 
Below 27°C the cord is pink but above this temperature the colour 
disappears. The pink then reappears when the temperature drops below 
27°C.
The cord also exhibits highly unusual behaviour if stretched. When pulled 
steadily it suddenly necks down at random to a second smaller diameter – 
and gets stronger! Eventually the whole length of the material reduces to 
the second diameter as the long molecules are forced to align along the 
axis of the cord. As the cord stretches there is a temporary loss of colour; 
the mechanical effort of stretching the cord causes heating – thus neatly 
demonstrating energy transfer.
Short lengths of smart cord may be made into wristbands. At very low 
cost these could be worn as a constant reminder of the material’s unique 
properties and taken off for use in homework investigations. Sold by the 
metre. Cord diameter approximately 1.5mm.

alcohol burNer With staNd

sku:  303553 

This alcohol burner is designed to produce heat at a rate that is safe and 
appropriate for the IPS experiments.
The burner stand is constructed of an inter-locked steel frame bridged with 
heavy duty wire mesh screening secured to the top to provide a stable 
support base.
The heavy glass bottle and special cap/wick assemblies provide efficient 
but controlled heat production.
Solid brass wick covers retard evaporation of the alcohol when not in use.

alcohol burNer Wickless

sku:  311601

This Alcohol Burner wickless is a safer alternative to the traditional 
alcohol burner!
Sturdy chrome-plated steel tank has a screw top with a rubber gasket 
creating a liquid-tight seal, so even if set on its side the burner will not 
leak.
It is designed to produce heat at a rate that is safe and appropriate for 
school and science experiments.
Holds up to 95 mL of alcohol and burns for over an hour.
Uses a copper-plated torch instead of a wick for safety and even heat 
distribution.
Comes with an aluminum snuffer cap, safety heat shield.
When cooled use the rubber stopper into the copper tubing to reduce 
evaporation of the alcohol.
For best results use denaturated or ethyl alcohol 90% or higher.

hot air eNgiNe

sku:  413174
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leslie’s cube

buNseN burNer lpg 12*12*20

simple gas burNer

sku:  661080

sku:  311917

sku:  303554

Bunsen Burner LPG 12*12*20
For use with regular LPG

stirliNg eNgiNe model, Vertical

heat – teacher set

Wire gauZe With ceramic plate

sku:  671843

sku:  900809

sku:  341153

Stirling Engine Model, Vertical
Height: 18cm

Thermometer -30 – +110, aluminium
Height: 145mm
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iNVestigatiNg heat aNd temperature kit

physics package a ‘gymNasium 8

sku:  661280

sku:  999608

Explore various aspects of heat, temperature and heat transfer to gain 
understanding of the related concepts through this series of hands-on 
activities kit, which include.
use this kit for:
   Exploring means of heat transfer – conduction, convection and 
   radiation
   Investigating heat and phase changes of matter
   Understanding the differences between heat and temperature
   Understanding the concepts of heat flow and conservation of heat
   energy
   Determining of specific heat and latent heat of fusion and vaporization 
   of different substances
   Studying the concepts and properties of thermometers
   Studying the concepts of radiometer
   Exploring the conductivity of heat through different substances
   Applying the above concepts to identify which are thermal conductors 
   or insulators

The light warms cold and warm colors.

Content

Radiometer Crooke’s Single

Calorimeter Set/3,Big vessel 132 x 90mm,
small vessel 90 x 70mm, stirrer 3.18 mm

Plastic Transparent  Ruler,15cm

Aluminium Cube,19mm

Content

Ring & Ball

Thermometer, Red Spirit Filled,
Yellow Backed, -10 to 110°C

Thermal Conductivity Apparatus,
Star Type- MS, Brass, Al,Copper,SS

Qty

1

1

5

1

Qty

1

1

1

heatiNg lamp With buld

mass cube set 10x10x51mm set of 4

cyliNder set – same Weight diff. Volume

sku:  650651 

sku:  620112

sku:  600435

The Set of 4 Metals of the Same Volume of Different Weight
consists of:
   Bronze, Aluminum, Iron, Copper
   Dimensions: 10 x 10 x 51 mm
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memory metal star

memory Wire (1 meter)

heat radiator demoNstratioN

sku:  631103

sku:  690011

sku:  631011

This simple experiment allows students to measure how the color of an 
object affects its ability to absorb and to emit heat.Each kit contains 6 
containers (black,white, red, blue, 2x silver – one matte, one shiny), retort 
stand with base, syringe, color dye, a lamp with bulb.

Τhis nickel/titanium (NiTi) alloy initially ‘remembers’ that it should be 
straight. If it is bent into a different shape and then dropped in very hot 
water (90°C), it springs back to its original straight condition. It will 
repeat this behaviour any number of times. This wire is sold by the metre. 
The wire can also be heat treated to remember different shapes. It simply 
has to be held in the desired shape and then heated to 500°C in a small 
oven for a few minutes. This means that pupils can now get involved 
in creating smart springs and other components that a few years ago 
would have challenged front line researchers. Memory wire has several 
important medical applications. It is used, for example, to make surgical 
stents – small woven frames that balloon outwards to open blocked arteries. 
It is also used for orthodontic braces. Some smart textiles use woven–in 
memory wire to change the shape (and support) of garments when they 
reach body temperature. Because it can be heat treated, the potential of 
memory wire in designing and making is virtually unlimited.

liNear expaNsioN apparatus

liNear expaNsioN apparatus steam

thermal coNductiVity apparatus, 5 
rods

sku:  660160

sku:  600657

sku:  600312

Five different metal rods are inserted through stoppers in the side of an 
aluminium pan.Wax is placed in dimples in the ends of each rod. Hot 
water is poured in the pan and the unit is observed while the wax is 
melting, demonstrating the order of conductivity of the metals.
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ball & riNg apparatus (2 piece set)

thermal coNductiVity apparatus 
(calorimeter)

sku:  600128

sku:  603122

Often it is necessary in science to predict energy flow and even to 
measure this flow. Since energy is invisible, this often requires special 
equipment. Heat, a form of energy, is not measured directly. Instead, 
scientists must study heat by how it affects matter. Heat causes the 
molecules of matter to vibrate faster, which is recorded as temperature. 
With the Heat Transfer Kit, two insulated containers (called calorimeters), 
thermometers, and an aluminum transfer bar, make it possible to study 
the transfer of heat from a substance in one calorimeter to a substance 
in the other. The investigation measures the flow of heat as it s affected by 
different variables.

Two piece apparatus for demonstrating thermal expansion.

ball & riNg b (Volume dilatioN 
apparatus)

sku:  620307 

A great introduction to expansion and contraction! This unit demonstrates 
the expansion of metal when heated and its contraction when cooled. When 
either the ball or ring is heated, the ball will not pass through the ring, but 
when cooled the ball passes through the ring freely. The ball and ring are 
mounted to insulated wooden handles to protect hands from the heat.

expaNsioN apparatus for liquids aNd 
gases

sku:  602137

With this simple apparatus it is possible to determine the thermal expan-
sion coefficient of liquids and of air.
the set includes:
   1x base for rods
   1x metallic rod
   1x extension clamp with boss head
   1x 100ml glass round bottom flask
   1x 400ml beaker
   1x thermometer
   2x stoppers with glass tube
   1x bottle of potassium permaganate
   1x 100ml graduated cylinder
   4x rubber rings

simulatioN of spot WeldiNg machiNe 

sku:  552403

Coil, 5 turns
4 mm terminals

heat radiator demoNstratioN

sku:  600467

This simple experiment allows students to measure how the color of an 
object affects its ability to absorb and to emit heat.Each kit contains 6 
containers (black,white, red, blue, 2x silver – one matte, one shiny), retort 
stand with base, syringe, color dye, a lamp with bulb. The Heat Radiator 
Demonstration requires 12V DC power supply (not included in package).
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liquid coNVeNtioN demoNstratioN

sku:  600303

thermo see-saW

sku:  404689

An interesting project for Technology and Physics.
function: The tea light heats the bi-metal strip causing it to expand and tip 
the rod and wooden ball. This in turn causes the see-saw to move. As the 
bi-metal strip moves out of the flame it cools down and the rod and ball fall 
back again. This process continues until the candle is extinguished.
Length x Width x Height:
100 x 200 x 90 mm Pack includes candle
attention: Never leave a candle to burn unattended!
Thermo-Mechanics. 1 piece

clay triaNgles

gas bottle

sku:  342020

sku:  303555

These clay triangles are the perfect tool for heating crucibles! The 
galvanized iron wires help prevent premature rusting. Size 80mm

Gass Botle 500gr.

thermometer, digital, (-50°c) – ( 150°c)

sku:  841018

eNergy – heat – classroom set

sku:  900601
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studyiNg heat kit

sku:  941206

131

6. magnetism
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magNetic tape dispeNser 8m

stage magNetic guN (gauss guN)

magNetic materials testiNg kit

sku:  550256

sku:  606142

sku:  550241

Stage Magnetic Gun (Gauss Gun) With 3 magnets, 7 spheres Track length: 
110 cm. Consisting of Aluminium base, strong magnet, supporting 
structure with magnet, metal ball collision, Copper stent, etc.
Size of baseplate: 110*96*18cm
The magnetic gun is a mechanical model that allows you to explore in 
a simple and intuitive way, without any calculation, concepts such 
as energy configuration, exothermic systems and reversible reactions. It 
is also a very useful exercise to understand mechanical systems using 
energy balances and symmetries rather than analytical or mathematical 
details.

This kit consists of 20 different materials in plastic boxes and 2 bar 
magnets. Students can experiment with materials that are magnetized 
and those that are not.
Size: 220x330x50mm.

Magnetic tape supplied in a handy hard wearing plastic dispenser. Reel 
off and slice the length of magnetic tape you require. The sticky backing 
makes it easy to apply to card, paper, photographs or craftwork.
Specification Size: 8m x 19mm.

discoVeriNg magNetism

iNVestigatiNg magNetism & electro-
magNetism uNit

magNetic field demoNstrator 153x76x-
6mm pk2

sku:  585141

sku:  550900

sku:  550802

Comprises a set of 2 transparent plastic plates 153 x 76 x 6 mm, each plate 
has a matrix of 98 (14 x 7) small circular chambers, each chamber containing 
an iron rod and functioning effectively as a plotting compass. The plates 
may be arranged in various ways, e.g. as a single large two dimensional 
surface, as faces of a cube etc., and in this way may be used to show 
configuration of a magnetic field in one or two dimensions. 
The transparent nature of the plates also makes them suitable for use on 
an overhead projector. Dimensions: 153x76x6mm pk2
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magNetic molecule model, 15x15x2,2cm

magNetic compass With suNdial

magNetic cables 30cm 10pcs

sku:  661604

sku:  415420

sku:  523780

iroN filliNgs graNules

magNetic dots (100 dots)

ferrite riNg magNets

sku:  550009

sku:  587225

sku:  550081

These ferrite ring magnets are suitable for all sorts of applications that 
require a powerful magnet with a central hole. Ideal for general purpose 
use
They come in two different dimensions:
   24 x 5mm (diam. 24mm & width 5mm)
   28 x 6mm (diam. 28mm & width 6mm)
Supplied in packs of 10
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rouNd magNet 10pcs

magNetic stirrer bar, tefloN, (8mm dia x 
45mm leNgth)

magNetic stirrer bar With riNg, tefloN, 
(8mm dia x 40mm leNgth)

sku:  470655

sku:  301222

sku:  301223

Magnetic Stirrer Bar 
Cylindrical PTFE (teflon) coated
Size: 8mm dia x 45mm length

Magnetic Stirrer Bar with ring, teflon, (8mm dia x 40mm length)
Cylindrical with ring in center
PTFE (teflon) coated
Size: 8mm dia x 40mm length

Round Magnet 10pcs

double magNets 50x25x12mm, pair

alNico stroNg u magNet

maGnet type “Π” 130*80*30mm

sku:  550007

sku:  550078

sku:  550014

Alnico strong cast ‘U’ magnet painted red with keeper.
Size: 30 x 20 x 20mm.
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magNet adhesiVe tape 3m

magNetic Needle With staNd

compass magNet

sku:  410175

sku:  550137

sku:  550211

This compass is waterproof. You can use it on the ground and twist it to 
see where north is. Size: 80x30mm.

Self-adhesive, to fix small magnetic objects, multipolar
Size: approx. 3 m x 12,7 mm, 1,5 mm thick,
1 roll

compass 100mm

magNetic WaNd red

magNetic WaNd & 10 marbles

sku:  570600

sku:  550017

sku:  550016

The Magnetic Wand is made of hard plastic and measures 19cm (7.5 
inches) in length by 25mm (1 inch) wide. The magnet is about 70mm (2.75 
inches) in length.

specification: Wand length 190mm, marble dia. 15mm.

Compass 100mm It shows the 8 points of the horizon and has a rating of 
360 degrees per degree. Diameter: 100mm
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magNetic rubber tape adhesiVe backed

maGnetic paper Α4

magNetic tape dispeNser 19x5mm

sku:  587226

sku:  553007

sku:  550259

This polymer-based material has the thickness and flexibility of thin 
card. It contains a magnetic medium which make its ‘stick’ to any ferrous 
surface – e.g. tinplate, white goods. It can be passed through an ink jet 
printer and is an ideal medium for unusual graphics products.
(Sheet size 210 x 297mm)

Magnetic tape supplied in a handy hard wearing plastic dispenser. Reel 
off and slice the length of magnetic tape you require. The sticky backing 
makes it easy to apply to card, paper, photographs or craftwork.
specification
Size: 5m x 19mm.

magNetic paiNt

double sided plottiNg compass (10 pcs)

small magNet kit iN tray

sku:  550193

sku:  550003

sku:  550203

You can use this kit to teach all about magnets.
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set of three horseshoe magNets

giaNt horseshoe magNet

horseshoe magNet With 12 magNetic 
marbles

sku:  550102

sku:  550019

sku:  550018

Horseshoe Magnet with 12 Magnetic Marbles Dimensions: 175x210x25 mm.
The color of this product may be different from the picture.

u magNet alNico

u magNet alNico greeN red

demoNstratioN of magNetic liNe of 
force

sku:  550010

sku:  550011

sku:  561705

Demonstration of Magnetic Line of Force
consists of:
   A plate containing iron fillings in a liquid.
   Magnet Bars
   “U” Type Magnet

U Magnet AlNiCo Green Red AlNiCo
dimensions: 80 x 53 x 21 mm.
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compass 10cm

compass 160mm

compass 44mm

sku:  550269

sku:  550533

sku:  550504

Compass 44mm
Compass metallic, marked with 8 compass points and full 360 degree 
scale around its edge.
Specification
Size: 44mm dia.

Tough plastic cased compass with lanyard. Marked with 8 compass points 
and full 360 degree scale round edges.
specification: 10cm.

Compass 160mm
Compass metallic, marked with 16 compass points
Specification
Size: 160mm dia

compass φ45mm

bar magNets, 72*20.5*6.5mm, pair

sku:  550199

sku:  550202

Dimensions: 72*20.5*6.5mm, pair

This compass has a durable plastic integument. With 360 degrees 
calibration. It has a drawstring.
compass diameter: 45mm

bar magNets 75x15x10mm pair

sku:  550133

Bar Magnets 75x15x10mm
Red / blue with keeper
Size: 75 x 15 x 10mm. pair
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plastic cased bar magNets

rouNd iroNfiliNgs bubble

sku:  550028

sku:  550116

iroN filiNgs shaker

sku:  550002

Plastic Cased Bar Magnets
Pair of Plastic Cased Bar Magnets
Dimensions: 80 x 22 x 10 mm.

materials collectioN kit pk20

sku:  550798

This Materials Collection Kit is a great way for students or children to 
explore different kinds of materials and their characteristics. Each kit 
contains 20 different materials that are neatly organized and labeled in a 
plastic sleeve with dimensions: 33 x 25 cm. Each material sample measures 
approximately 25 x 25 cm.

the collection kit includes:

   iron
   stainless steel
   aluminum
   wood
   polythene

brass
rubber
copper
wool
nylon

cork
lead
zinc
carbon
glass

PVC
cotton
cardboard
perspex
nickel

This is a great educational kit for any classroom or home.

metal strip set

metal discs set

sku:  550097

sku:  550147

Set of 6 Metal Discs. The Set of 6 Metal Discs consists of a total of 6 metal 
discs. Each record has its name stamped on it. Diameter: 24mm
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ferrite block magNets

sku:  550205

square magNets – pk10

super magNets pack – pk300

sku:  550405

sku:  550443

Super Magnets Pack . Assorted ferrite magnets pack contains 300 
magnets in a range of sizes and shapes – a must for every classroom and 
laboratory.Assorted magnets including discs, rings & squares packed in 
mini grip bag.
set includes:
   50x Disc magnets: 20 x 2.9mm
   50x Disc magnets: 14 x 3mm
   50x Ring magnets: 18 x 5mm
   50x Ring magnets: 12 x 2.9mm
   50x Square magnets: 10 x 5mm
   50x Rectangular magnets: 25 x 10 x 5mm
All sizes are approximate and subject to variation.

magNetic spectrum demoNstratioN 
deVice (plaNe)

sku:  526175

giaNt magNetic tube

magNetic floatiNg set

sku:  550066

sku:  550185

Τhe set consists of an axle at the base and four circular magnets with a 
hole. Full understanding of the attraction and repulsion of magnets. 
Dimensions: 36mm diameter x 8mm thickness.
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magNetic attractioN attractioN

sku:  610891

magNetiZer & remagNitiZer apparatus

magNetic globe set

sku:  510815

sku:  550665

The Earth’s Magnetic Field. The set consists of a Globe and a magnet.
The globe depicts the continents and is made of high-quality foam for 
use by students. Inside it is placed a strong magnet so as to create the 
earth’s magnetic field. The magnet is mounted on a handle structure 
and is allowed to rotate three-dimensionally. Approaching the magnet 
on the Globe we observe the magnetic field of the Earth.

magNetic liNes of force demoNstrator 
(cyliNdic)

sku:  526171

lodestoNe

Neodymium magNetic discs 4pcs

sku:  55001

available in 2 dimensions :
φ10 x 5mm (diameter 10mm & thickness 5 mm)
φ12 x 8mm (diameter 12mm & thickness 8 mm)
set of 4 pcs   550503

  550501

sku
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studyiNg magNetism kit

sku:  941211

153

7. measurements

magNetiZiNg aNd demagNetiZiNg coil

sku:  570770

A 270-turn coil of insulated copper wire is wound on a square-ended plastic 
spool.Binding posts are conveniently mounted on each square end of the 
plastic spool with shrouded sockets. The operating voltage 6-12VAC/DC, 5A 
max.
the operating voltage 6-12Vac/dc, 5a max.
Direct current is used for magnetization, whereas demagnetization is 
carried out in alternating current. magNetiZatioN. A direct-current 
power supply is connected with the solenoid via leads of 4 mm; make sure 
that this power supply is able to output a current of at least 6 A. Output is 
set at 6-12 V measured across the jacks of 4 mm. An iron bar is positioned 
inside the solenoid and it will be magnetized rapidly. The resulting 
polarities will depend on the direction of the current flow inside the 
solenoid. Reversing cables inside the solenoid will lead to magnetize the 
iron bar with opposite polarities. demagNetiZatioN. 
An alternating-current power supply is connected with 6-12 V via the leads 
of 4 mm. A magnetized bar is positioned inside the solenoid for a short 
time; then magnet is removed slowly from solenoid, or AC voltage is 
reduced gradually to zero. Now bar will be demagnetized.
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stopWatch With pulse heart rate 
moNitor

paN balaNce Jr.

scale paN 75mm brass

sku:  827002

sku:  100898

sku:  110303

Strong and durable pan balance features 1000ml translucent graduated 
pans. Includes sliding compensator for calibration. Pan Balance Jr. | This 
junior size balance lets children measure and compare amounts. 
Detachable pans are great for measuring liquids. Durable, plastic scale 
with detachable pans can hold solids or up to 1000ml liquid. Size: 385 x 
280mm.

Plated brass 75 mm dia with suspension cords and hook.

stopWatch with pulse heart rate monitor features:
   chest strap
   indication of actual heart rate
   maximum and average pulse
   calories burnt
   programmable training zone (upper and lower heart rate)
   time
   date
   alarm
   stop watch
   backlight
   52 x 16 mm, 48 g, 2x CR2032 batteries included

sliNky spriNg

sku:  600661

litre box With lid

spiral spriNg 4N

sku:  300308

sku:  623703

Spiral Spring 4N with hook. For experiments of single pendulum spring 
pendulum , Hook’s s law.

Acrylic transparent cubic box with external scale. Useful also for 
diffraction experiments.

Slinky Spring
dia 75mm
height 11cm
Can be stretched up to 8m.
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spriNgy

spiral spriNg 5N

beaker set pmp

sku:  601678

sku:  623702

sku:  196041

Beaker Set PMP | Ingenious models prove different geometric shapes hold 
the same volume. The set includes six clear plastic solids: cone, sphere, 
cylinder, cube, pyramid, and rectangular prism. All shapes have openings 
for easy filling. You can show very easily that the volume relation of the 
pyramid/cone and cube/cylinder is 1/3.

Tobar’s popular and great value version of a classic toy, first invented 
in the 1940s. The loosely coiled, entirely metal, spring can be satisfyingly 
poured from hand to hand or generally fiddled with. The appeal is broad, 
and aside from its play value, Springy can even be used in scientific 
experiments and demonstrations. Assorted silver and bronze colours.
   Metal spring toy
   Traditional design
   7cm diam.

table balaNce 2kg re-Wood

sku:  170101

multi-fuNctioNal measuriNg balaNce

table balaNce 2kg

sku:  101054

sku:  170110

Table Balance 2kg (Special High Resistant Material)
   Weighting up from 0.5gr until 2kg
   Size of plate: 150x130mm
   Size of balance: 380x130x130
   Robust like metal (using a special material with fiberglass)
   Material Thickness up to 10mm
   Rounded Edges
   Manually adjustable
   5 years warranty
   Weighting accuracy /- 0.5gr

This balance is specially developed for primary schools Very stable and 
very time balancing. 
In the balance, 2 selections of weights are stored.
   11 metal weights 2x1g, 2x2g, 2x5g, 2x10g, 1x20g, 1x50g,
   14 plastic weights 8x5g, 4x10g, 2x20g

Table Balance 2kg RE-Wood
   Weighting up from 0.5gr until 2kg
   Size of plate: 130x130mm
   Size of balance: 380x130x130
   Rounded Edges
   Manually adjustable
   5 years warranty
   Weighting accuracy 1gr
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balaNce With 2 litre boxes aNd 100 
Weight cubes 1gr

tripple beam balaNce

digital timer With photogates

sku:  170120

sku:  300024

sku:  630940

Easy to use with accuracy of 0, 1 gr.

The solid state apparatus is a must for any physics class and is perfect for 
our air track and free fall apparatus. Two photogates are included, each 
with its own shielded connecting cord and mounting screws. The timer 
has functions for timing, mechanical periods of oscillation, acceleration, 
collision velocities, counting and more.

Balance with 2 litre boxes and 100 weight cubes 1gr RE-Wood
   Weighting up from 0.5gr until 2kg
   Size of plate: 130x130mm
   Size of balance: 380x130x130
   Rounded Edges
   Manually adjustable
   Weighting accuracy +/- 0.5gr

miNi saNdtimers 5 pcs

sku:  385188

sport timer – digital stopWatch

small saNdtimers 3 pcs

sku:  392043

sku:  385283

9 cm, x 2,5 cm.SET OF 4. Time becomes visible.  How long are 30 seconds, 
1 minute, 2 minutes, 3 minutes?
Children develop their sense of time while handling sand timers. The 
coloured lids and sand make different time periods easily distinguishable.
Height 9 cm, ? 2,5 cm.
SET OF 3.
   1x 1min
   1x 3min
   1x 5min

Advanced level stopwatch times up to 30 minutes in 1/100 second 
increments and up to 24 hours in 1/10 second increments. Features single 
event and split timing, plus month, date, and day display.

Mini Sandtimers 5 pcs (1/2, 1, 3, 5, 10)min
9cm height
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dry measure cups pk5

measuriNg spooN set pk6

mass cube alumiNium 25*25*25mm

sku:  353873

sku:  353871

sku:  611225

Measuring Spoon Set Pk6
Plastic set of 6 measuring spoons.
specification:
  Sizes: 1/8tsp or 0.62ml, 1/4tsp or 1.25ml, 1/2tsp or 2.5ml, 1tsp or 5ml, 
1.5tsp or 7.5ml, 1tbsp or 15ml.

 

Dry Measure Cups Pk5
Plastic free-standing measuring cups.
specification:
   Sizes: 1/8 or 29.5ml, 1/4 or 59ml, 1/3 or 79ml, 1/2 or 118ml, 1 or 236ml.

tape measure 100cm

sku:  152442

hooked Weight, brass 500 grams

acrilic cyliNder

sku:  672500

sku:  620114

One metre tape measure marked in centimetres and millimetres.
specification: 100cm.
1 piece
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measuriNg tape 10pc /100cm x 3cm

tape measures 100cm – pk10

tape measure

sku:  110550

sku:  152443

A set of 10 one metre tape measures marked in centimetres and millimetres.
specification: 100cm. Pk10

The tape measure is made of silicone so that it does not crease and cut. It 
is calibrated in centimeters and inches.
available:
   10m
   30m

VerNier calipers

sku:  310100

micrometer

truNdle Wheel

sku:  310103

sku:  345550

Screw Form with Gauge. Stainless Steel Screw & Brass Body 25x1mm pitch.

Trundle Wheel. This plastic trundle wheel comes with a loud, non-wearing, 
clicking device that is activated in either direction with each full 
meter revolution. It is a unique method for measuring long distances in 
the classroom or outdoors. The handle is from aluminum divided into 2 
pieces for storage and is easily reassembled.

Steel, Double Scale, 120mm x 0.1mm and 5&quot &quot x 0.25&quot &quot . 
Provided with adjustment roller and locking screw.

   345480

  345200

sku
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assorted spriNg set 150pcs

cyliNder set of 5 same Volume 
differeNt Weight

cyliNder set of 6 same Volume differ-
eNt Weight

sku:  623115

sku:  620115

sku:  620113

Cylinder set of 5 same volume different weight Al,Br,Cu,Fe,Zn. Set of 5

Set of 150 compression and extension springs. An assortment of 150 
compression and extension springs ranging from 15 to 300 mm in length, 
4 to 18 mm dia. and 16 to 32 s.w.g in wire thickness..

Cylinder sets of 6 same volume different weight. Al,Br,Cu,Fe,Zn,Νι. Set of 6

Weights set 2 kg (WoodeN case)

sku:  327327

mole set 4pcs

set of 10 masses (x50gr) With double 
hook

sku:  620015

sku:  321115

The Mole set contains four element specimens: Copper, Iron, Zinc and 
Aluminium. Each sample contains one mole, 6.02 X 1023 atoms of the 
element. This will help students develop a greater understanding of the 
concept of the mole, mass, molar mass, as well as a greater knowledge of 
the properties of each element when they compare these four specimens 
side by side.
dimensions of element bars:
   Copper (Cu) – 45 x 12.7 x 12.7 mm
   Iron (Fe) – 46 x 12.6 x 12.6 mm
   Zinc (Zn) – 61 x 12.6 x 12.6 mm
   Aluinium (Al) – 65 x 12.6 x 12.6 mm
set of 4

Set of 10 Masses (x50gr) with Double Hook. In a plastic box.

Weights SET 2 kg (wooden case)
this set contains:
   Cast iron weights: 1x1000gr, 1x500gr, 1x200gr, 2x100gr
   Brass weight: 1x50gr, 1x20gr, 2x10gr, 1x5gr, 2x2gr, 1x1gr
   Weights in total: 2 kg
   All in a wooden box.
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multi-thermometer (-30.. 110°c) iN plastic 
case

thermometer (-10 – 110), alcohol

sku:  183304

sku:  413960

Thermometer (-10 – 110), alcohol.
Thermometer with hang -10 to 110C. 
Suitable for laboratory use.

This all-purpose thermometer has a temperature range of -30° C … 110° C. It 
comes in a case that magnifies the scale to make it easier to read. The case 
may be hung up or positioned to keep the thermometer at an angle. Six 
sliders allow the high and low temperatures to be recorded. The thermom-
eter may be easily removed from the case.Made of plastic.
dimensions:
   Stick thermometer: Dia 6 x 300 mm
   Main body: 37 x 325 x 20 mm

thermometer -30 – +110, alumiNium

sku:  840112

Thermometer -30 – +110, aluminium
Height: 145mm

thermometer alcohol -10 to +50°c 
30cm)

sku:  413962

Made of glass with hang
10 to +50°C
30cm length
graduation per 1°C
-10 -5 0 5 10 5 20 5 30 5 40 5 50 numbering
Suitable for laboratory use

thermometer (-10 – 150), alcohol

thermometer (-10 – 110) greeN fill 
uNcalibrated

sku:  413965

sku:  413961

300mm lenght
Use in the lab (physics, chemistry experiments).

Thermometer with hang -10 to 150°C
Suitable for laboratory use
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spriNg kit

sku:  690027

Spring Kit. Pack of 200 assorted tension and compression springs

mass cube set 10x10x51mm set of 4

cyliNder set – same Weight diff. Volume

sku:  620112

sku:  600435

The Set of 4 Metals of the Same Volume of Different Weight
consists of:
   Bronze, Aluminum, Iron, Copper
   Dimensions: 10 x 10 x 51 mm

laW of coNserVatioN of mass

sku:  317911

this kit includes:
   2x conical flask 250ml
   Rubber stopper with 1 hole
   Rrubber stopper with 2 holes   
   Glass funnel 60mm dia
   2x paster pipettes
   2x glass bulb tubes
   Glass tube with balloon
materials not included, but required:
   Vinegar
   sodium hydrogen carbonate (baking soda)
   electronic scale 2kg/1gr

experiment procedure: 
   Use the funnel to insert aprox. 1 spoon baking soda into the balloon.
   Pour 100ml vinegar in the conical flask.
   Place the rubber stopper with the 2 holes (with the balloon) at the
   top of the flask and seal it. Be extra careful not to pour the baking 
   soda from the balloon inside the flask.
   Use the electronic scale to weight the flask-balloon system. Please 
   note the weight.

Lift the balloon, dumping the baking soda inside the flask into the 
vinegar. A chemical reaction will take place that results in the release 
of carbon dioxide, which will inflate the balloon.Observe and note the 
weight of the flask !!

experiment 2: 
   Fill both conical flasks with a small amount of ~ 5ml water, using the  
   pasteur pipettes.
   In one conical apply the rubber stopper with the balloon and in the 
   second one the other rubber stopper.
   Weigh both 2 conical bottles with their caps and record their weight.
   Heat the conical flask with the balloon until the balloon starts to 
   inflate  (note the heating time) and place it on the scales and observe 
   the changes in weight.
   Heat the other conical flask for about the same time as the first one 
   and place it on the scales and observe the changes (?) in the weight.
   What is the difference in weight between the first flask and the second 
   one?

A simple chemistry experiment that seems to challenge the law of 
conservation of mass.
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deNsity measuriNg kit (comparisoN)

mass cube set of 10pcs

sku:  620139

sku:  101210

sku:  620111

exploriNg Weight & deNsity

sku:  170300

exteNsioN spriNgs

sku:  664429

With the help of this set, pupils get the first contact and feeling of weight.
With several different materials, they can learn what is lighter or heavier.
The next step is to weigh each material and so they get the first contact 
to weights. This set contains 10 closed plastic cubes (inner dimensions 
are 5x5x5). Each cube is filled with the following materials: Feather, wool, 
pumice stone, gravel, balsa wood, spruce wood, foam, plastic, aluminium, 
iron.

liquid surface teNsioN apparatus

This unique kit has everything you need to introduce your students to the 
challenging concept of density. Experiment to demonstrate that different 
objects with the same volume may have different densities. Kit includes 
two cube casings with flexible inserts, two cylinder casings with flexible 
inserts, two cylinders, plus ping-pong balls and cotton balls for additional 
demonstration and an Activity Guide. The versatile, plastic casings also 
can be used to hold other common materials such as sand, water, popped 
popcorn or rice.

this product includes:
   Br, Cu, Al, Fe, Zn, Pb,
   Wood, Foam, Glass, Plastic
   Cube dimensions: 1x1x1cm
   Ideal for understanding mass, weight, density

sku:  372326

Weight set 1kg (plastic case)

this set contains:
   Cast iron weights: 1x500g, 1x200g, 2x100g,
   Brass weight: 1x50g, 1x20g, 2x10g, 1x5g, 2x2g, 1x1g
   All in a plastic box.
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spiral spriNg (set)

hooke’ s laW spriNg set, (5pcs), NoN-pro-
portioNal

sku:  620110

sku:  601918

equal mass cyliNders 4 pcs

mass cube set 18pcs

sku:  611406

sku:  620109

cubes 2×2 set (10pcs)

mass cube set (pb, br, al, fe) 3,2×3,2×3,2cm 
With hook

sku:  620120

sku:  611207

Br, Al, Pb, Fe. 
Set of  4pcs.
With hook.
3.2×3.2×3.2 cm

Aluminium (Al), Copper (Cu), Iron (Fe), Brass
58gr
Same mass different volume
Set of 4 pcs

the mass cube set 18pcs consists of:
Br, Cu, Aluminium, Fe, Zn, Pb
from lighter to heavier : Aluminium, Zn, Fe, Br (brass) , Cu, Pb.
   Size 2x2x2 cm, 6 pcs
   Size 1x2x3 cm, 6 pcs
   Size 1x1x1 cm, 6 pcs
18 pieces set
In a plastic case

this set includes cubes made from different materials such as:
Cu, Br, Al, Pb, Fe, Zn, Acrylic, Plastic, Wood, Cork.
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metal Weights

Weights With hook 10g-2100g

sku:  110542

sku:  321113

ultrasoNic distaNce estimator

foldable ruler plastic

sku:  810118

sku:  110116

plastic Weights

Weights 1gr-1110gr

sku:  110541

sku:  311107

includes: (1, 2, 2, 5, 10, 20, 20, 50, 100, 200, 200, 500)gr
Total 1110gr. In a plastic case

Metal Weights
1g x 2pcs, 2g x 2pcs, 5g x 2pcs, 10g x 2pcs, 20g X 2pcs, 50g X 1pcs
Total of 126gr

includes (9 pieces in total):
   1 x 10gr
   2 x 20gr
   1 x 50gr
   1 x 100gr
   2 x 200gr
   1 x 500gr
   1 x 1000gr
Total weight 2.1kg

1 meter (markings per mm). 10 folds

3 colors:
1g x 20pcs, 5g x 20pcs, 5g x 2pcs, 10g x 20pcs
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(eVeNt timer)

digital timer

sku:  630941

sku:  392073

laboratory stop clock

digital timer

sku:  392049

sku:  640571

dual poWer timer

miNi timer

sku:  392079

sku:  320302

These popular and easy-to-use timers have a large, clear display. You can 
use this timer for counting up or down, with a built in stand.
power supply: 1xAAA battery (not included)

5-digit LED display timer, with 220V AC, 50 / 60Hz power supply for use 
with devices such as the free fall device or any other device that requires 
manual time measurement with a digital timer. 
Dimensions: 250? 165? 115 mm (L? W? H). Key features include maximum 
time measurement of up to 9,999.9 seconds and user-defined, manual 
operation via push-button controls provided (START, STOP, RESET / HOLD 
& RECALL - each in a different color for quick and easy identification) , 
save the first and last measurement in memory. With input lock and ON / 
OFF switch.

Digital Timer| These popular digital timers have a large, clear display. Easy 
to use for counting up or down, with a built in stand and magnetic mount.
dimensions: 68*68*15mm
Requires 1 AAA battery (included)

Round, Simple but robust Laboratory Stop Clock, with stove-enamelled 
finish. Two sweep hands, one indicating seconds, the other recording 
minutes. Round, Two sweep hands, one indicating seconds, the other 
recording minutes. Start stop lever on the left hand side,zero reset lever 
on right hand side. Movement housed in metal case. Runs for 24 hours 
on one winding. Diameter of dial 100 mm divided 0-60 x1 fitted in powder 
coated metal case.

These handy sized timers can time up or down to 99 mins and 59 seconds. 
A bleeping alarm is sounded to say the time has been reached. Having 
dual power functionality means they are always charged and ready to 
go. The push buttons have been designed for ease of use. The timers can 
be used in numerous situations where a hands free time period needs to 
be set or measured such as in scientific experiments, for circle time, for 
games, for the timing of tests and a hundred and one other uses. Colour 
coded for easy identification.
specification: 
size: 65 x 65 x 13mm. 
display: 53 x 25mm
Price per 1 timer – colour. Please inform us for the colour you wish in the 
order note section upon completing your order.
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digital timer With photogate

thermometer, digital, (-50°c) – ( 150°c)

sku:  612005

sku:  841018

181

measuriNg cyliNder pmp

Digital Timer, with photogate with battery
lcd display timer range:
   0.001s-99.999s
   0.01s-999.99s
   0.1s-9999.9s
output: 6V DCInput for 2
photogates: 2pcs USB
Dimension of box: 150*90*32mm
Battery operated

Digital Timer| These popular digital timers have a large, clear display. Easy 
to use for counting up or down, with a built in stand and magnetic mount.
dimensions: 68*68*15mm
Requires 1 AAA battery (included)

available in:
   50ml
   100ml
   250ml
   500ml
Price per Cylinder

8. waves - 
oscillations

  378050

  378100

  378250

  378500

sku
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bartoN’s peNdulums

doppler effect uNit

sku:  650010

sku:  890222

sake table

stem iN actioN earthquake techNolo-
gies challeNge proJect

sku:  890174

sku:  942794

In these STEM lessons Build Safe Construction Company are planning 
a new apartment building, but earthquakes are common in Fault city 
and they need to make the building safe. Students work as a team, using 
earthquake knowledge, adhering to criteria and constraints and analysing 
data to develop an evidence-based plan. Through investigation, they test 
earthquake-resistant technologies and construct model buildings that 
withstand earthquakes!
designed for key stage 2, year 4
   Provides 5 hours of STEM instruction over seven 30–60 minute lessons
   Includes a teacher guide, activity books, homework tasks and 
   assessment tools, plus the materials needed to undertake each activity
   Meets National Curriculum for England (2014) attainment targets in Year 
   4 Science, Design & Technology, Maths and Geography. Scottish 
   Curriculum for Excellence references are available
   Develops core maths skills in multiplication and division; addition 
   and subtraction; number and place value; geometry; and statistics
   Facilitates use of the engineering design process to solve real-world 
   problems
   Introduces the practice of gathering, recording and classifying data 
   to answer real-word questions
   The Wobbletop Shake Table™ simulates earthquakes and tests 
   student designs
   Brings confidence to your STEM teaching and reduces preparation 
   time with pre-planned lessons
provides everything needed to start teaching, right out of the box:
   1 teacher guide including photocopiable activity sheets
   6 student activity books
   1 homework activity
   560  construction rods
   408 construction connectors
   6 hooked weights
   2 VersaTimers®
   1 ball of string
   1 plastic storage tote with lid
   1 wooden WobbleTop Shake Table™
   1 handy storage Grantells tray

Barton’s pendulums is a well known resonance effect but usually difficult 
to set up and store. This apparatus stores flat and can be quickly 
unfolded to show the resonance between similar length pendulums. Once 
the demonstration is over it can be closed up again to safely store the 
pendulum arrangement until required again.
dimensions:
350×300×60mm
1.4kg

With this Doppler Effect Unit, use with a microphone and sound-editing 
software to investigate the Doppler effect. Motor needs a 6V DC supply, 
sound source needs 2 AA batteries.

The Sake Table can be used for modelling the effects on structures of 
earthquakes at different vibration frequencies. The metal table rests on 
a robust base, and can be made to move at a range of frequencies 
(approximately 1 to 15 Hz) using a magnet and coil arrangement. Needs 6 V 
dc regulated and smoothed power supply. It can be used to demonstrate 
how different structures resonate at different frequencies, or how sand 
can undergo ‘liquefaction’.
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gauge souNd aNalog

sku:  685003

spriNgy

sku:  601678

Tobar’s popular and great value version of a classic toy, first invented 
in the 1940s. The loosely coiled, entirely metal, spring can be satisfyingly 
poured from hand to hand or generally fiddled with. The appeal is broad, 
and aside from its play value, Springy can even be used in scientific 
experiments and demonstrations. Assorted silver and bronze colours.
   Metal spring toy
   Traditional design
   7cm diam.

maNual pump, With maNometer

sku:  601192

This pump attains and holds a vacuum of 50mmHg with just a few 
squeezes of the handle.Comes equipped with a gauge to monitor vacuum 
in both mmHg and MPa. Has a pumping rate of 15 ml per stroke.
Weight: 138gr

sliNky spriNg

sku:  600661

Slinky Spring
dia 75mm
height 11cm
Can be stretched up to 8m.

spiral spriNg 4N

sku:  623703

Spiral Spring 4N with hook. For experiments of single pendulum spring 
pendulum , Hook’s s law.

base mouNt – holder for Vacuum pump

sku:  621123

Base mount – Holder for Vacuum Pump.
Metal Base for Jar Bell.
Can be used with Jar bell and Vacuum Pump.
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spiral spriNg 5N

sku:  623702

bell Jar 180*250mm

sku:  621200

This Bell Jar usually used in combination with an electric bell, a metal 
base and a pump to demonstrate that non- transmission of sound in a 
vacuum. Bell jar dimensions: 250mm height, 180mm diameter. It does not 
include any base or electric bell.

bell (Vacuum) Jar With staNd base aNd 
With electric bell

sku:  620201

This apparatus usually used in combination with a pump to demonstrate 
that non- transmission of sound in a vacuum. The apparatus content the 
metal base, the bell jar, and the bell. Bell jar dimensions: 250mm height, 
180mm diameter.

bell Jar (Vacuum) With electric bell 
aNd plastic staNd

sku:  620205

This apparatus usually used in combination with a pump to demonstrate 
that non- transmission of sound in a vacuum. The apparatus content the 
plastic base, the bell jar, and the bell. Bell jar dimensions: 290mm height, 
190mm diameter.

bell Jar With preasure gauge

sku:  620106

Plastic basin, white in two sizes for laboratory or school use.
available in 2 sizes with dimensions:
   342 x 251 x 51mm (small)
   420 x 312 x 92mm (large)

plastic basiN

  634103

  634100

sku
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assorted spriNg set 150pcs

tuNiNg fork (2pcs) 470hZ & 250hZ

tuNiNg fork 256hZ

sku:  623115

sku:  637880

sku:  607371

Set of 150 compression and extension springs. An assortment of 150 
compression and extension springs ranging from 15 to 300 mm in length, 
4 to 18 mm dia. and 16 to 32 s.w.g in wire thickness..

metallic frequency – amount:
   470Hz – 83mm (the small one)
   250Hz – 110mm (the big one)

ripple taNk & kit

oscilloscope, dc-20mhZ

sku:  601871

sku:  630104

resoNaNce tube apparatus

sku:  601806
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tuNiNg fork 480hZ spriNg sliNky & spiral spriNg

tuNiNg fork, resoNaNce, 440hZ (2 pcs)

sku: 607370 sku:  600660

sku:  620206

This interface replaces the older (RS-232 port based) SEP Seismometer 
electronics. The default gain and sample rate settings mean it can be 
used as a drop in replacement. The device appears as a virtual com 
port when connected via USB, hence can still be used with software 
such as Amaseis.Input signal connection is made using a screw-less 
terminal block. For future applications the sensitivity (gain) and sample 
rate can be optionally adjusted using commands over the serial port.
available settings are:
sensitivity: 0.16μV/count, 0.32μV/count and 0.64μV/count
sample rate: 20sps, 50sps and 100sps

seismometer iNterface usb

sku:  890064

tuNiNg fork, 512hZ

sku:  620200

frequeNcy WaVe demoNstrator

sku: 605062

Vibration Generator Set
includes:
   Sine Wave Generator with amplify and frequency adjustment
   Electromechanical Vibrator
   2x banana cables 4mm
   wire ring 200mm diam.
   2x Chladni plates (circular and square)
   2x Resonant steel strips various leghts for standing waves
   Spiral spring for longitudinal standing waves
   Rubber cord for transverse standing waves
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String Waves Apparatus is suitable for the study of wave oscillations in 
a string. It has a frequency generator with amplify and frequency control 
as well as the Electromechanical Oscillator
includes:
   Frequency generator with amplify and frequency adjustment (1Hz 
   to   300Hz)
   Electromechanical oscillator (vibration generator)
   120cm support base with graduation and 110cm maximum useful 
   length for oscillation
   Pulleys that can be moved on the rail of the support base.
   Spring
   String (thin rope)
   Mass set with hook
Suitable device for studying standing waves

This Sound Level Meter is designed to evaluate acoustic environments 
or noise pollution in compliance with the applicable legislation. It comes 
in a compact, rugged casing and has a very large recording capacity of 
32,000 values.
Compliant with IEC 651 type 2
4 measurement ranges from 30 to 130 dB
accuracy: ± 1.5 dB
resolution: 0.1 dB
time weighting: Fast, Slow
frequency weighting: dB(A) and dB(C)
Storage capacity of 32 000 valeurs
acquisition rate: from 1 s to 1 hr
Tripod insert
Delivered with data processing software
dimensions: 256 x 80 x 38 mm
Weight: 240g

striNg WaVes apparatus

sku:  620604

souNd leVel meter

sku:  831200

souNd leVel meter

sku:  838151

This Sound Level Meter is an instrument designed to measure ambient 
sound levels. It’s equipped with condenser microphone, which combines 
precision with stability and reliability, widely used in environmental noise 
testing, quality control, safety management in factory, school, community, 
office, construction site, etc.
features:
Able to measure sound level from 30dB to 130dB, with auto-range function, 
it makes your measurement fast and accurate. Equipped with condenser 
microphone, which can pick up sounds with great detail and accuracy, 
making it a reliable and stable instrument. With backlit LCD screen, it 
offers great convenience when working at night or any dark places. Able 
to take maximum and minimum value measurement, and provides FAST 
and SLOW two speeds of measurement. Practical functions including data 
hold, low power indication, and auto power off. With protective rubber 
case to protect the instrument, making it durable and impact-resistant. 
Widely used in factory, school, community, office, construction site, etc. 
for environmental noise testing, quality control, safety management and 
more. 
specifications:
material: ABS
measurement range: 30~130dB
resolution: 0.1dB
accuracy: ±1.5dB(94dB@1kHz)
frequency range: 31.5Hz ~ 8.5kHz
display: 3½ digit display(MAX.1999)
response time: (Fast)0.5s;(Slow)1s
microphone: 1/2inch electret condenser microphone
power supply: 2 * 1.5V AAA battery (Not Included)
operating condition: 0℃~40℃; 10%~80%RH
storage condition: -10℃~60℃; 10%~70%RH
item size: 205 * 55 * 30mm / 8.07 * 2.16 * 1.18in
item Weight: 100g / 3.52oz
package Weight: 240g / 8.46oz
package size: 24.7 * 9.2 * 5.2cm / 9.72 * 3.62 * 2.04in
packing list:
   1 * Sound Level Meter
   1 * Foam Ball
   1 * Storage Bag
   1 * User Manual (English)
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souNd leVel meter

sliNky seismometer system

spriNg kit

tuNNiNg forks (set of 8)

sku:  630128

sku:  890067

sku:  690027

sku:  685001

Designed in association with the British Geological Survey, our slinky 
seismometer provides an elegant, low-cost solution to earthquake 
detection. The seismometer uses electromagnetic induction to detect 
ground motion and incorporates eddy current damping for improved 
sensing. Supplied in kit form, the seismometer is quick and easy to 
assemble, and you’ll be up and running in no time! We’ve taken the time 
to improve our original slinky kit, and as such there are a host of new and 
improved features: 
   Rigid engraved outer acrylic tube
   Adjustable threaded top, for height adjustment
   Adjustable threaded knurled feet, for levelling
   Dual coil assembly
   Easy cable attachment using a 3.5mm jack
The new features and improvements allow you to fine-tune your 
seismometer. The adjustable threaded components mean that you can 
get more accurate and consistent readings, and the solid acrylic body 
minimises the possibility of any unwanted external influence. The slinky 
seismometer requires a suitable digitiser (such as our USB seismometer 
interface) and software such as the popular jamaseis
Step by step instructions are included for setting up the kit. Further 
information about using the kit is available at: www.bgs.ac.uk/school-
seismology

A string of eight percussions with the basic notes of a natural scale. 
Their eigenfrequencies compose an octave. They are made of nickel-plated 
steel, have the oscillation frequency marked and are stored in a wooden 
case.
frequency            hz.           Note

       A                       256              C

       B                       288              D

       C                       320              E

       E                       384              G

       F                       426              A

       G                       480              B

       H                       512              C
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WaVe motioN apparatus

tuNiNg fork demoNstratioN With laser

iNVestigatiNg VibratioN & resoNaNt 
VibratioN

sku:  650001

sku:  602002

sku:  620143

spiral spriNg (set)

sku:  620110

exteNsioN spriNgs

loNgitudiNal WaVes apparatus

sku:  664429

sku:  601811

usage: Through the optical lever amplification effect, can easily make 
Vibration of a tuning fork Dynamic phenomenon.
specifications:
    base: iron (material) with size 330x320x30 mm
    Tuning Fork: 256Hz, with 2cm diameter reflector, with resonance 
    box and hammer
    Projection whiteboard: 325 x300 x 5 mm
    2x Metal Stands on which the laser light source and the 
    motor-rotat  ing scanning mirror can be installed:
        On the first one (near the projection whiteboard) the laser light 
        source can be installed (the angle of the laser can be adjusted 
        both horizontal and vertical so that can aim at the 
        mirror/deflector on the tuning fork)
        On the other one (at the opposite side of the projection whiteboard) 
        the motor-rotating scanning mirror can be installed (with an 
        adjustable motor speed knot)
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talkiNg tubes (starter set)

kuNdt tube (statioNary WaVe experi-
meNt)

sku:  673952

sku:  620603

statioNary WaVe apparatus

sku:  650530

doppler sphere

doppler effect apparatus

sku:  650360

sku:  602013

Learn how sound is transmitted by playing with this wonderful set of 
“wired” chat.
the set includes:
   2 headphones
   3 meters flexible (flexible) pipe, yellow color

Kundt’s tube is an experimental acoustical apparatus invented in 1866 
by German physicist August Kundt for the measurement of the speed 
of sound in a gas or a solid rod. It is used today only for demonstrat-
ing standing waves and acoustical forces. At one end of the tube is 
a source of sound at a single frequency (a pure tone), a loudspeaker 
attached to a signal generator producing a sine wave. The other end 
of the tube is blocked by a movable piston which can be used to ad-
just the length of the tube. The sound generator is turned on and the 
piston is adjusted until the sound from the tube suddenly gets much 
louder. This indicates that the tube is at resonance. This means the 
length of the round-trip path of the sound waves, from one end of the 
tube to the other and back again, is a multiple of the wavelength λ of 
the sound waves. Therefore the length of the tube is a multiple of half 
a wavelength. At this point the sound waves in the tube are in the form 
of standing waves, and the amplitude of vibrations of air are zero at 
equally spaced intervals along the tube, called the nodes. The distance 
between the piles is one half wavelength λ/2 of the sound. By measuring 
the distance between the piles, the wavelength λ of the sound in air can 
be found. If the frequency f of the sound is known, multiplying it by the 
wavelength gives the speed of sound c in air:
c=λ*f
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dds fuNctioN sigNal geNerator 220V

sku:  510509

This series uses the latest Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) technology to 
generate stable, high resolution output frequency. The DDS technology 
solves several problems encountered in traditional function generators.
main features:
performance:
   High Resolution using DDS technology
   High Frequency Accuracy: ±20ppm
   Low Distortion: <0.6%
   High Resolution: 100mHz
features:
   Digital user interface with 6-digit LED display
   Various output waveform: Sine, Square and Triangle
   TTL/CMOS output
   Amplitude Control
   -40dB attenuation
   Duty control
   Variable DC level Control
   Output On/Off Control
   Voltage Display
   Output Power
   Counter
interface:
   Main Signal output
   TTL/CMOS output

specifications:

  Main                                                            Output Waveforms Sine,                          Square and Triangle

                                                                         Amplitude                                                  20Vp-p (no Load)

                                                                         Impedance                                                  50Ω±10%

                                                                         Attenuation                                                  0dB/40dB

                                                                         DC offset                                                  ±10V (no Load)

                                                                         Duty Circle range                                    20%-80% (Square Wave)

                                                                         Display                                                  6 digit LED

  Frequency                                               Sine wave                                                  0.1Hz-3MHz/5MHz/8MHz

                                                                         Square wave                                    0.1Hz-2MHz (Valid Range)

                                                                         Triangle wave                                    0.1Hz-1MHz (Valid Range)

                                                                         Resolution                                                  100mHz

                                                                          Frequency stability                                     ±1×10-6

                                                                          Frequency error                                      ±5×10-6

  Square Wave                                               Distortion

  TTL/CMOS                                                Amplitude                                                   >3 Vp-p

                                                                          Fan Out                                                    20TTL Load

                                                                          CMOS Level                                      3.5-13.5 Vp-p

  Options                                                Power output                                      Output Power >10W (4ΩLoad)

                                                                          Output Wave                                      Sine Wave

                                                                          Counter                         

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                        

<0.6% (Foundation Frequency: 
1kHz)

Frequency Range: 20Hz-40kHz                       

Measure Frequency range: 
10Hz-60MHz

Measure voltage range: 
0.2V-20V

Error Range: ±1×10-4

Others                                                           Power supply                                                 220-240VAC±10%, 50Hz±5%

                                                                        Size                                                               265(W) x 110(H) x 300(D) mm

                                                                        Weight                                                 1.5kg
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force oscillatioN aNd resoNaNce 
demoNstratioN kit

sku:  661812

The Forced Oscillation and Resonance Apparatus is a very clever device 
for demonstrating the principles of resonate vibrations. These vibrations, 
which can do tremendous damage, quite often remain invisible or 
unnoticed until their destructive nature becomes apparent. This 
principle, however, can also be put to very constructive use such as radio 
and television tuners, musical instruments, super accurate watches, and 
thousands of other everyday items. Understanding the nature of 
resonance has also helped to combat its sometimes destructive behavior 
by building shock and damping systems of buildings during earthquakes. 
The knowledge has been used to construct noise-canceling systems for 
car mufflers and industrial plants. It also has been incorporated in 
stabilizers for automotive engines so that they run smoother. Kit designed 
to show the vibration of an object when repeated impulses are applied, 
this demonstrator consists of two weights of different natural frequencies, 
two cams driven by a 6V motor with speed control, and four springs. The 
speed control is used to adjust the frequency of applied force for 
resonance, so a greater degree of variance is possible.
Included in kit: Force Oscillation and Resonance Apparatus, 2 small 
springs (0.4″) with looped ends, 2 medium springs (1″) with looped ends, one 
large spring (2.5″), large weight (1.5″), smaller weight (1.25″), and instructional 
guide. Apparatus measures 18″ tall, 6.5″ wide and 4″ long. Base measures 
10″ wide and 7″ long. Requires a 6VDC power supply (not included in set).

9. mechanics
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automobile brake model

bartoN’s peNdulums

ballistic peNdulum

sku:  618021

sku:  650010

sku:  630830

Requires 6V DC (or 4x AA Batteries – not included).

Barton’s pendulums is a well known resonance effect but usually difficult 
to set up and store. This apparatus stores flat and can be quickly 
unfolded to show the resonance between similar length pendulums. Once 
the demonstration is over it can be closed up again to safely store the 
pendulum arrangement until required again.
dimensions:
350×300×60mm
1.4kg

features:
   Adjustable feet / leveling screw.
   Adjustable height of pendulum bob.
   Spirit level mounted on base to line up the perfect shot.
accessory:
   13mm Diameter Balls (Brass, MS, Aluminum) – 1 Set
mechanical specifications:
   Dimensions L (260mm)xW (190mm)xH (430mm) approx.
   Weight 1.8kgs approx.

laW of coNserVatioN of mass

sku:  317911

this kit includes:
   2x conical flask 250ml
   Rubber stopper with 1 hole
   Rrubber stopper with 2 holes   
   Glass funnel 60mm dia
   2x paster pipettes
   2x glass bulb tubes
   Glass tube with balloon
materials not included, but required:
   Vinegar
   sodium hydrogen carbonate (baking soda)
   electronic scale 2kg/1gr

experiment procedure: 
   Use the funnel to insert aprox. 1 spoon baking soda into the balloon.
   Pour 100ml vinegar in the conical flask.
   Place the rubber stopper with the 2 holes (with the balloon) at the
   top of the flask and seal it. Be extra careful not to pour the baking 
   soda from the balloon inside the flask.
   Use the electronic scale to weight the flask-balloon system. Please 
   note the weight.

Lift the balloon, dumping the baking soda inside the flask into the 
vinegar. A chemical reaction will take place that results in the release 
of carbon dioxide, which will inflate the balloon.Observe and note the 
weight of the flask !!

experiment 2: 
   Fill both conical flasks with a small amount of ~ 5ml water, using the  
   pasteur pipettes.
   In one conical apply the rubber stopper with the balloon and in the 
   second one the other rubber stopper.
   Weigh both 2 conical bottles with their caps and record their weight.
   Heat the conical flask with the balloon until the balloon starts to 
   inflate  (note the heating time) and place it on the scales and observe 
   the changes in weight.
   Heat the other conical flask for about the same time as the first one 
   and place it on the scales and observe the changes (?) in the weight.
   What is the difference in weight between the first flask and the second 
   one?

A simple chemistry experiment that seems to challenge the law of 
conservation of mass.
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caVeNdish graVitatioNal balaNce scale spriNg 1N

peNdulums oN staNd torsioNal peNdulum

parabolic motioN apparatus study of ballistics kit

sku:  616401 sku:  620101

sku:  600309 sku:  614305

sku:  601431
sku:  630838

Unique small scale version of the famous Cavendish experiment to 
verify Newton’s Law of Gravity and measure the Universal Gravitational 
Constant, G. This unit is remarkable for measuring the tiny value of G by 
simple, easily-understood means. 
   Demonstrates the existence of gravitational forces between masses
   Measures the Universal Gravitational Constant, G
   Verifies the Inverse Square Law for gravitational forces

Pendulums On Stand consists of a heavy metal stand with a meter scale 
mounted on a vertical rod can hold three pendulums of 5 cm apart with 
points for suspension of cords.
set includes:
Three 2.5 cm pendulum bobs of wood, iron and steel are suspended from 
a common hanger mounted on a vertical rod screwed to a heavy metal 
stand. A meter scale and a sliding index with projecting piece is provided. 
The sliding index can control the length of the first cord. Zero of meter 
stick is placed at the bottom and when the center of the pendulum is 
placed opposite this point, the length of the pendulum is read directly 
from the position of the slider.

A Torsional Pendulum is an oscillator for which the restoring force is 
torsion. For example, suspending a bar from a thin wire and winding it 
by an angle , a torsional torque is produced, where is a characteristic 
property of the wire, known as the torsional constant.

This simple apparatus let the students study, in a quantitative way, the 
parabolic motion. This launching system has 5 launch positions, and the 
projectile is a plastic sphere. The regulation system allows you to vary 
inclination from 0° to 90°.

Ballistics is the science of mechanics that deals with the launching, flight, 
behavior and effects of projectiles. Whole assembly is fitted on a metallic 
base. A knob is provided to adjust the launching angle from 0°-90°. 
Hardened spring and metallic trigger is provided to launch the rocket.
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k’Nex maker kit large

sku:  978497

K’NEX Education’s Maker Kit Basic comes with 800 K’NEX parts, including 
rods and connectors in both classic and micro scale that are made in the 
USA. 100 building ideas are included or have your budding makers use 
the parts to design and create their own DIY projects. The set comes in a 
reusable tub for easy clean and storage. For ages 6 and up.
additional features:
   Perfect Maker Space starter kit
   800 K’NEX rods & connectors
   100 Building Ideas
   Reusable Storage Bin with Dividers
   Ages 6 

balsa bridges teacher’s guide

sku:  459460

Whether your sights are on design, strength, history, symmetry, or 
construction techniques, this guide helps focus your efforts on using 
this popular structures activity. In the process, students learn about the 
strength of materials, types of joints, design concepts, lamination, and 
efficiency. The Balsa Bridges Teacher’s Guide contains NGSS, CCSSM, 
NCTM, NSTA, and ITEEA standards addressed; teacher and student 
instructions for a variety of math, science, and technology activities; 
pretests and posttests; resource pages; and puzzles. Contains separate 
activities for middle . .
   Author: Dana Cochran
   Pages: 96
   Binding: Paperback/Spiral-bound
   ISBN 10: 1-58651-915-8
   ISBN 13: 978-1-58651-915-5
   Copyright: 2005
   Publisher: Pitsco, Inc.
   Number of Lessons: 6
   Number of Worksheets: 6

co2 cartridge 10-pack

sku:  944622

The best cartridges available for launching dragsters. Consistent quality 
ensures the fairest races. Also, each of these cartridges features a safety 
seal that guards against rupture when exposed to excessive heat. You 
might locate a cheaper cartridge, but when it comes to consistency, 
quality, and safety, our cartridges are the best choice. Material: steel with 
a zinc coating on the outside to retard rusting.

ap (air-poWered) dragster (classroom 
set)

balsa bridgepak (classroom set)

sku:  437748

sku:  451706

This is everything you need to start an introductory dragster activity in 
your classroom. Features the AP Dragster Designer, which enables students 
to explore design, aerodynamics, friction, and other concepts.
includes:
   AP Dragster Designer 30-Pack
   AP Dragster Launcher
   Hand Pump
Requires small shaping tools such as a coping saw, wood shaver, and sand-
ing stick or sandpaper, not included.

Balsa wood or basswood strips, individual bottles of colored Pitsco 
Structures Glue, The Pitsco Bridge Book, student guide sheets – all the 
materials you need to complete an exciting bridge design and building 
activity.
   Packs are available for a class of 10 or a class of 25. Balsa wood strips 
   are 1/8″ x 1/8″ x 24″.
   Basswood strips are 3/32″ x 3/32″ x 24″.
   Construction requires hobby knife or Timber Cutter, small clips, foam 
   board, pins, and waxed paper, sold separately.
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k’Nex educatioN forces, eNergy & 
motioN

sku:  978790

K’NEX® Education Forces, Energy & Motion set has been designed for 
students to investigate a variety of concepts related to forces, energy, and 
motion. These concepts are fashioned around rigorous STEM content 
and national standards in science, technology, engineering and math.
As students engage in the activities, they will be learning, practicing, and 
applying integrated process skills. Students will be expected to craft fair 
test procedures, create meaningful data displays, make reasonable and 
data supported reports, and analyze their collected data in light of the 
problem at hand. These are just some of the process skills that students 
must employ as they use the K’NEX® Education Forces, Energy, and 
Motion Set.
Set includes 442 K’NEX® parts, along with a Battery, Spring and Fly-wheel 
motor – enough to build 11 vehicles, up to four at a time. Supports 12- 16 
students working in teams. Grades 5 – 9. Building instructions and 
comprehensive teacher’s guide aligned to Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Math Standards included. Packaged in a strong storage tray with 
snap-on lid.
STEM Education focuses on science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics concepts taught through problem-solving, discovery, 
exploratory learning and critical thinking. STEM Education requires 
students to be active participants in the learning. K’NEX® models offer 
hands-on learning opportunities that encourage scientific inquiry, 
investigation and experimentation. Our inquiry-based lessons challenge 
students as they build, investigate, problem solve, discuss, and evaluate 
scientific and design principles in action. Aligned to Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math standards.

k’Nex makers kit Wheels

sku:  978498

Budding makers can create and customize their own vehicles with the 
K’NEX Education Maker’s Kit Wheels, the perfect K’NEX solution for your 
makerspace!
Build up to 11 different types of wheeled wonders with the 442 pieces 
included in this set. The iconic rods and connectors are made out of a 
high-quality plastic for long-lasting and durable play. Rubber wheels are 
also included in this set so that children can create all kinds of moving 
vehicle models.The K’NEX Maker’s Kit Wheels also includes three different 
types of motors to operate the creations – a spring motor, a fly-wheel 
motor, and a battery-powered motor. Wind-powered, hand-powered, and 
rubber band-powered vehicles can also be created with the set for six 
unique power sources and a fascinating play and study time! Watch your 
vehicles come to life and enjoy unlimited fun! Students can also learn 
more about the forces that allow vehicles to move and experiment in 
discovering different ways to power their creations. 
This engineering educational toy comes with an instruction manual to 
guide children through their building adventures. The sheet includes 
construction ideas and tips to help them create structures on their own. 
Parents and teachers can also guide children through the manual until 
they get acquainted with it.This building set comes in a strong plastic 
storage bin with a snap-on lid for easy classroom or playroom storage. 
It also comes with dividers to easily store and organize the parts. Teach 
your children to clean up everything as they go with the K’NEX Education 
Maker’s Kit Basic. 
Studies reveal that students have more success learning STEM subjects 
through activities that are related to the real world rather than through 
reading about abstract concepts in textbooks. K’NEX Education sets allow 
students to build replicas of real-world machines and gain a concrete 
understanding of the scientific principles that make them work.
Promote your kids’ knowledge of STEAM (science, technology, engineering, 
arts, and math) concepts by igniting their natural curiosity and creativity. 
Building with K’NEX puts children on the path to a fundamental under-
standing of STEAM subjects. 
Let them design, construct, and customize their own K’NEX Maker’s Kit 
Wheels structures and enjoy hours of educational fun.

A unique reinterpretation of the CO2 dragster, these kits remove the 
need for power or cutting tools of any kind. Just assemble the drag-
sters from the laser-cut basswood parts and then glue, finish as de-
sired, and launch! EZ Build Dragsters are durable – they handle the 
same racing conditions as standard dragsters. And they provide a 
powerful activity for demonstrating force, motion, speed, friction, and 
acceleration. EZ Build Dragsters launch on any standard CO2 race 
system with 4- or 8-gram cartridges and are available in four models 
– Zip, Zap, Zoom, and Zing – and the class pack includes 32 complete 
kits, eight of each model. Each kit includes one 8-gram CO2 cartridge.
includes:
   EZ Build Dragsters, pack of 32
   EZ Start Gate
   Deceleration Towel, 24″ x 44″, terrycloth
   EZ Build Dragster Video (DVD), 11 minutes
   Screwdriver and white glue required for assembly, not included.

eZ build dragsters (classroom set)

iNertia balaNce

sku:  600350

sku:  435776
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eZ start dragsters

k’Nex educatioN coNstructioN set

k’Nex educatioN simple aNd  
compouNd machiNes

k’Nex educatioN buildiNg simple 
machiNes | class set

sku:  433445

sku:  979818

sku:  977053

sku:  979008

A collection of cool and colorful hot rods that can be cut out and folded 
into three-dimensional vehicles! Sixteen sweet street machines are printed 
in color on card-stock pages. Enough wheels and axles are provided to 
make all 16 models into rolling vehicles.
Note: The wheels that come with the kit are different from those shown 
in the photo.Custom and other wheels are available separately. A great 
elementary transportation activity!

Hand each student a box with all the parts for a Land Speed Record 
Assault Vehicle (LSRAV) and get ready to race. The box can be used as a 
storage container during construction of the LSRAV. Each kit contains a 
body blank (12″ x 2-3/4″ tapered to 3/4″ with a hole drilled for the CO2 
cartridge), foam body blank, four wheels (two front and two back), CO2 
cartridge, two screw eyes, four brass washers, two 1/8″ axles, one soda 
straw, and a piece of sandpaper (1/4 sheet). Requires a drill, coping saw, 
wood rasp or file, ruler, scissors, and finish, not included.

Great value building set contains 1,313 K’NEX Rods and Connectors, 1 
spring motor and a power pack motor. Two instruction books to build 80 
models, including 8 dynamic motorized creations. Supports up to 12 
students building simultaneously in teams of 2-3. STEM Education focuses 
on science, technology, engineering and mathematics concepts taught 
through problem-solving, discovery, exploratory learning and critical 
thinking. STEM Education requires students to be active participants in 
the learning. K’NEX® models offer hands-on learning opportunities that 
encourage scientific inquiry, investigation and experimentation. Our 
inquiry-based lessons challenge students as they build, investigate, 
problem solve, discuss and evaluate scientific and design principles in 
action.

Using the K’NEX® Education Simple and Compound Machines Building 
Set, students investigate, explore and experiment with the K’NEX® simple 
machine models as they analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information. 
The Teacher’s guide includes Student Inquiry Sheets and Worksheets 
for the models highlighted. Student Worksheets ask questions about the 
machine being investigated and present challenges that can be used to 
help students think more deeply about the concepts involved. Set 
includes 352K’NEX® parts – enough to build 16 fully-functioning replicas 
of real-world machines, one at a time! Supports 1-2 students. Grades 5 
– 9. Building instructions and comprehensive teacher’s guide aligned 
to Science, Technology, Engineering and Math Standards included. 
Packaged in a strong storage tub with snap-on lid. STEM Education 
focuses on science, technology, engineering and mathematics concepts 
taught through problem-solving, discovery, exploratory learning and 
critical thinking. STEM Education requires students to be active 
participants in the learning. K’NEX® models offer hands-on learning 
opportunities that encourage scientif ic inquiry, investigation and 
experimentation.

The K’NEX® Education Building Simple Machines Class Set will allow you 
to introduce your students to the scientific concepts associated with 
simple machines: levers and pulleys, wheel & axle, inclined planes, gears, 
wedge and screw. With the Building Simple Machines Class Set the 
Students will acquire skills using a hands-on, inquiry-based approach to 
information and concepts. Working cooperatively, students are 
encouraged to interact with each other as they build, investigate, discuss, 
and evaluate scientific principles in action. The Teacher’s Guide provides 
the information and resources needed to build students’ understanding 
of scientific concepts and channel their inquiries into active and meaningful 
learning experiences. STEM Education focuses on science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics concepts taught through problem-solving, 
discovery, exploratory learning and critical thinking. STEM Education 
requires students to be active participants in the learning. K’NEX® models 
offer hands-on learning opportunities that encourage scientific inquiry, 
investigation and experimentation. Our inquiry-based lessons challenge 
students as they build, investigate, problem solve, discuss, and evaluate 
scientific and design principles in action. 

fold-N-roll racer kit

sku:  433517
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missile Number ii

muscle Wire – fuNctioNal model 
motor

mousetrap car

three track raciNg model

air track

pitsco toothpick bridges – gettiNg 
started package

sku:  402320

sku:  417879

sku:  457034

sku:  620999

sku:  620118

sku:  435589

Number II
Model rocket with plastic head
Total height: approx. 400 mm
Diameter: 19 mm
Weight without fuel: approx. 35 g
Excl. rocket fuel! To ignite the rocket fuel, a launcher set is required!
Unfortunately we cannot supply the required fuel.

The wheels, the wire and the propeller turn quickly. But where is the 
engine?
the solution: The wire of nickel and titanium (Ni-Ti-nol) is itself a motor. It 
stretches when it dives into warm water and relaxes when it cools in the 
air. The power that comes into being sets everything in motion. Therefore, 
it is also called ‘muscle wire’.
The functional model is very easy to build with the prefabricated 
materials, so it is suitable for primary school, too.
required skills: gluing and assembling.
size: approx. 130 x 110 x 200 mm, 1 piece

More than a mousetrap vehicle kit, this is a complete start-to-finish 
design activity. The student follows the design process and sees direct 
applications of science and technology as he or she designs and builds a 
mousetrap-powered vehicle and competes with classmates to design the 
fastest car or the car that goes the farthest. It comes ready-to-assemble 
with pre-cut and pre-drilled parts so you can be ready for action and 
racing on the same day. 
The Basic Kit can be assembled in less than 30 minutes for most first time 
builders and when finished it will travel from 30-45 meters. It comes with a 
12-inch lever arm making it a good long-distance vehicle without the need 
for adjusting the lever arm length once assembled. Each kit includes a 
mousetrap, balsa wood, four CDs (for wheels), CD spacers, thrust washers, 
brass tubing, string, and building instructions. Requires white glue, not 
included. Available as a single kit.

200cm lenght
Need Air Blower (620119) to work

Toothpick Bridges activity encourages the design process in the 
construction of a bridge from ordinary toothpicks and glue. Students see 
the strength of triangle shapes, trusses, and glue joints as they build their 
bridges. The bridges are destructively tested by adding loads to the 
middle of the bridges. This classroom set includes enough materials for 
constructing 30 bridges. Requires hobby knife and tape, not included.
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stem iN actioN earthquake techNolo-
gies challeNge proJect

sku:  942794

In these STEM lessons Build Safe Construction Company are planning 
a new apartment building, but earthquakes are common in Fault city 
and they need to make the building safe. Students work as a team, using 
earthquake knowledge, adhering to criteria and constraints and analysing 
data to develop an evidence-based plan. Through investigation, they test 
earthquake-resistant technologies and construct model buildings that 
withstand earthquakes!
designed for key stage 2, year 4
   Provides 5 hours of STEM instruction over seven 30–60 minute lessons
   Includes a teacher guide, activity books, homework tasks and 
   assessment tools, plus the materials needed to undertake each activity
   Meets National Curriculum for England (2014) attainment targets in Year 
   4 Science, Design & Technology, Maths and Geography. Scottish 
   Curriculum for Excellence references are available
   Develops core maths skills in multiplication and division; addition 
   and subtraction; number and place value; geometry; and statistics
   Facilitates use of the engineering design process to solve real-world 
   problems
   Introduces the practice of gathering, recording and classifying data 
   to answer real-word questions
   The Wobbletop Shake Table™ simulates earthquakes and tests 
   student designs
   Brings confidence to your STEM teaching and reduces preparation 
   time with pre-planned lessons
provides everything needed to start teaching, right out of the box:
   1 teacher guide including photocopiable activity sheets
   6 student activity books
   1 homework activity
   560  construction rods
   408 construction connectors
   6 hooked weights
   2 VersaTimers®
   1 ball of string
   1 plastic storage tote with lid
   1 wooden WobbleTop Shake Table™
   1 handy storage Grantells tray

straW rockets (classroom set)

plaNe model tuNNel

sku:  435783

sku:  631402

Building and experimenting with these simple rockets is the perfect way 
to introduce students to rocketry. And they’ll learn a bevy of physics 
principles in the process!
n
nEnough materials for 30 students to build four rockets each. The Straw 
Rocket Launcher and the Straw Rocket video are included. Requires 
scissors, ruler, and transparent tape, not included. Students can build 
their own straw rockets and test them on the Straw Rocket Launcher. 
Just like early rocket pioneer Robert Goddard, they can conduct 
scientific experiments by varying the trajectory angle and launch energy. 
These rockets can travel up to 50 feet! The Straw Rocket Launcher uses 
pneumatic force created by releasing a weighted drop rod in the cylinder 
to launch rockets. The force of the launch can be controlled by varying 
the release height of the rod.
the launcher features:
   Simple operation
   Adjustable trajectory angle with angle gauge
   Clear tube that displays internal parts
   Adjustable launch force
Building straw rockets is a fun, inexpensive activity and a great way to 
introduce students to rocketry. Recommended for use in a large, open 
indoor area such as a gymnasium. Enough materials for 30 students to 
build four rockets each. The Straw Rocket Launcher and the Straw Rocket 
video are included. Requires scissors, ruler, and transparent tape, not 
included

dimensions: 58x23x28cm
Wind fan dimensions: 20cm
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cart dyNamic

actioN reactioN cart  
demoNstratioN

stability apparatus

impact car

rocket lauNcher base

stability apparatus

sku:  609452

sku:  614707

sku:  617702

sku:  631330

sku:  407611

sku:  617701

max height: 275mm.
table dimensions: 140x10mm.

max height: 285mm.
table dimensions: 150x95mm..
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gyroscope

gyroscope

multi apparatus set With seNsors 
aNd datalogger

demoNstratioN spriNg dyNamometer

colissioN balls, NeWtoN’s cradle

spriNg scales

sku:  600792

sku:  690001

sku:  941299

sku:  620134

Weight suspended  for measuring the force of a pulling  object. Colour 
coded, calibrated in grams and Newton.
available in: 
   1N
   2.5N 
   5N 
   10N 
   20N
   30N 
   50N 
each with different color according to type.

 

Demonstration Spring Dynamometer
height: 37cm
Width: 8.6cm
available in:
   2N/200gr
   5N/500gr
 

   623601

   601074

   623602

   623603

   623604

   623605

   623606

  623607

  601073

sku

sku
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spriNg sliNky & spiral spriNg

demoNstrator of ceNter of graVity

scale force

sku:  600660

sku:  620132

sku:  601451

spiral spriNg 5N

sku:  623702

sliNky spriNg

sku:  600661

Slinky Spring
dia 75mm
height 11cm
Can be stretched up to 8m.

spiral spriNg 4N

sku:  623703

Spiral Spring 4N with hook. For experiments of single pendulum spring 
pendulum , Hook’s s law.

The double cone-shaped object will roll up the ramp as it lowers its center 
of mass.
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simple scale

frictioN ramp & car

electric car

carboN discs for ticker timer 3.5cm 
diam (10pcs)

clock kit my first clock

ticker timer 2 frequeNcy mode (25/50)

sku:  601457

sku:  620030

sku:  620147

sku:  626715

sku:  407713

sku:  626712

Complete unit mounted in an unbreakable ABS plastic enclosure with 
anti-skid feet. Operates on 6V AC with striking rate selectable between 25 
and 50 dots per second through a toggle switch. Includes carbon paper 
discs and paper tape roll. power supply 6V ac is required (not included)
 

Simple Scale with 2 plastic containers and 15 plastic weights.
 

The Friction Ramp has two sides of different surfaces and one extra. Those 
three different surfaces can be used in order to teach how the friction 
relates to the kind of surface. It also includes a car on which you can put 
different weights. The surfaces can be put on different heights from the 
ground. Using a timer clock you can measure the time in comparison with 
the friction and the gradient of the surface..
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iNcliNed plaNe & trolley, With digi-
tal timer & retort staNd

iNcliNed plaNe & trolley, WoodeN

iNcliNed plaNe & trolley

steel ball (25mm diam.)

four stroke diesel eNgiNe 
cross-sectioN

air bloWer for air track

sku:  615072

sku:  631061

sku:  631060

sku:  602051

sku:  400492

sku:  620119

air blower for air track
operates on 220V ac.
power: 350W
Working condition: 0 – 40 °C
Vent pressure: > 4.5kpa
max duration: 120min
Noise: ≤ 60dB
Suitable for Air Track (620118)
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eNgiNeeriNg – mechaNics – class-
room set for 4 groups

rocket set (10pcs)

automobile traNsmissioN model

cluNk cliNk gearbox yelloW

cluNk cliNk gearbox black

model of 4-stroke eNgiNe

sku:  900604s

sku:  401000

sku:  618006

sku:  491010

sku:  491009

sku:  630402

This set is designed for use in the 2 last classes of hellenic primary schools.
Includes all the necessary materials in order to utilize all experiments in 
their school books with the above tittle.

Model of 4-Stroke Engine, made of metal. Hand operated to demonstrate 
intake, compression, power, exhaust of 4-stroke engine.

This unit consists of a motor and output shaft that click into place in 
yellow plastic casing. Shaft dia: 3mm. This is a revised gearbox design 
which is more rigid and does not require any additional strapping. The 
motor is designed for 3V – 6V operation.

This unit consists of a motor and output shaft that click into place in 
yellow plastic casing. Shaft dia: 3mm. This is a revised gearbox design 
which is more rigid and does not require any additional strapping. The 
motor is designed for 3V – 6V operation
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millimeter paper (50 sheets)

horiZoNtal cast & collisioN

mechaNics – teacher set

romaN bridge

rocket Number i

sku:  108521

sku:  601889

sku:  900804

sku:  614801

sku:  402319

With recovery system. W-o cartridge 1 Piece”
Number 1
length : 63 cm diameter: 3 cm
Flying height with cartridgeB 4-4 approx. 50 m
C 6-3 approx. 100 m
Weight (without cartridge): approx. 80 gm
With recovery system. W-o cartridge
1 Piece&quot

Roman Bridge wooden construction
dimension: 450 x 175 x 50 mm

assorted spriNg set 150pcs

sku:  623115

Set of 150 compression and extension springs. An assortment of 150 
compression and extension springs ranging from 15 to 300 mm in length, 
4 to 18 mm dia. and 16 to 32 s.w.g in wire thickness..
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gear set for ecoNomy gearbox, 2 set 
(8 gear total)

iNVestigatiNg forces pulley  
demoNstratioN set

circular dyNamometer apparatus 
pair

sku:  491002

sku:  601605

sku:  612017

iNertia demoNstratioN

sku:  630540

Polythene gears are available with an adapted centre to provide a 
tight press-fit onto gearboxes. The 22mm (20 teeth), 32mm (30 teeth) and 
40mm (40 teeth) each have the modified centre. The 15mm (12 teeth) gear 
is unchanged and is a press-fit onto a 2mm shaft. 2 gears of each kind, 
8 gears in total

spiral spriNg (set)

sku:  620110

exteNsioN spriNgs

sku:  664429
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free fall apparatus

horiZoNtal proJectile apparatus

actioN & reactioN demostratioN

sku:  620004

sku:  620126

sku:  614705

collisioN iN tWo dimeNsioNs

sku:  600001

NeWtoN’s secoNd laW apparatus

sku:  610386

free fall apparatus

sku:  610035

2xAA Battaries required (not included).
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kiNetic theory apparatus (electric)

peNdulums

falliNg bodies apparatus

sku:  619901

sku:  600318

free fall tube

sku:  600015

ceNtripetal force apparatus

sku:  614005

skeWed slot rail With digital timer

sku:  620116

Pendulum Iron Balls with hook.
available in the following diameters (beads):
   19mm
   25mm
The price is for a piece

it is a simple but very useful apparatus for the demonstration of free 
falling. it is a transparent tube with a valve at one end. You place inside 
two different objects (of different weights) and pump out the air with a 
hand -operated vacuum pump. Then you can turn the tube upside -down 
and watch the two objects falling down at the same time.

   601025

  601019
sku
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four stroke gas eNgiNe model 
cross-sectioN

sku:  400488

alumiNum pulley

force table

double taNdem pulley

sku:  630640

sku:  664602

purpose:
The demonstrator can be used in middle school’s physical classes 
to illustrate the resultant and resolution of vectorial forces, i.e. the 
parallelogram rule and the triagulate rule.
Structure and Technical Features
The demonstrator is composed of the following parts:
   Demonstrating plate, 500 mm?350 mm?18 mm, with a steel plate 
   which is sprayed with plastic and used to attract the force indications.
   Two pulley forks are separately fixed on the left and the right side 
   of the demonstrating plate by across screws. Loosing the across 
   screws, the forks can by move vertically and then change the direction 
   of the resultant.
   Two ropes, fixed with a force-show ring in their ends, can carry the 
   hook weights and act as the resolutes.
   Cylinder vertical force meter
   Magnetic force indications
   Magnetic angle meter
1.  Max. Force measured: 4.9 N
2. When force is loaded on the meter, a red-white scale will be pulled out 
form its bottom end. The length of the scale out of the end will represent 
a force at a rate of 2 cm for 0.49 N ( the tensile force produced by a hook 
weight with a mass of 59 g.)
3. In the end of the scale a small hook with a rope-ring is installed, which 
can make the demonstration operation easily. The lower part of the scale 
can be removed and rotated, which can make the location of the circular 
center easily.
4. The meter clamp, installed on the demonstrating plate, can rotate freely 
and tightly.
5. Magnetic vectorial indications are divided into three groups, with 3,4 
and 5 sections separately. Each section has a length of 2 cm, which can be 
used to form a parallelogram.

demoNstrator for compositioN & 
decompositioN of force

sku:  614401

4 Stroke gasoline hand crank engine model with actuating movable 
parts to demonstrate engine basics – 13.75″ Tall. The perfect model for 
a student of the automotive world or an automotive enthusiast. This 
model works by cranking the main shaft by hand which then actuates 
all the parts of the motor to show the stages of a 4 stroke gasoline motor 
firing.
   Functioning Moving Parts: Crankshaft, camshaft, drive gear, 
   timing gear, connecting rods, piston, intake/exhaust valves, 
   rocker arms, push rods, throttle valve, float
   Turn the hand crank on this model and you will see all the 
   functioning stages of a 4 stroke gasoline motor
   Ignition light can be activated by using a 2 AA Batteries, Light 
   illuminates on compression stroke ( Batteries not included)
   Made of cast alloys and abs plastic, built for years of demonstrations

Aluminum pulley diameter 50mm With 2 clamps. Suitable for use in 
engineering experiments as well as in measurement experiments.
available in:
   Monastery 
   Double 
   Triple

Double tandem pulley
Φ40mm, 50mm
Aluminium

   614910

   614911

  614907

sku
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pulley With clamp, height 
adJustable)

triple taNdem pulley

set 2x siNgle pulley With staNd

sku:  620151

sku:  664603

sku:  615002

maxWell Wheel

sku:  600349

pulley With rod

sku:  616068

pulley With clamp 70mm diam

sku:  625921

Triple tandem pulley
Φ30mm, 40mm, 50mm
Aluminium

it is a simple but very useful apparatus for the demonstration of free 
falling. it is a transparent tube with a valve at one end. You place inside 
two different objects (of different weights) and pump out the air with a 
hand -operated vacuum pump. Then you can turn the tube upside -down 
and watch the two objects falling down at the same time.

Pulley with clamp, adjustable for laboratory bench.
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rocket propellaNt c 6-3, 10 piece

ticker timer (50hZ), With accessories

tape for tickertimer (60m, 17mm)

sku:  402272

sku:  626714

sku:  626713

digital timer

sku:  392073

loop the loop apparatus

sku:  612501

rocket eNgiNe b 4-4, 1 piece (broWN)

sku:  402261

Ticker Timer (50Hz), with accessories (white paper roll, carbon discs)
includes:
   Ticker timer 5οHz
   White Paper roll
   Carbon Discs
   Clamp
   weight
power supply 6V ac is required (not included)

Rocket engine B 4-4, 1 piece (brown) Propellant charges
admission: available only in D, F CH
Tested for Safety (BAM PT1)! Delivery of propellants to only teachers, 
the sale of rocket propellants to young people under the age of 18 is 
prohibited! instructions read carefully with safety fuses.
Type B 4-4, 10 ? 17.3 x 68 mm propelling charges available only in D, F CH!

Digital Timer| These popular digital timers have a large, clear display.
Easy to use for counting up or down, with a built in stand and magnetic 
mount.
dimensions: 68*68*15mm
Requires 1 AAA battery (included)

Rocket propellant C 6-3, 10 Propellant charges
admission: available only in D, F CH
Tested for Safety (BAM PT1)! Delivery of propellants to only teachers, 
the sale of rocket propellants to young people under the age of 18 is 
prohibited! instructions read carefully with safety fuses.
Type B 4-4, 10 ? 17.3 x 68 mm propelling charges available only in D, F CH!
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pulley

logit explorer datalogger

eNgiNeeriNg – mechaNics – class-
room set

sku:  900167

sku:  900604

studyiNg forces kit

sku:  941202

dual poWer timer

sku:  392079

miNi timer

sku:  320302

LogIT explorer comes with a built in display which is particularly 
suited for outdoor experiments, for example investigating habitats 
or monitoring environments. Its colourful compact design and unique 
handle will appeal to younger students. The built in sensors can 
measure sound, light and temperature. Live data can be collected and 
downloaded onto a PC. The LogIT comes with an activities idea book, 
carry case, computer link cable and LogIT Lab software. The LogIT Lab 
software is user friendly and provides exciting features such as snapshot 
readings and event timings. A very portable, straightforward model which 
is great for KS1 and KS2. The LogIT serial to USB connector allows connection 
of serial port LogITs to USB connections in a Laptop or Desktop. Will work 
with any serial LogIT Explorer in combination with a USB port.

These popular and easy-to-use timers have a large, clear display. You can 
use this timer for counting up or down, with a built in stand.
power supply: 1xAAA battery (not included)

These handy sized timers can time up or down to 99 mins and 59 seconds. 
A bleeping alarm is sounded to say the time has been reached. Having 
dual power functionality means they are always charged and ready to 
go. The push buttons have been designed for ease of use. The timers can 
be used in numerous situations where a hands free time period needs to 
be set or measured such as in scientific experiments, for circle time, for 
games, for the timing of tests and a hundred and one other uses. Colour 
coded for easy identification.
specification:
size: 65 x 65 x 13mm. Display 53 x 25mm
Price per 1 timer – colour. Please inform us for the colour you wish in the 
order note section upon completing your order.

Each pulley has a support infrastructure so that it can be easily placed in 
the experimental device.
available in:
   Monastery
   Double
   Triple

   664626

   664627

  664625
sku
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hooke’s laW apparatus

Variables parameters peNdulum

measuremeNt package - deNsity

sku:  941203

sku:  9941222

sku:  941205

traffic study package (fiNaNcial)

sku:  941224

studyiNg motioNs kit

sku:  941201

includes:
   Dynamics Cart
   Ticker Timer 50Hz with accessories (carbon, tape)
   Pulley
   Digital Stopwatch
   Tape measure
   Weight
   A piece of thread
With this kit you can perform the following laboratory exercises:
   Motion measurement: constant velocity
   Motion measurement: constant acceleration
   Free fall
   Friction
   Explosion
   Free fall (using a timer)
Even with an extra Dynamics Cart you can perform elastic – plastic impact 
experiments.
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dyNamic cart (set of 2 pcs)

k’Nex educatioN amusemeNt park 
experieNce)

sku:  941226

sku:  978890

momeNtum coNserVatioN study 
package

stream gear set

sku:  941225 sku:  400182

The K’NEX® Education Amusement Park Experience Set provides an 
opportunity to combine real-world applications with STEM concepts in 
a middle school classroom environment. Using these materials, students 
will be engaged and energized as they experience the interrelationships 
and further their knowledge and understanding of the science, 
technology, engineering and math concepts associated with such 
rides and structures. The Teacher’s Guide offers a teaching approach 
that challenges students to take an active role in constructing their own 
knowledge by engaging in hands-on, inquiry-based learning, and by 
interacting and collaborating with other students while discussing ideas 
and concepts, informs the activities associated with the K ’NEX® 
Education Amusement Park set.

This kit is a good choice for beginners on STEAM learning. It only contains 
27 pieces components, but can build up to 30 different models, from basic 
constructions to simple machines. Children can observe how gears work 
and learn simple physics through hands-on experience. Manual sheet is 
included and assembly videos are available on-line. This kit is packed in a 
travel friendly bag for easy storage and carrying out.
1.  Only 27 components to build up to 30 models, good choice for 
beginners on STEAM learning.
2.  Compare with manual and video teaching options.
3.  Packed in a travel friendly bag for easy storage and carrying out.

Create and build 30 different games. You can find the instructions here.

DIMENSIONS                                   130 x 180 x 100 mm

AGE                                                 3+

MODELS                                   30

COMPONENTS                                   27
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led array

sku:  672206

plastic optical fiber 0.45mm

sku:  672209

the haNd spectroscope

A very precise screen-bending screen with 900 lines per mm makes it 
possible to examine different types of light. From the continuous 
spectrum of glowing bodies (sun, light bulb) to the line spectrum of neon 
etc. The wavelength can be read on a scale. Complete with bending grid, 
magnifying lens and nanometer scale. DIN A4 cut-out sheets.

Plastic optical fiber (POF) or polymer optical fibre is an optical fiber that 
is made out of polymer. Similar to glass optical fiber, POF transmits light 
(for illumination or data) through the core of the fiber. Its chief advantage 
over the glass product, other aspect being equal, is its robustness under 
bending and stretching. Price per meter

This ingenious LED Array provides a fun, eye-catching demonstration of 
how colors affect wavelengths. A major improvement over using color 
filters with a “white” showcase bulb, students can easily observe color 
diffraction from their seats and actually compare the diffraction patterns 
for each color, at the same time! Invaluable for determining the frequencies 
of the various colors, the LED Array features 11 vertically mounted lights 
ranging from deep red to violet, plus white. The eleven different color LEDs 
are mounted in a 12-inch metal tube. Colors and wavelengths are marked 
on the tube. And, the array is powered by a transformer that plugs into 
a standard 110-volt outlet. A rotary switch lets you display each color 
individually or all 11 simultaneously. You can switch on the LED’s separately.

203

10. optical
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sparkle leds flexi strip of 30

reflectiVe hologram prism (x10)

sku:  400214

sku:  690052

double coNcaVe leNs 50mm

sku:  901601

A flexible strip of 30 connected WS2812B LEDs with self-adhesive back. 
These strips use the same LEDs that the Sparkles are based on, and so 
can be individually addressed by the Crumble.
length: 50 cm

This amazing ‘fold and slot’ Reflective Hologram Prism allows you to see 
amazing 3D Holograms on your phone or tablet. This pack of ten prisms 
comes flat and you simply fold and slot together. Instructions are included.

double coNVex leNs 50mm

sku:  901602

Double concave lens φ50mm fl 15cm

sku:  901611

Double convex lens φ50mm fl 50cm

sku:  901615

Double Convex Lens φ50mm FL 50cm
Focus length 50cm
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leNses mouNt

iNfrared detector

sku:  600603

sku:  619661

diffractioN glassest

sku:  600574

The InfraRed Detector responds to light rays that are a lower frequency 
(longer wavelength) than red and are such that human eyesight cannot 
see them. Using the InfraRed detector, the study of Infra Red radiation can 
be performed including the reflection of IR from non-absorbing surfaces 
and so on.

The price refers to one piece

NeWtoN’s riNgs

sku:  611105

glass taNk

sku:  666001

goNiometric disc (protractor compass)

sku:  611111

dimensions: 200*300mm
height: 150mm
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3d hologram maker With usb port

optical Water taNk

sku:  416415

sku:  671402

double mirror (30x10cm)

sku:  181515

With this Optical Water Tank we can clearly and vividly demonstrate 
refraction, reflection and total reflection as well as define the critical 
angles of two different materials in the optics of high school physics.

 

Create a 3D image with Opitec’s 3D Hologram Maker. A light source image 
or a video is projected onto the prism and appears to us as a 3D image. 
Power source is a USB port. Can be used for teaching simple circuit and 
optics. No soldering needed. Skills required: cutting, sawing, bonding /
gluing and assembling. size: approx. 120 x 120 x 30 mm. 1 piece.
 

Double mirror (30x10cm) by Knowledge Research | why.gr

acrylic light guide demoNstrator

sku:  607202

experimeNt of image-form of plaNe 
mirror (30x15cm)

sku:  673702

NeWtoN color disc With base

sku:  620707

The device consists of the Newton disk and also the base and the torsion 
pulley. As the disk rotates, the color that students see is white. Isaac 
Newton argued that white light contains all the colors of the iris. When we 
look at the colored disk that rotates quickly, we can not distinguish the 
colors. Instead, we perceive a mixture and a beige hue on the disc. This is 
due to a property of the eye, the metamorphosis.

Light Guide Demonstrator
n
n
S shaped bar. 220mm x 20mm x 20mm
n
Bottom of bar is white to aid visibility
n
An ‘S’ shaped acrylic bar 220 x 20 x 20 mm which can be used with any 
Laser or Ray box to demonstrate total internal reflection. It helps students 
to understand the principles of optical communications. The bottom of 
the bar is white to aid visibility.
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cathode ray tube, for electrostatic 
deflectioN

refractiVe taNk semi circular

sku:  625194

sku:  610470

Single moulded leakage proof semicircular acrylic tank to perform 
a variety of light experiments and to find out the refractive index of 
different liquids. A protractor for measuring the angle of refraction 
with a circular scale 180? in minimum graduation of 1? is printed in the 
base side of tank.
dimensions: 120*60*30 mm
 

To demonstrate that cathode ray moves along a straight line &amp can 
be stopped by metal baffle.
 

cathode ray tube, for heat effect

sku:  625195

cathode ray tube, With slit

cathode ray tube, With paddle 
Wheel

sku:  625191

sku:  625193

To demonstrate the deflection phenomenon of cathode ray in electric 
field.

To demonstrate the cathode ray has kinetic energy that makes the paddle 
wheel rotate.

cathode ray tube, With maltese 
cross

sku:  625192

To demonstrate that cathode ray deflects in magnetic field.
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coNVex/coNcaVe mirror

double sided mirror 30 x 20cm

sku:  648013

sku:  648336

Double-sided plastic plane mirror with a high-quality mirror finish. Both 
sides protected with a peel-off film. Uses include science experiments with 
light, maths shape and symmetry work, creative art, and craft projects.
Specification
Size: 30 x 20cm
Price per item / mirror

Double-sided plastic mirrors with the protective peel-off film.
Specification
Size: 100mm².

The ink is invisible under normal light but shows up under a UV light.

 

uV security peN

sku:  890002

optical beNch & optical light set

sku:  671105

magNifier 45mm 3x 17mm 5x

sku:  807321

humaN fuNctioNal eye

sku:  203303

dimensions:
   11cm total height
   45mm with 3x magnifying lens
   175mm with 5x magnifying lens
   25mm wide handle
Acrylic
Price per item (Magnifier)
 

An excellent type to study the functions of the human eye. The eyeball 
has a horizon cut, the upper half of eyeball wall and the inner structures 
can be removed. With the flexible lens, the model can focus an image on 
the retina, demonstrates far and short sight and their corrections, needs 
battery.
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raiNboW

optical laser box

sku:  105641

sku:  619801

A small magical rainbow, using a new generation of Light Emitting Diodes.
All the colours of the rainbow are there to see in the two small light diodes 
in each end of the bow. Each one produces red, green and blue. In the 
tube they mix once again to produce the other variations. A simple project 
to complete with an impressive result. Width 11 cm.
 

Laser Source, with magnets, used in optical demonstrator 1, 3 or 5 ray lines
Ideal for optical demonstrations using lens and prisms. Power supply 
included

laser source, With magNets, used iN 
optical demoNstrator 1, 3 or 5 ray 
liNes

sku:  671404

light box & optical set

sku:  660001

light box

sku:  660020

light source focus adJustable

sku:  672023

Light Box 12V / 36 Watt. Slit Set is included in the package.
Power Supply 12V AC 2A is required (not included)
 

Can be used with optical bench. Power Supply 12V AC 2A is required (not 
included)

includes:
   Light box
   Slit set
   Mirror set
   Prisms and lenses set
   Filters set
Power Supply 12V AC 2A is required (not included)
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disc polarimeter

optical demoNstrator With laser, 
magNetic

sku:  611660

sku:  620714

Includes:
   Magnetic Lens set.
   Laser source with 1, 3, 5 beams (selectable) included with power supply.
   In a plastic suitcase.
 

polarimeter

sku:  620710

polariZatioN filter, 61*44mm, pair

sku:  674132

polarisiNg film 50x50mm

sku:  683010

polariZiNg filter (7cm x 7cm) (pair)

sku:  618832

Two pieces of this film at right angles to each other can be used to show 
stress patterns in some materials.
Price per 2 item Polarising Films 50x50mm
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pair of polaroid filters iN grad disc

filter,polaroid,100x100mm sq, With 
circ.scale (pr)

sku:  618836

sku:  618833

Prism Equilateral Size: 25x25mm
higher quality

prism equilateral 25x25mm

sku:  620705

leNs set (4) aNd (2) mirrors

sku:  600602

prisms, equilateral, 50*50mm, higher 
quality

sku:  620703

spectral aNalysis box

sku:  603565
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set of 6 coloured filters 100x100mm

sku:  610645

fiber demoNstratioN

sku:  672211

1. Green
2. Yellow
3. Blue
4. Red
5. Indigo
6. Magenta
set of 6, Dimensions: 100x100mm

mirrors set (15×10) (10 pcs)

sku:  648139

optical set (magNetic)

optical apparatus With laser

sku:  670710

sku:  621320

plastic mirrors a4 siZe (10pcs)

sku:  648138

Plastic Mirrors in a variety of affordable packs. Mirror packs are made 
from thin plastic sheets which make them ideal for use in a scientific and 
mathematical investigation. They can be cut using a pair of scissors.
specifications: Product Size 22.5 x 14.5cm. Pack Size: 29.9 x 21 x 1.1cm
Covered with a peel-off protective film to keep them clean and 
blemish-free. Ideal for reflective symmetry work, light experiments or in 
model making. Available in packs of 10 in A4 size.

Optical Apparatus Lens with magnet.
Laser source with 1, 3, 5 beams (selectable) included.
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3-mirror set With staNd

sku:  603002

prisms & leNs set (6 pcs)

sku:  604410

leNses 50mm coNVex aNd coNcaVe pair

sku:  901603

Lenses 50mm Convex and Concave pair 50mm
Convex and Concave
Pair

acrylic leNs set iN plastic box

acrylic prism set (6 pcs)

sku:  670317

sku:  604409

myopia aNd hypermetropia leNs set 
magNetic

sku:  670310

acrylic lens set in plastic box:
    Rectangular rectangle, 75 x 25 x20 mm
    Semicircular, 75mm diameter..
    Rectangular triangle, 90 x 45 x 45 ° with 75mm hypotenuse.
    Biconvex, 80mm high, 25mm thick
    Biconcave, 80mm high, 25mm thick
    Rectangular , large base 90mm, small base 35mm, and sides 
    40mm &  50mm 20mm thick
    Curved mirror
    Cleaning cloth
In a plastic carrying case.

myopia and hypermetropia lens set includes:
   Simulation Myopia (short-sightedness) lens 100mm
   Simulation Normal lens 135mm
   Simulation Hypermetropia (far-sightedness) lens 200mm
   Simulation Myopia (short-sightedness) correction lens
   Simulation Hypermetropia (far-sightedness) correction lens
   Eye diagram to use with simulation lens
   4 Magnet rings
All set is magnetic.
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filters set 6pcs

filters set 8pcs

sku:  610615

sku:  610880

filter set of 4 glass

sku:  620735

Color filters, placed in cases, suitable for optical sources as well as for ex-
periments of synthesis and analysis of white light. Red, Blue, Green, Indigo, 
Magenta and Yellow
dimensions: 50mm x 50mm

Color filters, placed in cases, suitable for optical sources as well as for 
experiments of synthesis and analysis of white light. Red, Blue, Green, 
Aqua, Magenta, Yellow, Violet and 1 slide with 3 colour circles.
dimensions: 50mm x 50mm

includes:
1. Yellow
2.Orange
3. Red
4.Blue
5.Glass
Set of 4

digital stroboscope

michelsoN’s iNterferometer

sku:  613103

sku:  621405

description
    Exclusive One Chip Micro Controller LSI circuit
    Crystal Time Base to offer the High Accuracy
    Wide Measuring Range
    High Resolution
    Digital display Gives Exact reading
    LOW, MEDIUM & HIGH  (3) ranges
    display:  LCD with annunciator
    range:  50 to 12000FPM
    resolution:  0.1 FPM up to 1000FPM else 1FPM
    accuracy:  ±0.05%
    sampling rate:  0.4 seconds
    auxiliary power supply:  230V AC 50Hz
 

A set of optical and mechanical elements was designed making possi-
ble the observation and easy understanding of the physical principles of 
wave optics.By such means the usual way of theoretical teaching may be 
raised to a higher level.following principles are easy to demonstrate:
    Basic optical principles of light DIFFRACTION making use of 
   difraction elements included
   The Phenomena of coherent LIGHT INTERFERENCE (2-beam as well 
   as multi-beam interferometers, interference of both plane and 
   spherical wave fronts)
   Reconstruction of HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE
   The behavior of linear POLARIZED LIGHT
The set up is packed in a plastic suitcase to secure transportation and 
storage.
the set consist of:
   diode laser 635nm – Pmax &lt 1mW (or 3mW)
   adjustable laser holder
   2 mirrors
   2 adjustable holders of mirror
   semitransparent mirror
   1 polarizing filter
   screen
   ground screen
   set of diffraction and interference structures
   *magnetic table
   hologram
   plastic suitcase
   power supply: 110-240V/3V
   battery box: 2x 1.5V AA battery type
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uV light

sku:  673902

demoNstrator for chromatic dis-
persioN & compositioN of White 
light

sku:  620708

Human nature design ,Compact, light weight and easy to use. This 2 in 
1 portable torch light is compact, still can be used to detect counterfeit 
money or verify real money. In addition it also contains a powerful 
light.Night lighting can be used as flashlight, the same brightness 
and ordinary flashlight .Includes handy nylon carrying cord, compact 
and easy to carry . This handy Portable UV Black Light helps you find 
those “invisible” sources of odor without sniffing your carpet! Finding pet 
stains, checking for bacteria and is great for clubs and outdoor parties. 
It is very great to help locate hidden urine stains. Seek and Destroy those 
hidden odors with this handy black light. You’ll wonder how you ever 
lived with out it. Can test currencies, but also inspection stamps, credit 
cards, checks, tickets, ballot papers, confidential documents, passports, 
ID cards. Ideal for taxi drivers, bus drivers, market traders and anybody 
handling cash . Application of financial, business, enterprise, transport, 
tourism and other industries as well as individuals. Long wave UV light, 
please not harmful to your eyes.
powered by : 4 x1.5V “AA” batteries (not included)
Weight: 90g
size: 16 x 5.4 x 2.5cm
color:  Black

iNterfereNce aNd diffractioN 
apparatus

sku:  671505

demoNstratioN of combiNatioN of 3 
basic colors

sku:  670706

features:
light source: semiconductor laser
Wavelength: 532nm Green Laser – 650nm Red Laser
Lab project :
   Single slit diffraction
   Circular hole diffraction/li>
   Rectangular hole diffraction/li>
   Square hole diffraction/li>
   Triangle hole diffraction/li>
   Double slits interference/li>
   Three slits diffraction/li>
   Four slits diffraction/li>
   Monofilament diffraction/li>
   Round screen diffraction (poisson spot)/li>
   Edge diffraction/li>

There are three different colored lamps: blue, green, and red. To demon-
strate that different color and distance of light superposed on the board 
compound to other colors.
technical specification:
   light source: 12V/50W Bromine tungsten lamp
   color filter: red,green,blue,dia 32
   the working power supply: 220V±22V 50Hz±1Hz
   size: 285*160*225mm(L*W*H)
   Weight: 7kg
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photoelectric effect apparatus

spectrum tube

sku:  672220

flash frequency: 10Hz, 20Hz, 30Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz
frequency error: Less than 1%
duration of single pulse: 4ms

Spectrum tubes are glass tubes filled with a gas, usually that of an element 
or small molecule. When a spectrum tube is placed in a spectrum tube 
power supply and the power supply is turned on, an electrical discharge is 
passed through the tube, causing electrons in the gas to be excited. Total 
length: about 250mm
available in:
   Oxygen O2
   Helium He
   Nitrogen N2
   Carbon Dioxide Co2
   Iodine I2
   Water Vapor H2O
   Neon Ne
   Air
   Mercury Hg
   Argon Ar
   Krypton Kr
   Chlorine Cl2

   610801

   610803

   610805

   610806

   610808

   610809

   610810

   610812

   610813

   610814

   610815

   610802

sku

gas spectrum tubes With poWer sup-
ply

galileo telescope

sku:  610221

sku:  415028

uV fluid, 50ml, red

sku:  890001

This liquid is non-toxic liquid paraffin containing a UV sensitive 
photochromic dye. Indoors it appears as a clear liquid but when exposed 
to natural light it immediately becomes coloured. This colour increases in 
intensity when exposed to direct sunlight. The colour change is reversible, 
although it takes about 60 seconds for the liquid to become clear again.
Makes a fantastic demonstration of photochromic phenomena. The same 
dye chemistry is used in photochromic lenses, special window glass etc. 
Photochromic cells, for quantitative measurements, can be made, by 
trapping a drop of the fluid between microscope slides or petri dishes. 
The material can be activated by UV LEDs. 50ml pot
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torch-light

laser light poiNter, red, 650Nm

sku:  600601

sku:  648008

laser light poiNter, blue, 405Nm

sku:  600604

Common LED Flashlight, with batteries.
dimensions: 160 x 33mm.
Requires 2x type D batteries (included). The photo is indicative of the 
product.

specifications:
   output power: 5mw.
   output wavelength: 405 nm.
   output mode: Constant Wave.
   Press button for ON/OFF.
   Powered by AAA 1.5V x 2pcs Batteries (battery not included)

laser light poiNter, greeN, 532Nm

spectrometer

sku:  600605

sku:  611540

haNd-held spectroscope

sku:  611460

specifications:
   output power: 5mw.
   output wavelength: 532 nm.
   output mode: Constant Wave.
   Press button for ON/OFF.
   Powered by AAA 1.5V x 2pcs Batteries (battery not included)
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spectroscope

spectroscope With cd dVd

sku:  490205

sku:  637911

diffractioN gratiNg,100l/mm,300l/
mm,600l/mm

sku:  620741

The performance of this ultra-low cost spectroscope is comparable 
with instruments typically costing much more. It uses a CD or DVD as 
a reflective diffraction grating and clearly shows Fraunhofer lines in the 
spectrum arising from natural light – and distinctive emission bands from 
artificial sources such as sodium lamps. Differences between fluorescent 
lighting tubes – e.g., white light or ‘warm’ light types – can be easily identified 
by their distinctive emission bands. The spectroscope is made from 
virtually indestructible polypropylene and supplied in flat pack form 
– taking about 30 seconds to assemble. It comes with a free CD but can 
be used with any CD (or a DVD for higher resolution). The really intriguing 
aspect of this device is the use of a common place CD or DVD replacing 
either an expensive prism or specially made diffraction grating.

spectrophotometer

sku:  830125

light & souNd – classroom for 4 
groups

sku:  900603s

This set is designed for use in the 2 last classes of hellenic primary schools. 
Includes all the necessary materials in order to utilize all experiments in 
their school books with the above tittle.

technical data:
   Optical System: Single Beam, diffraction grating
   Wavelength range : 325nm – 1000nm
   Light Source: Tungsten halogen lamp 12V / 20W
   Receiving Component: photocell
   The largest allowable error of the wavelength(nm): ±2
   Wavelength reproducibility (nm): 1
   Spectrum bandwidth (nm): 5±1.0
   Stray Light (T): 0.5% (at 360 nm)
   Range of transmittance measurement (T): 0.0% – 100.0%
   Range of absorbance  (A): 0.000% – 1.999%
   Direct-read Range: 0000 – 1999
   The largest allowable error of the transmittance (T): ±0.5%
   Transmittance repeatability (T): 0.2%
   Noise (T): 100% Noise : 0.3% ,  0% Noise?0.2%
   Stability (T): bright current 0.5%  T/3min
   dark current :0.2%  /3min
   Power Supply: AC 220V , 50Hz
   Dimensions: 450mm x 390mm x 210mm
   Net Weight: 12kg
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piNhole VieWer

lux meter

sku:  630130

sku:  606016

studyiNg optics kit

sku:  941210

11. static 
 electricity
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coulomb torsioN balaNce

cyliNdrical alumiNum coNductor

sku:  540885

sku:  641701

holloW cyliNder

sku:  500890

Coulomb Torsion Balance occupies an extremely important place in 
the history of physics. Using this balance, Coulomb in 1785 developed 
a method for measuring the electrostatic force between two charged 
objects and confirmed that it depends on the charge and inverse square 
of the distance between two charged objects.

For exploring the charge distribution and charge holding capacity of the 
different shaped conductors and demonstrate the Gauss’ Law relating 
to distribution of charge and dependence of field strength near a 
conductor on its radius of curvature. Comprises a hollow Cylindrical 
Aluminum Conductor mounted on top of insulated pillar on a base.

Shows that an electrostatic charge resides only on the outer surface of a 
conductor. Two pith balls are suspended inside the cylinder and another 
pair on top. When the cylinder is charged, the outer balls with diverge, 
but the inner ones will be unaffected. The metal cylinder 5cm diameter 
x 9cm length is mounted on an insulating rod attached to a heavy base.
Height 24 cm approx.

VaN de graaff accessories-Volta’s 
hailstorm

replacemeNt rubber baNds for Wim-
shurst

sku:  541442

sku:  580623

accessories for VaN de graaff

sku:  541441

An insulated clear cylindrical container with provision for mounting on 
dome of the generator or insulating stand, and has pith balls or small 
Styrofoam balls inside. When charged through the generator, the balls 
contained inside starts jumping and dancing rapidly in a random fashion 
giving an appearance of hailstorm. It can also be used for the demonstration 
of precipitation of smoke.

pair
475mm
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VaN de graaff

Jacob’s ladder

sku:  500014

sku:  541361

VaN de graaff geNerator miNi

sku:  541204

Jacob’s Ladder. This apparatus is built to show an electric arc that 
rises between 2 vertical conducting bars which are placed close 
together at the bottom and narrow at the top. Once the arc reaches 
the top of the bars (ladder) it vanishes and another is generated at the 
bottom and the cycle repeats.
– Internal power supply build into the base.
– Approximate voltage between the two electrodes is 15,000 volts (which 
is enough to ionize the air between then and turn it into plasma).
– Electrodes are contained in a poly carbonate tube.
– Minimal current is applied (a few micro-amperes)

A Van de Graaff generator is an electrostatic generator which uses a mov-
ing belt to accumulate electric charge on a hollow metal globe on the top 
of an insulated column, creating very high electric potentials. It produces 
very high voltage direct current (DC) electricity at low current levels.
Power supply 6V DC EU plug (included). With instructions.
dimensions:
height: 300mm
sphere diameter: 120mm

A Van de Graaff generator is an electrostatic generator which uses a 
moving belt to accumulate electric charge on a hollow metal globe on 
the top of an insulated column, creating very high electric potentials. 
It produces very high voltage direct current (DC) electricity at low current 
levels.
power supply: 12V.DC, 3 Amp
output (ideal): 200 kV . approx. 75mm spark between spheres
dimensions:
total height: 620mm
charge sphere (dome): 220mm diam.
discharge sphere: 80mm diam.
charge belt: 55mm wide

VaN de graaff geNerator With 
accessories

VaN de graaff

sku:  541203

sku:  541362

leydeN Jar set

sku:  620409

a leyden Jar set typically consists of 3 pieces:
one plastic jar, nested between two fairly snugly fitting metal cups.When 
the jar is charged with a high voltage and carefully dismantled, it is 
discovered that all the parts may be freely handled without discharging 
the jar. If the pieces are re-assembled, a large spark may still be obtained 
from it. It was the original form of a capacitor (originally known as a 
“condenser”).

A Van De Graaff Generator is an electrostatic generator which uses a 
moving belt to accumulate electric charge on a hollow metal globe on 
the top of an insulated column, creating very high electric potentials. 
It produces very high voltage direct current (DC) electricity at low current 
levels.
dimensions:
charge sphere: 200mm dia.
discharge sphere: 60mm dia.
power supply: 220VAC
total dimensions: 300 x 200 x 600 mm

A Van de Graaff generator is an electrostatic generator which uses a 
moving belt to accumulate electric charge on a hollow metal globe on 
the top of an insulated column, creating very high electric potentials. 
It produces very high voltage direct current (DC) electricity at low current 
levels. It was invented by American physicist Robert J. Van de Graaff in 
1929. This Van De Graaff has a 220V EU plug and is equiped with a 
discharge sphere. Output: 200 kV (ideal)
dimensions:
charge sphere (dome): 200cm διαμ.
discharge sphere: 60cm διαμ.
van de Graaff (total) dimensions: 300 x 200 x 600 mm
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pith ball electroscope

screeN electroscope

sku:  506014

sku:  505018

replacemeNt belt for VaN de graaff 
geNerator

sku:  541363

Width: 4cm
perimeter: 82cm

Needle electroscope

poiNter electroscope With 
accessories

sku:  500917

sku:  520432

poiNter electroscope

sku:  500404

This Needle Electroscope is great for hands on experience with 
electrostatic principles in physics classrooms and labs. The sheet metal 
walls of the electroscope are attached to a plastic base and top. Front 
glass window slides up to allow insertion of ionizing material in chamber. 
A light-weight metal vane is used as a pointer in the electroscope. This 
light weight metal blade deflects when the electroscope plate is charged. 
A graduated scale is provided to measure the angle of the deflection. 
Fitted with 4mm socket. Assembled, the electroscope measures 4 x 3.75 x 
2.25 inches.
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leaf electroscope

gold leaVes pack pk6

sku:  500914

sku:  500402

gold-leaf electroscope

sku:  500401

The Gold Leaves Pack are spares for use in an electroscope in the 
event that one misplaces or damages the gold leaves used with the 
device (pack of 6 gold leaves). The electroscope is a tool that is used 
to study basic electrostatic principles.
gold leaf dimensions: 32 x 13mm
Set of 6 golden leaves

Larger size and high durabil ity make this per fect for student 
use! Gold-Leaf Electroscope is a classic in physics demonstrations 
and science classes. This unit is bigger and easier for the student to 
view. The leaf is a little larger and the wide radius of swing provides a 
visual and sensitive demonstration. The unit also features a built-in 
scale which helps to determine the amount of charge generated. The 
metal case is strong and stable to resist damage.
dimensions: 135x140x50mm
total height: 190mm

electroscope tie rod

Wimshurst (electrostatic) machiNe 
28cm

sku:  520410

sku:  580621

Whimshrust machiNe, diam 30cm

sku:  580620
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Wimshurst’s machiNe 30cm

electrostatic peNdulum

sku:  540807

sku:  580622

electrostatic kit

sku:  510401

The Gold Leaves Pack are spares for use in an electroscope in the 
event that one misplaces or damages the gold leaves used with the 
device (pack of 6 gold leaves). The electroscope is a tool that is used 
to study basic electrostatic principles.
gold leaf dimensions: 32 x 13mm
Set of 6 golden leaves

With the Wimshurst electrostatic motor, we can generate a spark between 
conductors, or connect and transmit load to other devices. This is an 
economic, light and practical version.
disc diameter: 30 cm
Sparks 25-30 cm long can be obtained.
This generator also lets you carry out the most significant electrostatic 
experiments.

electrostatic bell riNg

silk – braid electroscope

sku:  555073

sku:  506015

faraday’s cage

sku:  507505

dimensions: 120mm (dia.) * 265mm (height)

This instrument is composed of a metal pendulum placed between two 
bells. One of them is electrically insulated while the other one must be 
connected to an electrostatic machine. In this way, charges with opposite 
sign are generated on bells and the pendulum strikes the two bells 
alternately.
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capacitor model, aepiNus

capacitor model

sku:  580300

sku:  580301

acrylic rod

sku:  520401

glass rod

eboNite rod

sku:  520403

sku:  520402

electrostatic demoNstratioN set

sku:  541503

The Electrostatic Demonstration Set includes:
   2x Pointer Electroscope
   2x Aluminum Discs (can be adjusted to electroscope)
   1x Metallic ball with isolated handle
   1x ebonite rod
   1x Conducting Needle (electrostatic needle)
   2x Separable Cylinder Conductor
   1x Semi-Sphere Conductor
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static electricity kit

rotatiNg electroscope

sku:  520407

sku:  571001

poteNtial demoNstratioN apparatus

sku:  540505

Outer sphere Diameter 210mm
Inner sphere Diameter 80mm

sphere electroscope

sku:  520404

electrostatic kit

sku:  941207

A comprehensive kit, ideal for a group of students to investigate the 
concepts of electrostatics.Designed around dual-purpose electroscope, 
which enables comparative measurements of the weak electrostatic fields 
apart from the qualitative aspect of electrostatic charges.
the complete kit comprises : –
    Electroscope with disc electrode- 1 Set
    Metalized Polystyrene Spheres- 4 Nos.
    Nylon Thread- 1 Reel
    Electrophorus- 1 No.
    Proof Plane- 1 No.
    Wire Stirrup, for suspending strips- 1 No.
    Aluminium Cans, 50×25mm (height × diameter)- 2 Nos.
    Polythene Tiles 75mm Square- 2 Nos.
    Polythene Strip, 150×25mm- 1 No.
    Woolen Cloth, 250mm Square- 1 No.
    Silk Cloth, 250mm Square- 1 No.
    Glass Rod,10”- 1 No.
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12. educational toys
for physics

gigo force aNd simple machiNe

sku:  941234

gigo motioN aNd mechaNism

sku:  941235

Using our construction blocks as a foundation, kids can learn the designs 
of complex transport machines, and understand the movement and 
the function of different types of mechanical structures, including: gear 
racks, cams, and worm gears. It helps kids to develop the foundations of 
mechanical machine design. The set includes 20 lesson plans, including 16 
models and 4 creative works, a student workbook, and 3D Smart Manual 
to view the model on your tablet in 3D. Each lesson plan exists of an 
introduction with theory, building instructions, the experiment, improve-
ments and evaluation. Learning Lab utilises theme-oriented teaching 
materials designed to focus on the STEM education fields. We focus 
on combining theory with applications from daily life. The core values of 
Learning Lab are to inspire an individual’s creativity ability and learning 
by doing.
each set includes:
    Student workbooks
    Teacher guidebooks
    Component :194 PCS
    Total Units :20 units
     Learning Time :40 mins/unit
    18 theories, 18 models, 18 activities & 2 creativity competitions
Recommended age: 7 years

Using our construction blocks, kids can build models of cranes and scales 
within the courses while learn about the principles behind the movement 
of force, levers, inclined planes, axles and some other simple machines.
The set includes 20 lesson plans, including 16 models and 4 creative works, 
and a student workbook. Each lesson plan exists of an introduction with 
theory, building instructions, the experiment, improvements and evaluation. 
Learning Lab utilises theme-oriented teaching materials designed to 
focus on the STEM education fields. We focus on combining theory with 
applications from daily life. The core values of Learning Lab are to inspire 
an individual’s creativity ability and learning by doing.
the product includes:
    Student workbooks
    Teacher guidebooks
    Component :249pc
    Total Units :20 units
    Learning Time :40 mins/unit
    18 theories, 18 models, 18 activities & 2 creativity competitions
 Recommended age: 7+ years
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gigo electricity aNd circuit

sku:  941236

gigo electromagNetism aNd motor

gigo – gas aNd pNeumatics (scieNtific 
experimeNt)

sku:  941237

sku:  941238

Discover the amazing world of electricity and magnetism
   The basic concepts of electrical currents, understanding power and
   electricity used in our daily life.
   The basic concepts and principles of magnetism, understanding the 
   magnetic effect of electrical currents and their principles that are 
   applied in motors.
   The unique safety design of the connector allows easy DIY to complete 
   experimental sets of basic circuitry.
   Develop logic and critical thinking ability and gain an interest for 
   science through the process of assembly.

Combine electricity and magnetic to increase the force. Kids can make 
powerful vehicles with the electromagnetism and get more fun with the 
motor.
the product includes:
   Student workbook
   Teacher guidebook (digital file available only)
   Gigo e-learning service
   Smart manual APP

Utilize the power of the air and let kids experience the acting force and 
reacting force. Learn the change of airflow and develop an interesting 
gadget.
the product includes:
    Student workbook
    Teacher guidebook (digital file available only)
    Gigo e-learning service
    Smart manual APP

gigo WiNd poWer

sku:  941239

gigo light aNd solar eNergy

sku:  941240

The included solar panel not only can generate power, but also can store 
energy for future use too! Kids can see how convenient solar energy is 
through building models of a solar vehicle, a solar cable car, a solar 
recharging station, and more. The set includes 20 lesson plans, 
including 16 models and 4 creative works, a student workbook, and 3D 
Smart Manual to view the model on your tablet in 3D.
Learning Lab utilises theme-oriented teaching materials designed to 
focus on the STEM education fields. We focus on combining theory with 
applications from daily life. The core values of Learning Lab are to inspire 
an individual’s creativity ability and learning by doing.
each set includes:
   Student workbooks
   Teacher guidebooks
   Gigo e-learning service
   Component :133 PCS
   Total Units :20 units
   Learning Time :40 mins/unit
   18 theories, 18 models, 18 activities & 2 creativity competitions
Recommended age: 7+ years

Use the  wind power parts to transform natural wind into the electricity 
that we use in our daily lives. Kids can develop an understanding of 
renewable energy and realize the practical usage of wind power through 
hands-on building of models for a wind power generator, a wind power 
vehicle and an anemoscope. The set includes 20 lesson plans, including 16 
models and 4 creative works, a student workbook, and 3D Smart Manual 
to view the model on your tablet in 3D.
Learning Lab utilises theme-oriented teaching materials designed to 
focus on the STEM education fields. We focus on combining theory with 
applications from daily life. The core values of Learning Lab are to inspire 
an individual’s creativity ability and learning by doing.
each set includes:
    Student workbooks
    Teacher guidebooks
    Component :166 PCS
    Total Units :20 units
     Learning Time :40 mins/unit
    18 theories, 18 models, 18 activities & 2 creativity competitions
Recommended age: 7+ years
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gigo liquid aNd hydraulics

sku:  941241

gigo chemical battery

gigo optical deVices

sku:  941242

sku:  941243

Explore the theory of hydraulics and atmospheric pressure. Apply the 
knowledge of potential energy on your device and observe the force of the 
water.
the gigo liquid and hydraulics includes:
   Student workbook.
   Teacher’s guidebook (digital file available only).
   Smart Manual Web Service.
   Model operation video.
   Models 20 (16 models+4 creative works)    
   Components 178pcs

Learn the changes of liquor and concentration by doing a simple chemical 
experiment. Further kids can study the applications of fuel cell.
the gigo liquid and hydraulics includes:
    Student workbook.
    Teacher’s guidebook (digital file available only).
    Smart Manual Web Service.
    Model operation video.
    Requires 1 AA/LR06 battery – not included.
    Requires 1 AA rechargeable battery – not included
    Models 20 (16 models +4 creative works)
    Components 155pcs

Try various combination of lens and experience the effects of images and 
vision. Kids can learn the applications of telescope and microscope.
the product iNcludes:
    Student workbook
    Teacher guidebook (digital file available only)
    Gigo e-learning service
    Requires 2 AA/LR06 batteries – not included.
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